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CHAPTER SEVEN

FORT VICTORIA

Mt Victoria's eignificance to the harbour and port was recognised
from the early days of colonial settlement, with the placement
Lhere of a flagstaff and eigmalling station to communicate
between the town of Auckland and ehips in the inner Hauraki Gulf.
The embryo euburb around the mountain, Devonport, was in fact
named 'Flagstaff' for the firet decade of its existence in
recognition of the dominance of this featurel.

Mt Victoria or Takarunga lraa algo an important pa site to the
Maori prior to colonisation. Ae the higheet hill in the area,
with naturally eteep scarps and surrounded by fertile land, it
was heavily terraced and probably fortified - in contrast to the
neighbouring Takapuna (North Head) which has little or no visible
prehistoric terracing, possibly due to the lack of fertile land
in the inmediate vicinity.

A small reacue excavation of pre-Eurpoean features on Mt Victoria
(Site R1L/109) was carried out in L985 by Sewell. Takarunga was

exteneively occupied by Maori, and traditionally ig a Ngati Paoa

pd", its prehistoric occupation ie certainly evidenced by the
massive terracing around the summit area, and large patches of
eroding shell midden visible around lower areas. Sewell found
considerable sub-surface Maori remains in the small area
excavated at the north-western corner of the summit, including
a trench which may have been either a drain or bedding for a

defensive pali-sade. This was despite the later modification of
this area by an 1885 musketry paraPetr a subsequent asphalt
footpath (probably associated with a World War II AA batterY),
a large scale deposition of eart,h, concrete and rock filt
(probably aseociated with the construction of a water reservoir
immediately adjacent to the excavatioD), and finally t'he

instalLation of Post Office radio masts.

Ruffell L982zt?

Sewell 1985 tL82
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Assessmente of the prehistoric archaeological features have,
however, largely been unable to deal with the later military
fortifications, and these were not addressed on the site record
forms. Accordingly, during L992, several visits were made to the
site, surveys conducted in conjunction with hietorical reeearch,
and new site record forrns submitted for the featuree described
below. Plane on file at National Archives were checked against
the etructures, and a new plan drawn of the 8 inch bat,tery.

64 Pounder RllL (Converted) Battery

When military fortification of Auckland wae being discuesed in
1884, the Governor, Sir Witliam Jervoie, reconmended that there
shouLd be "a central work on Mount Victoria, which will act ag

a citadel by which abeolute possession of the peninsula on the
north side of the harbour will be secured" 3. Jervois'e opi.nion
was only to be heeded in Part

Mt Victoria was the first of the 'Ruesian Scare' sites to receive
armament. In 1885 the four 64 pounder converted RMLs (ex HI4S

Nelson) supplied for the defence of Auckland were mounted on an

open terrace on the northern side of the mountain', without any

earthworks to protect t,hem, or support facilities (Plate 7 ,Ll .

The four guns were hauled up on a trolley, up a tramway built for
the purposei one of them broke away on its trolley and wae hurled
into the ground near the present entrance to Mt Victoria Domain

from Kerr Street it's muzzle waa buried three feet into the
grounds.

The 64 poundere do not seem ever to have been used in an

operational defence role but were ueed occasionally as a

ceremonial saluting battery, remaining on the mountain for sone

Jervois 1884:12

NA AD 33/t0z6

Walsh n.d. :37
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years in a non-operational state. In 1893 they are described ag

a saluting battery, "ranged on open g:round"6- Two of the guns

$rere removed as trophies, probably in 1904 (when a1I RMts were

declared obsolete), while the remaining two were left on the
mountain until 1911 when, during alterations to the borough water
reservoir, they were taken down to be displayed on the Windsor

Reeerve in Devonport township, the former Adniralty reserve and

the eite of the first torpedo boat shed and the drill ha1l. They

remained there for several decadee (Plate 7.2r, and are now on

display nearby at HMNZS Philomel.

Little wa6 done during the scare of L885 to further fortify the
mountain, although a musket,ry paraPet proper ttas colnmenced but
not completed?; in 1891 t,he completion of thiE work vtas etill
seen a€r essentials. The trace of a parapet can gtill be seen

faintly around parts of tbe mountain'e surunit platform, and ie
also visible in aerial photographe (Plate 7.9r. By 1893 the

temporary work was in ruins through lack of maintenancei Fox

intended to run a redoubt trace right around the surunit contour,
with gun banke for two 64 pounder RMLs (from Fort Resolution) to
cover the land approachee. The parapet was to be 250 yds longe

(246 m). It is not clear whether this modification sta6 ever

carried out, but' it is more likely that it wae not, like many of
Fox,s reconmendations. Certainly the 64 pounders to be mounted

on thie feature were not removed from Fort Resolution until
around 1904.

The four converted 64 pounder RMLe on their obsolete wooden

garrison carriages seem to have been ignored in all subsequent

discussions of Auckland defences.

Fox 1893: Enclosure

NA AD 33/L0t4

NA AD 33110:10

Fox 1893: Enclosure
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The exact location of this battery is difficult to determine, but
it is known to have been on the northern face (deecribed as at
a height of 260 feet'o or 85 rn) near the summit,. Plate 7.1 ehows

the battery in the 1880s from this it can be seen that an

existing Maori terrace has been utilised, just below the sunmit,

area adjacent to a trig stat,ion. A wide track or road leads to
the areai no earthworks agsociat,ed wit,h the battery are visible
but t,imber platforme may have been laid down for the wooden

garrison carriages to stand on. These would leave little trace
archaeologically. A nurnber of terracee high on the north and

north-east facee wouLd be possible sites, but one on the aame

level as the track from the south side is most likely. The t,rig
station appears to have been relocated at least twice eince the
photograph was taken, complicating identification of the site;
the trig site seen in the plate hae been dieplaced by the water
reservoir.

Identifying the most probable eite ie complicated by the
earthworks aseociated with the World War II AA battery buildinge;
the long Combined Mess building on the sunmit stas partially dug

in at one end, and eeveral gradiente changedlr. The general
area can be eelected with some confidence, however, and this is
marked on Fig. 7.L, and shown in Plate 7.3. At this point the
earthwork trace turns out to the north in a deni-baetion, clearly
visible in both the plates' even t,hough the landmark trig and

rock wall have gone.

I inch BLEP Battery

A spare I inch BLHP gun and carriage had been in store at North

Head for some time, and in 1893 the military Commandant, Colonel

Fox, intended to emplace this
.sith all-round fire on comanding sumit, and to crom the crest contour vith nueketry

parapt aad tro 6{ punders to cover atl land approachee to Takapuna Point and N.[ead'

Admiralty 1896:109

Gratt.an L9481557

10
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ltount Victoria being the key to the defence of the peninsula and of Auckland. The 8 in gun,

in addition to its value in the outer defence, uill deiiver fire on the inner waters of
. It

the harbour prop€r.' 'o

Major General Schaw had previously reconnendedr3 that the gun be

emplaced at Stanley Point to cover the upper inner harbour; but
by 1891 Stokes Point further west up the inner harbour had been

selected for the gun sitel'.

Fox,s dissenting voi-ce was ignored and by 1896 the g"un was at
Stokes Point and earthworks were under way for the
emplacementls. However, in 1898 it was instead decided to follow
Fox and mount the gun on Mt Victoria where it would achieve the
same object as the Stokes Point battery, and also cover all the
other fort.s, the Rangitoto Channel, and the TakaPuna Road leading
to the forts'"; this was despite a strong recommendation from

the Colonial Defence Committee in Britain that the gun ghould now

be mounted inetead at the wellington heads.

Work was hurried along using free labour (paid workmen as opposed

to convicts or military personnel) and the battery was rapidly
completed on the south-west corner of the summit at a height of
268 feetl7 (88 m), the gun being brought to the surunit uP a
specially constructed trarnway in July 1899 (Plates 7.4 7.6).

Although emplaced with enthusiasm, and initially manned by

volunteer artillery personnel, the 8 inch battery appears to have

rapidly fallen into disuse. Minor maintenance was carried out
from time for example, in L9I2 convicts $rere engaged in

Fox 1893: Enclosure

Schaw 1888

NA AD 33/TI

Admiralty 1896: l-09

Penton L899:2

Fox 1893: Enclosure
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ABOVE: Plate 1 "5. B inch BLHP gun being r'rlncheci
t-o the the summit of Mt Victoria. tleekLi" Neit's 14

c1656s.
BELOV,I: Plate 7.6. The I i-t-tcl-t BLHP gun on che edge
Irlttt--e the lack of any overhatlg or overhead corler olt
passage. l^l eekJy /Verrzs 14 Jr-r-L1z 1899 " AIM C'16561 "

r.rp Lite Lram\^raY
-Tn11' l-899. All"l

r:f the gunpit '
t-i-re i Lp or t-lre
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clearing weeds from the 8 inch battery area'". Field Marshal

Lord Kitchener, on a tour of inspection in 19L0, colnmented that
"the existing battery at Fort Victoria is superfluous' though I
would not remove the present gun unless it was decided to use the
site for other purposes."re Certainly, the battery had become

irrelevant by 1915: when shield modifications and other minor
modernj-sations were carried out to the three similar guns at
North Head to all-ow for new cordite propellant chargesr the Fort
Victoria battery was ignored'o. Fort Victoria was not manned as

such during the First World War, although it vtas included in
emergency plans when it could have been manned by Garrison
Artillery Territorial (GAT) personnel2r. The battery does not'

appear to have been utilised in any role Post war. In L922 the
8 inch BLHP €funs were declared obsolete, and deleted from any

further defence plans2z, many of the guns were subsequently
scrapped.

Around this time the fort was de-ammunitioned by the Army in a

way symptomat,ic of the economic stringencies of the time. T\,to

soldiers were sent with a Post and Telegraph Department lorry to
retrieve all the shel1s and cartridges from the Vict'oria
magazinesl as the road was too steep for the lorry t,o negotiate,
they were given a wheelbarrow and told to wheeL each 200 Ib (90

kg) she1l down one at a time (approximately 150 shells r./ere in
store at the summit).

After they had made several successful traverses of the 200 ft
ctinbr dII NCO arrived to check progress, and horrified at the
slow rate of the work, suggested rolling the shells down the hill
on their sides. Several more shells were successfully brought

NAA AD 1054 /2495b

Gr_4 L59 /t0
NAA L054/2495c

Garner 1918: Appendix 1

Richardson L922

1A

19

20
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down to the lorry before two broke away high up the mountain

side. Picking up momentum, they soon started bouncing and became

airborne, one flying straight across St Aubyn Street and smashing

through the length of a house on the opposite side of the road,
the other into a neighbouring church. Being unfused they
fortunately did not detonate, but the incident did not increase
the popularity of the Defence Department with Devonport

residents23.

From L924-L927 the battery and Fire Commanders Post (FCP) were

used ternporarily as a navy ammunition etore. A naval caretaker
briefly replaced the army incumbent in the house at the summit,

and in June L924 the existing iron gates at the magazine entrance
were reinforced by a sliding door in armoured plate, yale locks
were fitted to the magazine doors, and the gun pit was roofed in
corrugated iron".

Heavy shells were stored in the magazine, while small arms

ammunition was stored at the FCP. In L927, with the Devonport

Borough Council unhappy about the storage of ammunition above the
town centre, and the availability of newly completed magazine

accommodation at, Fort Takapuna, the Navy moved out of all the Mt

Victoria emplacements and transferred their ammunition to Fort
Takapunaz'. The battery was abandoned; removable metal parts
were sold for scrap and parts of the mounting (especially bronze

bushings) cut up. The defence area on the summit was handed over
to the Borough Council as part of the Mt Victoria Domain. At some

stage the roofing over the gunpit was removed, as can be seen in
an aerial photograph from the mid l-930s (Plate 7.7). In l-936 the
Borough Council filled the gunpit and passages below with
truckloads of scoria to prevent danger to children".

Ruf f ell: pers. conrm.

NM c L4/6 Arty

NA AD L/3/L6

Ruffell: pers.conm.

23
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In 1939 on the outbreak of World War II, 63rd Heavy Battery RNZA

equipped with 3,7 inch AA guns vtas posted to the sunmit area".
The crews were initially billeted in the underground magazine

areas of the old B inch battery; 40 men tried to sleep in the
crevr room and ammunition passages. Conditions were squalid, with
totally inadequate ventilation and no washing or toilet
facilities, The many truckloads of scoria had to be dug out of
the galleries and the pit. The I inch gun and shield were re-
roofed, and the rear entrance to the bat,tery from the summit road

v/as filled in, while a triangular OP and Command PosL were

erected, partially on top of the 8 inch gun shield.

A host of AA battery buildings \tere built on the summit and on

the approach road to provide proper barrack accommodation for the
AA crewe (see Plate 7.8).

At the conclusion of the war the army presence ended. The

buildings on the summit were removed, while 6ome of those on the

Iower approaches hlere used by the adjacent primary school, and

others subsequently by a kindergarten. The 8 inch battery was

backfilled again by tipping lorry loade of gravel and soil into
the complex until it was levelled. In Plate 7 .9, dating from

1958, the battery area shows as a raised mound, surmounted by the
triangle and three circles of the AA battery OP. A11 vrart,ime

surnmit buildings have been removed, while the flagstaff signal
station has been rebuilt, and in use as the main port radio
s j.gnal station as it remains in 1994.

In April 1975 the Royal New Zealand Navy provided manpower and

expertise to clean out the B inch battery and partly restore it
for display". Much of the earth backfill was dug out, and the

9utr, shield, and mounting repainted. One corner of the AA battery
OP had to be removed to expose the gun and shield". Since then

27 NA AD L2 25/L/8
28 NZ Herald 9.4.1975 Section I P.6
2" P. Dennerley pers. conm.
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the battery has suffered greatly at the hands of persistent, well
equipped vandals. A great deal of graffiti has been painted
throughout the underground rooms and over the surface features,
and efforts to block off the underground areas with iron gates

and steel sheets have been thwarted by people using gas cutting
gear, who keep forcing entrY.

The I inch BLHP bat,tery exist,s today in the same form as it was

Ieft by the Navy excavation of L975, albeit somewhat damaged by

vand.alism. The I inch BLHP gunr mounting and shield are in situ
(Plates 7.tO - 7.L2)z the mounting has several key parts removed

by gas-axe (probably ca Lg26 by a scrap merchant). The shield is
stil1 completely circular, unlike the North Head example whj-ch

was modified for cordite cartridgee (eee Plate 8.71).

Part of the World War II AA Batt,ery OP which overlay the 8 inch
BLHP pit was removed during the Navy excavation of L975 (Plate
7.10); the building of this feature has evidently displaced the
original I inch battery OP from 1899, which stood adjacent to it.
Remains of the parapet for the original OP are visible some 20

m away, bulldozed down the slope (Plate 7.13). There is no sign

of the corrugated iron roofing from the naval ammunition store
phase, and the edge of the gunpit is broken and rough.

Plate 7.6 shows the pit as it was buitt in 1899: the edge of the
pit differs from other 8 inch BLHP installations in not having

an overhanging inner lip the edge of the pit today is
consistent with this feature. The stairs down to the gun pit
remain (Plate 7.L4), but the passage which led out to the rear
of the pit onto the sunmit road has been thoroughly filled in -
judging from the concrete work used, at the same time as the AA

Op was built during World War II. The concrete buttresses at the

road end just protrude from the ground, marking the site of the
passage (Plate 7.15 ) .

The magazine area is intact, although not all of the earth and

gravel used to fill it post-war was removed in the navy
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excavation. Unfortunat,ely, this underground complex seems to
exercise a fascination for the pubtic, who have systematically
applied. graffiti to every waII, and left a large amount of
rubbish in every room (See Plat,es 7.L6 and 7.17). Attempts by the
Devonport Borough Council (and latterly, North Shore Cit'y) to
secure it with iron plat,es fixed across the doorway and the
ammunition hoist have been thwarted by very determined
individuals, who have even used gas cutting gear to remove bolts
and securing brackets. After one of these efforts it was possible
to get into the magazine to carry out a tape survey and prepare

a reconstructed plan of the complex (Fig. 7 .2) , This differs
considerably from the only known plan of t,he battery'o, which is
however only a preliminary sketch in pencil, in that the magazine

complex runs east-west in the preliminary sketch, whereas it
actually runs north-south, the layout otherwise being similar in
concept.

The Victoria B inch BLHP battery differs also from the other
Auckland I inch batteries in having its magazine complex below,

feeding ammunition up to the pit via a hoist. This is a more

standard configuration for similar batteries in other parts of
the British Enpire, the three North Head batteries being unusual

in being aII on one level. The site of this battery has

undoubtedly been a major factor in its configuration, as it lies
on the summit of the hifl, while North and South Batteries at
North Head back into a slope, giving them the minimum 12 feet (4

m) of earth cover over the magazines without the complication of
hoists. The summit battery at Fort Caut,ley is a special case,

often criticised for its poor design. The Victoria battery desigrn

also reflecte the fact that it was built more than a decade after
the North Head examPles.

The construction techniques used

fill' rather than tunnelling; the
has been built in the same way as

have obviouslY been 'cut and

roof of the underground comPlex

t.he North Head batteries, with

3O NA AD ZT
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railway irons serving as rafters and concrete slabs filling the
gaps between Lhem. The only contemporary Auckland battery, the
12 pounder site at North Head, built 1899-1900, was in contrastt
constructed by tunnelling the underground magazine structures -
but this was for much lighter calibre guns, and the volcanic
scoria and ash at the 8 inch Mt Victoria battery may not have

been aa suitable for tunnelling as the ash deposit at the L2

pounder battery.

The 8 inch batt,ery at Pt Halswell in Wellington has a similar
configuration to Fort Victoria, while Kau Pt Battery in
Wellington follows the example of North and South Battery, and

the third Wellington I inch battery, Fort Gordon, has a totally
different approach again.

Unlike the North Head batteries, which were self-contained behind
musketry parapets with loopholed gates, the 8 inch BLHP battery
shows no sign of similar fortification. The trace of the parapet
around the summit seems not to have included the battetY, which

may indeed have destroyed a portion of the parapet during its
construction. It certainly appears from the ground evidence that
the intended new parapet with mountings for 64 pounders was never
built this is at odds with its intended role as a citadel to
protect the ot.her forts, and further evidence that the whole

Victoria complex other than the FCP waa a poorly conceived
j-rrelevancy given the lack of personnel.

The future of the 8 inch battery must be in some doubt. Although
protected as part of a Nort,h Shore City reEerve, it has suffered
badly from determined vandals and is 1ike1y to continue Eo do so.

Much of the ironwork and all the woodwork has been removed,

Ieaving jagged holes at doorways and Iamp apertures In some

cases. The gun and mounting are badLy in need of painting, while
the underground features also need whitewashing and paintlng on

a routine maintenance basis: this is unlikely to occur. :t may

be that, long term the best hope for t,he proper preservatron of
the artefact would be to move it to North Head, to the summit
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ABOVE: plate ?"i0" B inch BLHP gun l4t Victoria, L993t from the
east, showtng ammunition p""="qu, uTd broken off retnains of WorId

War I I AA battery structllre above it "

BELOW: pra.Le 2"1-r" a inch BLHP on Mt victoria, 1993, from the
west. The broken edge of th; gu.pit is visible' The signal
station is in the rear. North Hea-d is in the background' and the
back of the FCP is in tire right middle rear'
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ABovE: Flate 7 "72" B inch BLHp grun, Mt victorj-a, from the western
access passage I 1993 

"BELow: Pl-ate 7..L3" the remains of the entry and parapet for the8 inch bat.tery Op, after bulldozinq. 1993.
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ABOVE : trlaLe 7 " i4 " The stairs down
access passage, 8 inch BLHP battery,
BELOW: Fl-atre 7 " 15 " The buttresses
entrance Lo the B inch BLHP battery

from the OP Lo the gunPit
1993"

at the backfilied wesLern
access passage, i993"



ABOVE : Plate 7 ,, 16 " Tire shell store in the B inch BLHP battery
magazine complex , 1993. Note the lamp aperture, the ventilator
in the centre of the wall, and the iron rail ceiling supports"
BELOW: tr1aLe 7 "i7 " The shei-J, and cartridge hoist for the 8 inch
BLHP battery, dt che magazine 1evel, 1993.
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battery gunpit as Part of an integrated display once the navy

quit the area in 1995.

Fire Corunand Poet (fCP)

It is not known exactly when the Fire Command Poet on Mt' Victoria
lras built: its conetruction wae recommended in 18913'r Do work

had conmenced by May 189332, but it was in place by the end of

that year.t. Initially, communications from fo5t to fort must

have been difficult (probably by eemaphore or heliograPh), and

from 1,896 efforts were mad.e to remedy thie, with the three North

Shore forts being linked to each other by telephone' The central
Fire Command Post was connected to telephone cables buried to
link the Submarine Mining Depot, Fort Victoria, Fort Takapuna,

and the cautley batteries to itu' (Fort, Baetion, although linked
to the FCP by telephone, ltas a separat'e Fire Conrnand and was to
operate indePendent1Y35) .

The FCp was built in a eemi-eubterranean manner with earth cover

on the roof and northern sides, leaving only a small observation

bay visible from the seaward sidel ten telephone cubicles were

provided (P1ate 7,LB). The 1908 Defence Scheme indj'cates that one

officer and eight other ranks from the Royal New Zealand

Artillery (RNZA) and one officer and three men from the Garrison

Artillery Volunteera (GAV) were to man the FCP in wartine; one

company of infantry was to be spread between Fort Cautley and

Fort victoria for defence of the batteriest6. The 1914 Coastal

NA AD 33/L0zL9

NA AD 33/8

Fox 1893: L0

Fort Record Book, Fort TakaPuna

Defence Scheme NZ Military Forces 1908

Defence Scheme of NZ Military Forceg 1908:11

31

32

35

36
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Defence Scheme3' shows a considerable increase: five officers
and 24 other ranks were to man the FCP on a war footing t'wo

staff officers, one officer and 24 men from the RNZA, and two GAT

officers. The adjacent eignal station was also to be used as the
PWSS (Port War Signa1 Station), in conjunction with the FCP and

the Examination Bat,tery at Fort Takapuna to control inward bound

shipping.

In Lgtz the telephone syetem was upgraded, with links from the
FCP to the main OP at North Head and Fort Takapuna, and internal
links between the Caut,ley batteriee, the 'G.M. Yard' (Torpedo

Yard) and Fort Victoria3a.

Deepite the real threat of German raidere during World War Ir the
FCP seems to have been manned through the war years with only a

skeleton staff. Virtually all Garrieon ArtiIlery and RNZA staff
were posted overseaa with the New Zealand Expeditionary Force,

so that only the 6 inch Mk VII battery on North Head was manned

full time, with the North Head LZ pounder battery and the
Takapuna Examination Battery manned occaeionally at various
periods. The 8 inch BLHP bat,teries at North Head and Mt Victoria
could have been manned by GAT staff if there rdere sufficient
warning'".

It would apPear that the FCPs role wae later assumed by the BOP

at Fort Cautley - in view of the run down stat,e of the defences

post-war and throughout the 1920s and early 1930s it would have

been unnecessarily extravag,ant in staff to have retained it. It
was built to link three different fortg (a total of seven

batteries), but by Lg25 only two of these remained in service,
the 6 inch Mk VII and L2 pounder sites, both on North Head. It
is not known exactly when the FCP was formally abandoned, but it'
vras not in use in any coastal defence role by 1925 when it \tas

NA G 49/41 Appendices It II & III

NAA L0s4/2495b

Gardner 1918: Appendix I
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ABOVE:
1993.
BEI,OW;

Flate 7 "1.9 "

Ptrate 7 "2O "

Fire Commanders Post

FCtr from the northeast

(FCP) from the east,

(seaward) side t 1'993.
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used briefly for the storage of naval small arms ammunition.

Mistakenly described then as the 'Iaboratory', i-t was handed over

to the Devonport Borough Council for use as a Scout Den in May

L92840.

In Lgg4 it continues to be used by community groups, especially
the local folk music society. The southern windows' once

Ioopholed and shuttered, have been bricked up or boarded up' as

have the windows in the observation bay (Plates ?.18 - 7'21); but

the interior is in reasonable condition. There is a ceiling vent

connected to a fireplace below in the observation bay, which is
not shown on the original plan (Plate 7.18 and 7 .22)' The future
of the o1d FCP seems assured as long as it remains in constant

community use.

Roads and tramwaYe

The first record of a road on Mt Victoria is in April L892, v/hen

convicts and prison staf f \rtere busy " forming roading f or QF guns

to be used for saluting purposes"'1. It is not known how

complete this road was or its exact route, but it is likely to

have followed (at least in part) the current road. At Ieast a

track must have existed prior to this t,o give access to t'he early
64 pounder RML batteEY, and signal station, but this l^tas quite
conceivably only a footpath. t|he summit road proper wa6

constructed in 191?-191842.

rn 1899 a tramway rr/as constructed up the south face of the

mountain at the western end, to enable the 8 inch BLHP gun to be

dragged up to the gunpit vrith a steam winch (Plates 7.4 - 7,6).

A gut down the mountainside was cut for the wooden foundations

of the tramwaY.

.O NA AD

1I NA AD

O, NA AD

L/3/L6

35 /5

L /3 /L6
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Flate 7 "26. The
Victoria , 1993 |
musketry parapet

Borough water reservoar
showing the ventilators '
is in the centre rear"

on the summit of Mt
The remnant of the
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In 1940, when the AA battery headquarters camp buildings were

constructed, the roading was redesigned and new approach roads

constructed. As the location of the buildings was determined by

the contours, provision of the roading was a difficult task for
the PWD engineers of the daY{3.

The roads built from L9L7 onwards remain as the main access to
the summit area, although the eastern branch road round past the
FCP is now grassed rather than sealed or metalled.

The sit,e of the tramway built in 1898-99 to winch the 8 inch BLHP

gnln to the summit is clearly visible on the south-west face of
the mountain, as far as the summit road, in the vicinity of the
site for the army caretakers cottagel above this the upper part
is also clearly visible on the ground (see Plates 7 .9, 7 .23 and

7.24\. This feature should remain in good condition as long as

excessive tree planting does not occur across its upper end.

Buildinge

The earliest reference to a defence related building on Mt

Victoria (ot,her than t'he signal station) is in April L892, when

prison labour was used to make and hang new large doors at "the

end of the shed" and to form a nevt road, for QF guns as a

saluting battery. These guns htere probably Nordenfelt 6 pounders

mounted. on field carriages, a weaPon unique to New Zealand (t'hey

were usually mounted. on ped,estal or Garrison carri-ages ) but which

had proved to be useless in the field". The site of the shed is
not known, as no other reference to it has been located, and it
is not visible on any later plan or photograph. It is reasonable

tO assume that it, was somewhere near or on the surnmit.

The caretaker's cottage was probably built around 1898-99

coincide with construction of the 8 inch BLHP battery: it

Grattan 1948:557

McGibbon ]-992

to
is

{3
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visible in a photograph from the early 1900s (Plate 7 '25) ' The

cottage (or District Gunner's Quarters) was valued at t780 in
Lg22; it was noted then that the resident soldier received

isolation allowance, as tradesmen would not deliver goods the 200

ft up the hiII to the houseou vrhile the caretaker at Fort

Bast,ion in far more rural surroundings was not eligible for the

allowance due to the proximity of farms I Repairs were stilI being

carried out to the cottage as lat,e as L924, despite i-ts imminent

disposal'6.

Taken over briefly by the navy as a caretakers residence for t'he

naval ammunition stored in the fort, the cottage was abandoned

on 27 October !927'7. A final inspection of the buildings was

carrj-ed out on 5 January 1928'8: it wa€i decided that the five
room cott,age, four outbuildinge in corrugated iron, and the

concrete FCP were not worth removal. In 1933 it was noted that
Lhe buildings had been transferred free of charge to the

Devonport Borough Councilo'. The cottage survived until at least

1958 (PLate 7.gr, but, has since been demoliehed to allow for road

widening.

In 1940 a number of buildings were rapidly thrown up for the AA

Battery, consisting of: officers dormitory hut (standard

pattern); two men's dormitoriesl ration and meat store; vegetable

preparation shelterl ablution and latrines; combined officer's,
sergeant's and men'Ei mess and men'S recreation roomi drying hut;

medical hut; and guardroom. Excavation for the buildi-ng sites was

carried out, drainage and sesterage provided, paths and roading

installed, and power brought' onto t'he siteuo'

NAA 1054/2489a

NAA 10s4 /2489b

NM G3l2 /4t93

NAA 1054 /2489c

NM 10 /5/3 8.11.1933

NAA LA54/2205a

45

{6

47

48
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The combined mess and recreation room was sited on top of the
hilfr or the northern side (see Plate 7.8). When this building
was completed, it was found to completely obscure the harbour
entrance and the Rangitoto Channel from the battery; after much

consideration, the AA guns were re-sited (probably furLher east)
elsewhere on the summit.

After the war, the AA camp buildings at the base of the mountain

were re-used by the local primary school, some being used later
by a day care centre and as a community house. Most have been

replaced by more modern structures in the last decade. The Second

World War summit buildings were all removed prior to 1958 (Plate
7 .9).

Hardly any of the original buildinga associated with the

fortifications remain. The caretaker's cottage was removed

sometime after 1958, although its site is clearly visible today

as a flat area on the top bend in the road on the south side,

occupied by a park bench. A scoria retaining wall and steps are

discernible (plate 7.24). AIl the outbuildings from this house

have also been removed. The signal station, rebuilt in the

1950s, ray retain some of the original structure in its base, but

this was never really a defence building although it had a

defence role in both world wars and is incorporated in the

earlier defence schemes

Nearly alI the AA battery buildings are nolr/ demolished or

removed, with only the community house, day care centre, and a

number of small sheds used by the tennis club and the school

appearing to have this origin. The buildings near the summit were

removed shortly after World War II, while further down the hill
the larger buildings have all been replaced by more modern

structures on the same sites, leaving little trace of their
existence.
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Other construction

rn 18935' the Devonport Borough council excavated and bui'lt a

Iarge water reservoir on the north-west centre of the summit

(plates 7.g and ? .26). Rows of ventilators and a small concrete

control hut mark this feature'

As well as the redevelopment and modernisation of the signal

station, the last 30 years have seen the erection of a number of

radio masts by the Post, office, and a small building in the

north-west corner associated with these'

There are persist.ent rumours among Devonport residents that a

Iarge tunnel exists between North Head and Mt Victoria, and that

the tramway gut up the side of the mountain indicates a tunnel

from the surunit down to the shops. There is no archival evidence

whatsoever to support, these stories' and it is extremely unlikely
that any such structures were ever built, as there was no useful

function for them to perform. Any tunnel linking Mt victoria and

North Head would traverse reclaimed swamP land, a difficult
engineering feat in 19th century Auckland; it is possible that

these stories are a communal memory of t'he deep trenching carried

out to bury the telephone cables between the forts in the 1890s'

SI'UUARY

Mt victoria occupies a superb commanding position over the inner

and outer Waitemata Harbour. Oespite this, and the strong

recommendations from military authorities such as Governor

Jervois and colonel Fox that the site be used as a citadel to

support aII the other defence sites of the Russian scare period'

the fortifications of that era have a curiously half-hearted look

to them. The converted 64 pounder RML battery was never really

emplaced and was marginalj-sed operationally from the beginning;

the musketry parapet was probably never completed, and the I inch

sr Nz Herald 3.6.1893
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BL,HP batteryo while it was constructed, waa 6eon s,idelined and
abandoned. The FCF alone enjoy'ed a reasonable econornic life of
20-25 y,ears, but must have been of dubioua worth until the
telephone eosununicatio.r,ts weie courpletedT nearly a decade aften
it,s sonstruetion. By the t,ime it wa,e fully operational and linked
to all the releva.nt batteriee and the mining baee, many of theee
were about to be abandoned as obsolete.

StraLegLcally and tactlcally the worke deeigned for !{t Victoria
appear to have been eound, but due to a shortage of, artiLlery
vol"unte,ere to etaff the position and an unenthugiaetic app-roach
to completing the works, only the FCF can be regarded as any'sort
of milit,arJt or economic success. The fortifications in the period
1885-1925 nuet be regarded as an abje-ct f,ailure.



CHAPTER EIGHT

NORTH HEAD

North Head, or Takapuna, is a 63 n high volcano at the eastern
extremity of the North Shore in Auckland, at the confl-uence of
the Rangitoto and Motukoreho Channele of the Waj-temata Harbour.

From a description by Hochstetter in 1.8591 it appears that there
was a shallow crater on the sunnit, breached to the west.
Traditionally North Head was the site of Takapuna pa, a fortified
Maori settlement2, but the area had been abandoned by the Maori
by 18633. Unlike the neighbouring Mt Victoria (Takuranga pa)

there is little visible evidence of Maori occupation (Plates 8.1
& 8.2r, other than some poesible light terracing on the eastern
flank and some midden deposits'; it has been suggesteds that
this is because Takapuna pa !ta6 surrounded on three sides by
swamp or aea and thue lacked gardening soil, and what little
Maori fortification existed was deetroyed by military act,ivity
in the late 19th century. Early photographs and paint,inge
certainly do not show any sign of heavy terracing or earthworke
on the Head.

North Head was purchased by the colonial Government as part of
a much larger block in 1841, and subdivided for sale in 1850,

mo6t of the hill being regerved for defence purposes and a pilot
station.

Although nany defence schemes suggested'using North Head as a

Hochstetter

Graham L918

Ruffell n.d.

Walter 1985

Veart 1990:5

1867 r25 IN Veart 1990: d

& L924 IN Veart 1990:4

Places of Gunner Interect: North Head :l-

& Phillips n.d.
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site for heavy coastaL batteries, it !,ras not until May 1g206
that any positive steps were taken towards this, when two
Armstrong 40 pounder RBL field qluns were placed at the Head to
cover the Rangitoto Channel. One gun was damaged in an accident
in 1878, but, the other remained for some years and was
incorporated in the fortifications of 1g95.

The major fortification effort,s on North Head commenced. in the
emerllency of March 1885, with the construction of three temporary
batteries, on the summit and on the north and south flanks (eee
Fig. 8.1), mountinEr one 64 pounder and three z inch Rl'lr,s. These
Irere emplaced in crude earthworks with wooden revetting. The
north and south sites were linked by a covered lray to facilitate
communication around the eastern (seaward) flank of the Head.
Roads srere built to give access to the batteries from the
Iandward eide,

Between 1886-1889, three I inch BLHP guns were empraced to
support the RML's at, the Surunit and South Batteries, and to
replace the one at the Nort,h Battery. Barracks rrere built at the
suunit, and officere quartere half way down the western slope;
a minefield engine room, searchlight, teet room and barracks wae

built astride the covered way, and a torpedo and mining depot in
Torpedo Bay, under the south-western flank of the Head. The
Summit Battery was chrietened "Fort Cautley" in honour of its
retj-red designer.

In L889 the summit earthworks vrere altered to accommodate two 6

pounder QF guns on the north and south flanking angles, and in
1890-91 much of the summit battery was rebuilt to correct ite
many faults as a defensive work.

In 1892-4 a new engine room was built just weet of South Battery
to power t,he minefield, and a new deep searchlight complex r*ae

excavated down to waterline at this point. This was further

6 Auckland Weekly News 28 May 1870:4
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elaborated by earthwork defences, the construction of a 6 pounder
QF enplacement to overlook the minefield, and the moving of the
64 pounder RML pit closer to the criff edge to better cover t,he
minefield.

rn 1899 the 6 pounder QF emplacement, at south Battery waa
repraced by a Minefield oP. An encrosed Ds was added to the
surunit, batterv.

rn l-900 two L2 pounder QF gunB lrere emplaced in a new battery
juet south-east of south Battery, and in thie year arso a
connecting tunnel was driven down to the waterline searchlight
cornplex to improve acceaa. The name "Fort cautley" tdaE now
applied to the whore of North Head. By 1904 a laboratory waa
built north-west of south Battery, to grade gunpowder for filring
cartridge bags.

In 1904 the RML lfuns were dismounted after being declared
obsolete, and their emplacement,s abandoned. In that year also
earthworks were carried out at the suruRit in preparation for the
emplacement of two 6 inch Mk VII gruns, deetroying some of the
existing northern earthworks of the batt€Eyr but, work was halted,
and in 1908 resumed on a new eite 50 n below to the north-west,
being completed in 1911. New roading was required to the new

site, and to eupport this new batt€f,y, a Main Magazine was built
north-west of South Battery ca L907,

The minefield concept was abandoned in L907-8, and the
searchlight moved to a temporary shed on the eastern \rraterline.
In 1915-16 two neet searchlight emplacements were tunnelled here
to take the tight, and the southern engine room vrras doubled in
size with the addition of the steam engine from Fort Takapuna.
In 1919 this vras supplemented by a kerosene powered engine from
Port Chalmers.

In L922 the BLHP and 6 pounder QF guns were declared obsolete and

their emplacements abandoned. The North and South Batteries, the
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east,ern engine room, and parts of the old southern searchlight,
complex were used as magazine accommodation throughout the 1920s

and 1930s.

In L937 three new searchlight emplacements were constructed
around the south-eastern flanks of t,he head, and the steam

engines were replaced by dieeel models. A new large BOP was built
on the sunmit on the site of the original Summit Battery OP.

In 1939 a major building progranme added numerous barrack and

mess buildings to the west side of the Head. In L940-42 four
Hotchkiss 6 pounder QF guns were emplaced at the waterline, to
cover Cheltenham beach and the Harbour Boom. A .303 Lewis AA

machineg'un and an Oerlikon 20 mm AA gun were sited near South
Battery, and two 40 mm Bofors AA gune with their ohtn searchlight
and OP lrere placed on the summit area. In 1941 the North Battery
BLHP gun was pulled out of its pit, which was roofed over, and

two new pits with overhead shelter nere built forward of it for
4 inch naval guns. A new BOP for these wae built in front of the
6 inch Mk VII battery, whj-le the 6 inch lfuns were removed to a

new battery site north on the Whangaparaoa Peninsula for the
duration of the Yrar.

In 1946 the 6 inch guns were restored to their ernplacementer and

the 4 inch battery was abandoned and the ![uns removed. In 1958-9

the 6 inch Mk VII and L2 pounder QF batteries were sold for
scrap, followed in 1963 by t,he engine room. The name "Fort
Cautley" was taken by the army to the Narrow Neck camp adjacent
to Fort Takapuna. North Head was vested in the Devonport Borough

Council as a reserve; later this was taken over by the Hauraki
Maritime Gulf Reserve Trust, Board, which has since been

incorporated in the Department of Conservation. In 1994 the Head

is an Hietoric Reserve administered by DoC. The Royal New

Zealand Navy assumed control of the Summit Battery area in 1958'
and in L994 is still in possession, with the main communications
schools sited j.n the buildings there; theee should be vacated and

surrendered to DoC in 1996.



40 lrcunder RBL Battery

The two 40 pounder Armstrong RBL gune placed on North Head in
1870 had come to New Zealand j-n 1863 with the Royal Artillery and
taken part in various campaigns of t,he New Zealand Ware (being
traneported on the Pioneer'\, before being stored at the Albert
Barracks in Auckland. They were mounted on heavy wooden

travelling carri-ages, and were placed on light timber platforme
on the north side of North Head (Plate 8.3). They had no
parapete, magazinea or fortifications of any sort associated with
them, and were ueed by the Auckland Naval Volunteers (ANV) for
artillery practice.

CaptaS-n Le Roy, commanding the Ali[V, noted in L877 that coverg
were needed for the gunsr dB the wooden carriages were
deteriorating in the weatherl in 1878 one of the two guns waE

badly damaged in an accident during firing practice, when the
breech burst. The carriage was sent to Wellington, and Captain
Le Roy bought the barrel as ballaet for the naval pinnace'. It
was never repaired or replaced, deepite many suggest.ions that
this should occur'. The remaining grun was kept at, its open sit,e
until 1885, when North Battery wae constructed near to it, and

in 1886-1889 it was incorporated into earthworks associated with
the new battery. In the mid 1890s the gun was put in storage at
Fort Takapuna, and in the early 1900s moved to Westport to be

mounted on a railway wagon for coastal defence. It was soon

declared obsolete and placed on display in a park in Westport
(Plate 8.5), being buried during World War II least it become the
focus for air attacks'o. rn the late 1980's j-t wae recovered by
an Army team, and in L994 is at the QEII Army War Memorial Museum

at Waiouru, undergoing restoration (Plate 8.4).

? AJHR 1863 A-6

" Auckland Weekly News 14.3.1885:22
e McEwan L991:9

1o McEwan 1991 : 10
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ABOVE: Plate 8"3" 40 pounder Armstrong RBL field gun at North
Battery between 1870 and 1885. Note the open r',rooden platform and
the lack of fortification. AfM CI6429.
BELOW: Plate 8"4" The same gun at the Queen Elizabeth II Army War
Memorial Museum, Waiouru, in Lggz awal-ting restoration.
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emplaced in threes (Figs 3.12 & 3.13). Some of these detailed
drawings are dated as late as 1885, but when the emergency works
actually cornmenced in April 1885'1 the Sumnit Battery waa

suddenly included.

As late a6 4 April The weekTy News was reporting that the
Minister of Public Worke had just ordered work to begin on

building the two gun emplacements on North Head designed by Major
Cautley, one facing Cheltenham Beach and one facing Bean Rock and

connected by a covered way (to Cautley's original plan)rz. The

entire Armed Constabulary Field Force detachment from the Waikato
were sent to Auckland from Kihikihi in early April to conmence

t,raining a6 artillery and torpedo expert6, and to build t,he

fortificationsts. But on April 251' two 7 inch gfuns were already
at the top of North Head, ready to be put into position, with
their carriages. The ditch rrtas being dug around them, the
trenches being dug through "loose rock which wae not difficult
to remove"; over 300 men vrere working on the fortifications here
and at North and South Batteriee. The priority was to get the
guns into position and the ammunition chambers covered over as

Eoon as poseible: the Cheltenham Beach Bat,tery wa6 the most
advanced with the gun almost ready to be mounted.

A Mr E.H.Wells \rras a loca1 cartage contractor, apparently the
only one approved for Government work on the North Shore, and had

"a strenuous time of it" hauling the gfuns up the hill during the
'Scare ' 1s.

The Fort Record Book confirme the order of construction durj-ng

Hilt 1990:360

Auckland Weekly NeI,vB 4.4.1885

Hill 1990:360

Auckland Weekly News 25.4.1885

Theatre Courier

13
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t,he emergency". Two gunpits for 7 inch 7 ton Mk4 RML guns were
first excavated, in what was to be their permanent position. The
foundations lrere of kauri timbers fil1ed with concrete. Attached
were loading chambers with puriri timber lined wal1s, roofed with
railway irons carrying planke and covered with aephalt (Plat,e
8.6). A brick magazine tor theee grun6 was built in a central
position behind the crest of the hill (Fig. 8,2)i thie wae later
to become the I inch BLHP lJun Artillery Store (the Centre
Casemate).

The rear portj-on of the hill waa levelled and barracks with
gruardroom, kitchen and officee rrere. built there. The Officers,
Quarters further down on t,he western'slope of the hift were built
at the 6ame time.

An earthwork with musketry parapet closed the flanks and gorge
of t,he work, and a ditch encircled the whole encej-nte. At this
stage the fort, was simply an off-square earthen redoubt built in
the claesic Armed Constabulary pattern, but with two heavy
artillery pieces mounted in open pits forward of the earthwork.
The ehape of the earthwork wae dictated to a certain ext.ent by
the configuration of the summit, and appears, Iogically enough,
to have utilised the walls of the ehallow crater a6 the base of
the musketry parapet. With the encircling ditch, men'e
accommodation and other necessary buildings within it, and the
officers' guarters 100 m or so away outside the fortr the
description is very similar to the standard pattern redoubts and
stockades built on t,he colonial frontiers in Taranakir Bay of
Plenty and the WaikatolT. There waa no provision for flank
def ence at, t,his stage.

According to the Fort Record Book'8, dt the end of 1885 the
gunpit for the EOC I inch BLHP gun was begun, together with a

16
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Fort Record

See Prickett
Fort Record

Book 1885-1910: Chapter II

1981, Spring-Rice 1983, Mitchell 1983

Book, 1885-1910: Chapter II18
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I
magazine and store rooms beside it. At the same time an open
gallery was excavated connecting all three guns: to get to the
guns on entering the fort one turned to the left and then passed
through a cutting in the hirleide ent,ering the central passage
at the point where it turned northward to the reft-hand
(northern) 7 inch Etrun. on going down stepe the lower revel of the
8 inch BLHP giun st,ores was reached. To get to the right hand
(southern) 7 inch another flight of stepg had to be mounted.
Retaining walls bordered this passage, that in the rear being of
rough stone 5 feet (1.6 rn) thick. This work was carried out, by
unenployed labour in the initial emer{lency phase, but wag
incomplete when work halted temporarily at, the end of the scare.

rn 1886 work was resumed by the conetabulary Force personnelre,
and the I inch magazines and gunpit were completed; a tramway
line was laid in the magazine passage for the supply of g inch
shell. Preparations rrere made for the mounting of the g inch Efun,
which was winched up a epecially constructed tramway from the sea
to the sumnit. Once on t,he edge of the pit the gun and mount vrere
placed under temporary cover for about nine months whilet the
concrete was allowed to cure and settle (a neceeEary provieion
prior to the use of reinforced concrete).

In 1887 the carriagre was mounted "by a light gFyn" and the gun
by "parbuckling". Three OPs hrere built, one between t.he 8 inch
and each 7 inch llunr and the third on top of the 7 inch magazine.
They r,rere reached by vertical steel ladders in the rear. The
central one on top of the 7 inch magazine would have been
accessed vertically from the barrack yardr, while the two others
would have been accessed vert.ically f rom t,he open central
passage.

fn overall layout the fort now had some similarity to Fort
Ballance j-n Wellington (Fig. 3.16), with the BLHP gun in the
centre, flanked by two RMLs, and an open court at, terreplein

1e Fort Record Book 1885-1910: Chapter fI
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9

accessed vertically from the barrack yard, while the two others
would have been accessed vertically from the open central
passaqle.

In overall layout the fort now had some similarity to Fort
Ballance in Wellington (F'ig. 3.16), with the BLHP gun in the
centre, flanked by two RMLs, and an open court at terreplein
level surrounded by a parapet to the rear, but there were many

detail differencea. The I inch magazine complex was to the right
(south) of the EIun (in both caaes the BL magazine waa on the
Iandward side of the gun), curving out from the gunpit and back
into the cent,ral galleryi the magazines were on terreplein level.
The barracks ltras a light wooden building rat,her than the brick
and concrete fortified structure at Fort Ballance, and at Fort
Cautley there sras no flanking defence aB opposed to the gorge
caponier at Ballance (see fig. 8.3).

In 1888 a gang of prisoners tere sent, in JuIy from Mt Eden GaoI
to Fort Cautley Barracke which had been epecially fitted up for
this, and formally designated a gaol2o. They excavat,ed the site
for and built the large concrete water tank in the barrack yard,
and were employed in many ways on the works.

In 1889 two Nordenfelt 6 pounder QF guns on recoil mountings
arrived and were to be mounted one on each flank, a tranway
passing through t,he barracks yard connecting them. At first only
one gun lrras sent t,here and it was thought that t,he tramway could
be used to shift it as required. rn fact the second gun was noL
mounted until between LB93-1896.

In 1890 the remodelling of Fort Cautley was begun and the open
passages were roofed with concrete and covered with earth; the
steps which lead from the upper to the lower leve1 were removed
and the floors graded to suit; the old entrance to the central
passage was filled in, and a passage cut for each giun westward

20 Fort Record Book 1885-L910: Chapter II
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to the barracksi new casemates, magazines and storerooma $rere

built and also retaining walls to connect with the two 5 pounder

QF guns.

The entire system of ventilation was altered, the two front OPs

filled in, the ditch filled in, the earthworks remodelled, and
the crest of the hifl toned down to suit the aLterationg. The

depth of earth over the magazines wac L2 feet (4 m), in some

places more. That over the passages was less.

An anonymous author commented at, this time that Fort Cautley "as
originally arranged would have been very expoeed to enemy fire:
inconvenient and with restricted arc of fire to the I inch
gun"t. Another authority commented that after the alterations,
the summit battery wa6 "non as efficient as the embarrassing
circumstances of its original construction would allow of its
being made, and is no longer in great portion an untenable shell-
trap " 

2a .

The earthwork is sketched in outline in the Fort Record Book, and
is shown as having a front face of 295 feet (97 n) in length, a

base of 100 feet (33 m), and sj,des of 140 feet (46 m). The 8 inch
BLHP gun was mounted 70 feet (23 m) in front, of the front trace.
The main entrance to the work was in the north nreetern corner,
through a roadway ten feet wide closed by two bullet proofed and
Ioopholed gates (Fig. 8.3). Thie is clearly visible in
photographs t,aken in 1900 and 1906 (Plat,es 8.7 and 8.165). By

using the L946 contour map and aerial photographs (Fig. 8.9 and
Platee 8.1-7 and 8.20) it is possible to reconstruct the probable
position of the earthworks, parts of which survived until
approximately 1961, when they were bulldozed to facilitat,e gang

mowing of the grass'3. Excavatione in 1992 fixed the exact
position of the southern 6 pounder pit, which further assisted

NA AD 57 /25

NA AD 33/I

zt

tt Nutsford: Pers. Comm.
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the reconst,ruction process (Fig. 8.5).

In 1891 Arthur BeIl reported on the state of the defences'a and
showed the 8 inch BLHP 9utrr both 7 inch RMLs and one 6 pounder
as mount,ed. Another 6 pounder was to come from Fort Takapuna.

The 1893 Fox Report noted that the works for the 8 inch BLHP guns

were "generally of bad design, the guns being too crowded
together"a5, The more recently construct,ed gUnpite h'ere
excellent specimens, while the construction of emplacements for
the HP mount,ings had been very good. The 7 inch RML gune however
were on wooden drums, which had stood up wonderfully well but
were now beginning to decay. He accordingly suggest,ed that many

of these emplacements (including those at Cautley) be

discont,inued to save having to alter them.

At t,his time the 79 officers and men of the Auckland Naval
Artillery Volunteers vtere manning t,he two 7 inch RML and one I
inch BLHP !Iun6 at the Cautley battery. Fox commented that the men

appeared to find great difficulty in getting to North Head for
drill and their knowledge and efficiency left a lot to be
desired. trhe Ponsonby Navals (manning North and South Batteries)
were far more efficient. The guns actually emplaced at Cautley
at this time were: one 6 pr QF Nordenfelt (No 1 gun), 203 feet
66 n) above sea leveJ-; one 8 inch BLHP gun ( No 3 gun) 205 feet
(67 m) above sea level; two 7 inch RML guns on dwarf traversing
carriages with C pivots en barbette, (Guns No 2 and 4) at 193

feet (63 m) and 198 feet (65 m) above sea level, and a pillar was

set for another Nordenfelt, which was to come from Fort Takapuna
(to be No 5 gun) at 203 feet (66 m) above sea level. The fort was

described as a
'fort trace generaily,,...llagazinee betreen gune, and 3 bonbprmf casenates under racr of front

ranpart: flanke and gorge closed by nusketry paraptsr cithout contiluous iitches, rire

entanglenente being intended. No flanking fire. lhoden barrackg and accesgories ior 6l :iren. The

BeII 1891

Fox 1893
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casemates and galleriee (bomb proof) could tate 50 nen in car..,.total length of parap€t (musketry)

about 200 yds [19? n],'
The fort was "complete, except for some improvements and
fLattening of exterior slopes of front rampart and gun aprons,
and other minor improvements to the earthr,rorka, which are under
good order and in progress."

It was propoeed by Fox to dismount the two 7 inch guns to go into
reserve. There were 500 rounds per 6 pounder gun in one nagazine,
150 cartridges and 150 projectiles per z inch gun in another
magtazine, and 100 cartridges and 100 projectiles for the 8 inch
in a third magazine, The magazines at cautley, along with thoee
at Fort Bastion, are described as "fairly" gafe, compared with
those at North and South Batteries and Fort Takapuna which are
deecribed as "quite" safe. It is difficult now to eee why this
should be eor itg the three North Head batteries were of similar
deeigrr as regards the magazines, and Baetion and Takapuna were
"sister" forts of near identical design.

on 18 May L894 Mr vickerman, Resident Engineer for Defence in
Auckland reported that work to be done at Fort Cautley included:

'The ditch betreen the tvo 0.F. Gun pite hae to be filled in and olopes toned off - The Bntrance

Gatee are ready but want facing with steel plates, rhich are in store fron the old shields - the

iron railing betveen the tvo caoenente [sic] haa to be nade and erected, fron nraterial in

stock. . .'26.

It is not clear what ditch there mJ-ght have been between the 6

pounder empracement,s; possibry this waa the remnant of the old
defensive ditch around the original work (since the Nordenfelts
appear to have been outside the original earthwork outline).
There is no sign of this feature in any of the aerial photographs
or drawings, and no sign of it on t,he ground today. The iron
railing between the casemates is shown in the 1899 cross section
of the fort (Fig. 8.4), and much of it still exists (P1ate 8.9).
vickerman noted also that speaking tubes or telephones were
required to connect the oP to the EunE and North and south

to vickerman 1894
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Batteriea, and reiterated that the 7 inch gunpit foundationa were
rotten and that the loading chambers needed alteration.

Rather than dismounting the 7 inch guns as Fox had recommended
however, in L895 new concrete foundations were puL int,o the 7

inch pits, also partialty new concrete walls for the pits, and
new concrete walle for the loading chambers because the old
timber foundat,ions had become rotten and the concrete was cracked
and broken. The centrar oP was filted in and a new one built at
the corner of the parapet, and the north traveree. cloee to this
but below it a telephone room rras built and tetephone
communication established with the other batteries on North
Headz7. Both the telephone room and the northern oP are shown on
the 1899 cros6 section (Fig. 8.4), and were to remain in sjtu
untir replaced by the 1938 Battery observatj.on post (Bop). The
telephone room is etill in existence, and is novr used as a power

Room (Plate 8.10). The nort.hern OP is variously described as an
oP, a BC (Battery commanders) station, a DS (Directing station) r

or a DRF (Depreseion Range Finding) et,ation. Barbed wire fences
ran from cautley to North and south Batteriee a6 further
obetacles to attack.

structureg within the fort at thie period as shown in Fig. 8.10,
were:28

'I Soutl Casute l8'x10'1x7'5. Used for Gun Stores for A & B Groupe, hag 3 yindors protected by

bullet proof shutters;

II Central Caeemte 29'10xI0'1x6'5. Foruerly amunition store for ?'gun8, ralle of brick, roof lou

and eloping, nos used for general storea such aB ra[ge indicators, uranning boards, the DM etc,

also the etoree for C Group, has 3 uindoue protected by bullet proof ehutters;

III ilorth CaEeuate 18'x10'1x7'6, sinilar to I and ueed for etoreg for D & E Groups;

W IanP Rmn 6'1x5'x7'10, contains lanps, out of this roon leade a narror lanp passage for lighting

the 7' & I' Amunition Stores;

V 7' Shell $tore for B Group, 14'8x?'2x8'1, a I eided roon of irreglar ehape, can hold 150 ?'

shells;

Fort Record Book, 1885-1910: Chapter II
Fort Record Book 1885-1910: Chapter II

27

2A



ABOVE: Plate 8"8" View looking south of
casemates, 1994. The 1886 barracks building
BELOW: Plate 8"9" The Central Casemate, Fort
the spiked railings and the iron pillars of

the Fort CautleY
is to the right.
Cautley I 1994. Note
the verandah.



Plate 8.10. Entrance to the
Cautley', L994. fhe 1937 BOP

original telePhone exchange, Fort
is above and to the right.
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VI 8'BL Shell Store 13'6x5'10x8'6, a 4 sided roon of irreqlar shape in Central Gallery on the

right of C Group, can hold 70 8' Shell;

VII ?' Shell Store for D Gmup, 11'6x6'2x8'1, thie store ie of sinilar shape to VI, ie on the left
side of C Group and ras originaliy intended as a second shell store for C Group, it yill hoid 150

7' shell;

VIII t{ordenfelt 0f Adutrition Store, 1l'11x10'6x?'1, will hold 1000 rounds of 0F armunition in

caees, it serves both 0I'guns;

l[ 7' Itze and ltbe Store, 4'x1'11x5'10, a enall etore in the l{ordenfelt Store Pa88age, it is used

to hold tubeg ald fuzee for the 8' ae rell as the ?' Groups and is found ]arge enough for the

purpose;

X 8' luze atrd lbbe Store, 4'1x1'11x5', not uged as damp;

XI ?'Cartridg Store, l{'10x?'9x8'5, uext to B Group SheII Store, gerves both B ald D Groupe, it
can hold 430 cylinders;

XII 8'Cartridg Store, 11'10x10'6x?'4, in the passage on the right of C Group, ciU hold 100

chargeo for the 8' gur, it is situated next to above;

IIII Ielepbne Station, 7'2xl'2x7'a enall chanber excavated in the liorth Traverse at the coner

nearest to the left hand DRF, it ie entered fron the paesage rtich rung round the barracks but has

also connunication by neans of a nanhole and ladder vith the DRF gtation above, it is fitted yith

telephones comunicating uith I Battery, S Eattery and C Group of Cautley.'

In 1896 the British Admiralty prepared a Naval Intelligence
Report on the "Australian Station" (including New Zealand and the
Pacific). At thie tirne Cautley contained the I inch BLHP gunr two
7 inch RML guns, and j-s listed as having both 6 pounder eF guns.
The report also notes in evident surprise that "hydro-pneumatic
mountings are employed at Fort Cautley, though 200 ft above the
sea. " In standard imperial practice, barbette mountings would
have been more normal at this height. The summit barracks and
accommodation are described as suitable for 100 men2e.

In 1898 telephonic communication by means of underground wiree
was establiehed between Fort Cautley and Forts Takapuna and
Victoria3o. The telephone exchange moved to the CentraL Casemate
(Room II), once the 7 inch magazine (Figs 8.2 and 8.8).

2e Admiralty 1896: 109-110

30 Fort Record Book, 1885-1910: Chapter II
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In 1899 the Fort Record Book comments (see Fig. 8.6) that
'Cautley would nore accurately be deecribed ae a redoubt than as a fort for itg ditches yere never

f lanked. it is a closed earthsork of irreglar trace croming the top of t{orth Eead. Its plan is

roughly that of an inverted frustun of a cone, 295'x140'x100'x140', A musketry parapt extendo

alnost the whole way round and a barbed vire fence is added in rear and connects the fort to the

batteriee on its flanks, The general dirneneions are as follows:

Front Face: Height of crest of parapet above terre pleine i2'5' (alove highrater 209'). Superior

slope I in I approx; interior slope I in 1; tread of bangette 1'; slope of bangette 1.25 in I cut

short by a retaining rall 2 feet high.

Side Faces: [ei$t of crest of parapet above terre pleine 6'5' (above higl uater 202'). Superior

slope I in 6 approx; interior slope 1 in 1; tread of banEette 4'{?); elope of baaEette 1.5 in 1.

About ?0' in front of the front trace lie the gun pite of the three heavy gne..,.There ia only one

entrance to the fort, at the north sest corner of the rear facr, lte roadway here is 10' wide and

the gate ctneists of tso loopholed and builet-proof doors. In front of the entrance ie the North

Iraverse and to the right of the entrance ie the old guard roon and beyond it the barracks

teuprarily (in 1899) in occupation of the Prison llept. The barracks are of rood, 100'x25' fachg

inland sith a verandah opening onto an asphalt courtyard on tbe other side of shich are the Litchen

andoffices.' (see Fig. 8.6).

In 1899 a an encloeed Directing Station waa added 30 feet (10 m)

south of the OP on the main eastern parapet. A gketch prepared
by Captain MacKenzie that year (Fig. 8.5) 6how6 it to be square
with an iron roof, and containing an electric gun dial and a
telephone. Between 1900 and 1904 a crude sketch of telephonic
communicat,ions wa6 prepared which shows this feature as an
armoured DS on the south end of the front trace and banquette.
It is drawn slightly different,ly from the OP at the north end
appearing to be narrower and more encloeed (Fig. 8.7). This DS

Irtas to remain asr a vieible structure ( although rrrithout the
armoured shield) until at least 1958 (Plates 8.2L and 8.23). Its
exact function is somewhat of a mystery as it is not referred to
in the Fort Record Book at aII. It is not shown in the 1899 cross
section, but is in existence by 1904 at the latest. It may have
been intended to supplement the OP facilities by providing an
enclosed telephone room at parapet height, but its separation
from the main OP makes this problematical. The enclosingi armour



ABOVE: Plate 8.11. North Head from Takapuna Headt cd 1886. The
bulk of the surunj-t earthworks are clearly visible. APL 2980 ,

BELOW: Plate 8.L2. North Head from Mt Victoria ca 1902. Torpedo
Yard j-s completed, the 64 pounder RML at South Battery is still
mounted, and aII battery work is complete. Work has not started
on the 6 inch Mk VII battery. APL W1116.



Fig. 8.6. New DS for Font caut,1ey, X899, ohowing the built-in
stiuctrlre to the south of the main oF' NU.
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on both OPs in this sketch is not shown elsewhere at all but may

still have existed (compare with Fig. 3.2 and Plate 3.5), but the
sketch j-tself is not to scale and is out, of proportion, as it was

only intended to show the telephone cable scheme. MacKenzie'e
earlier sketch indicates that, the main northern OP was to remain
open in contrast to the southern DS, but some of MacKenzie's
other sketches of this period are known to differ from reality,
so this must also be treated with caution. For a brief period
during and after Lhe Second World War t,his DS had a tall box like
structure built over it (Plate 8.221, but in moet aerial views
it is open, and appears to be keyhole ehaped like the other early
OPs, guit,e unlike MacKenzie's drawing. In the 1960s it was filled
in, but its site can stilI be discerned from the entry steps on

t,he banquette.

In 1904 81 and Dl 7 inch RML gun6 rrere dismounted on 2 May. One

gun ttas subaequently handed over to the Auckland City Council,
and is now mounted in Albert Park (Plates 8.11 8.15). The

other (No 15) I,vas aleo handed to the Auckland City Council on 21

Augruet 1905, but found its way to Newmarket where it was mounted
on dj-eplay". Both these guns were buried in December 1941 in
the parks where they were displayed, so that enemy aircraft would
not take the parks for fortifications and attack them. The

Newmarket gun'g carriage lras taken to the landfill tip nearby and
has been lost; the grun itself was dug up i-n 1968 and put back on

display on wooden blocks'2. The Albert Park gun was also
resurrected and is on display in the Park, with several key parts
of the carriage missing.

Gun F1, the northern Nordenfelt 6 pounder was also dj-smounted in
1904 to make room for excavations for pits and magazines for two
6 inch BL Mk VII guns. The gun was remounted in the Auckland
Drill Hall for GAV st,aff to drill with", remaining there until

31 RuffelL 1978a & 1978b

tt Ruffell n.d. "The Newmarket Gun"

" Fort Record Book Chapter IV Section
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ABOVE: Plate 8"13. 7 inch RML from Fort Cautley, j-n Albert Park,
Auckland City, in 1991. The trunnions and bearings have been
removed, probably for scrap when the giun was buried in L94L-
BELOW: Plate 8.14" Side view of the 7 inch RML. Note that all the
pedestal mounting has been removed"
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declared obsolete in t,he 1920s. Excavations for the two 6 inch
barbette mountings were conmenced on the north eide of the surunit,

battery but were later discontinued when it was decided the site
sras not suitable.
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Alterations were made to the storage facilities as follows:
'Roon III tlorth Casenate nou enpty; Roon V 7' Shell Store nou used for storing 8' B[

tyddite shell, vas to be used for additional 8' cartridgee as naio store only contained

100 charges, I/2 the required anount; Roon IX ?' Tube and Fuze Etore disused as Rmu X

repaired fron damp and noc ueed ae other store placetn. "

In the 1908 Defence Scheme of New Zealand "Fort Cautley" refers
to aLl the Nort,h Head defences, the surunit at this t,irne being
sholtn as having one I inch BLHP EJun and two 6 pounder QF Elung
(although one had been dismounted in 1904! ). It was part of No

1 Fire Conunand sub-district, with Forts Victoria and Takapuna,
controlled from the FCP on Mt Victoria. The whole North Head

defences were to be manned by 25 Officers and men of the
Permanent Artillery, and No 2 Company and half of No 1 Company,
Garrison Artillery Volunteers, a total of 155 all ranks.

In 1911 the number of prisoners in the Fort Cautley barracks was

increased from 20 to 3035. On 28 February 1911 a Public Works
Departrnent horse (one of two on North Head) was accj-dentally shot
with the Nordenfelt 6 pounder during GAV night firing practice.
It survived, with a wound j-n the withers, to be t,he subject of
acrimonious correspondence between the two Departments for over
a year, with compensation of 825/LO/6 eventually being paid by
Defence.

At this time, the eunnit battery was noted as having within its
boundaries the prison building (i.e. the barracks), t,he saluting
battery, the 5 pounder gunr and the Fort Cautley gun emplacement
and BC station36. This is the only ment,ion of a saluting battery
on the summj.t at this time, but contemporary photographs show

what may be one of the guns concerned (Plates 8.17 and 8.18).

The gun is a 5 or 6 inch BL weapon of about L890 vintage, mounted

3{ Fort Record Book 1885-1910: Chapter II
NAA BBAD LO54/2495b

NAA BBAD IO54/2495b



ABOVE: Plate 8.17. Unidentified BL gun on a modified Vavasseur
mounting on the summit of North Head ca 1906, adjacent to the
abandoned northern 6 pounder QF pit. AIM c25856.
BELOW: Plate 8.18. The same gun in close up. It is an 1890s
vintage 5 or 6 inch model-, with the Vavasseur broadsj-de mounting
placed on top of a pedestal for drill or saluting purposes. AIM
c25855.
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on a naval pattern Vavasseur broadside carriage which has been

bolted onto pedestal (possibly the northern 6 pounder
Nordenfelt pedestal) in a temporary mount. There is no breech
block fitted, and the concrete base for the pedestal looks
chipped and overgrown. The site appears to be just west of the
northern 6 pounder pit, visible in Plate 8.L7. The presence of
trees in the background is more confusing, as no trees are
visible in this area in later aerial photographe (Plate 8.21),
but a comparison of photographs shows that the tree plant,inge
have varied considerably throughout the military occupation and

since. There is no archival record of this gun coming into New

Zealand, but several examplee were off-load.ed from Royal Navy

ships for temporary use in Australian porte as outlined in the
dj.scussion of South Channel Fort, Victoria, in Chapter 2. The gun

is not listed in any Defence Scheme or report. Other photographe
from the same albwn are all dated at ca 1904-1905, giving a

proximate date for the gun's presence on North Head. Earlier and

later photographs of the surunit area do not ehow the gun or
mounting; its fate is not known. No archaeological trace of this
mounting has been found.

In 1912 the telephone system was improved again, with links from
the FCP on Mt Victoria to the main observing station at Caut,ley
and to Fort Takapuna, ne\d connectione at Forts Caut1ey, Takapuna

and Victoria, and a link between Cautley and the "G.M.Yard"
(presumably lorpedo Yard). The trenching work wa6 to be done by
pri-son labour"'. Prison labour was also used briefly after March

this year to cLean and oil the guns at Cautley and Takapuna as

the bulk of the Permanent Force staff were away at camps". One

of the prisoners wa6 John A. Lee, later a prominent Labour Party
politician, who had been inprisoned in Mt Eden Gaol for the
alleged theft of a razor and half a crown. Towards the end of his
sentence he was transferred to North Head. He was accommodated

in the gaol on the surunit, which he described as a long wooden

" NAA BBAD 1054 /2495b
38 Fort Record Book 1885-1910: Chapter II
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building enclosed by a high stone wall. He recalled maintaining
the passages, whitewashing the gun pits and oiling the Eruns from
rarge tubs of coconut oil kept there for the purpose. He was arso
involved i-n the trenching to ray the telephone rines to Mt
Victoria3e.

In April 1914 the Fort Cautley barracks ceased to be a desi.gnated
prison and prieon Labour wae hrithd,raqrn{o,

In March 1915 alterationa were made to all three 8 inch BLHP EJung
at North Head. cordite had replaced black powder aa the
propellant in the ammunition, and the guns did not recoil ae far.
The entrance and the cover over it in each gunpit was enlarged,
18 inches of concrete on each side and g feet of cover being
removed to gain headroom. Defence were doing the alteratione to
t,be ramp and platform and naking the ehield, with detail work by
Public Works'r.

rn July-August 1918 Lieutenant colonel Gardner, rnspector of
coast Defences, reconmended that a 6 pounder eF gun at. Fort
cautley be mounted at Fort Bastion instead, on the existing
pedestal; this was carried out.z. This would appear to be the
sPare one dismounted from t,he northern pillar at Cautley in 1904
and presumably kept in store at North Head eince, but could aleo
have been the gun formerly mounted at the minefield protection
site at South Battery.

In February L922 Brigadier General Richardson recommended that
the I inch BLHP gun and the 6 pounder eF gun at cautrey be
removed from the Defence scheme of Auckland a6 t,hey were
obsolete. AIso at Fort, Cautley were four 9 pounder RBL field grung

Forder 1975d

NAA BBAD L054/2495a

NAA BBAD L054/2495c

NA AD 10 1,4/4 & NA AD 10 L6/A

at

42
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and limbers (possibly in the Artillery Yard rat,her than at the
sunmit). fhe wheels were rotten and were to be replaced by the
wheels from Lhe lirnbers of the 15 pounder saruting Battery
limbersn', implying that the L5 pounders were mounted somewhere
and therefore no longer required rinberg - perhaps on t,he summit
a6 referred to in 1911. The 15 poundere had arrived in 19oo-
010'. The 9 pounders described in the 1893 Fox report as "ill-
kept"'5) were to be dispoeed of by the war Mueeum committee as
trophies; one may have been sent to the Thames RSA for
display'".

rn L925 the 8 inch BLHP guns at North Head rrere apparently
deactivated, including the one at the sumnit. The gruns were alr
sold for scrap, but the scrap merchant,, after removing the South
Battery 9utr, is believed to have become bankrupt or to have
abandoned the attempt after partially cutting up only the one

!Iun, leaving the remains on North Head (t,hey are now on display
beside t,he Nort,h Battery). The surnmit gun wa6 left nearry
intact{? r 6ls shot n in PLate 8 . 19 .

In May L927 an electrical survey by Lhe Waitemata Electric Power
Board noted a deeperate need to rerrrire the installations as most
existing wiring had been cobbled up by Army Engineers with
unprotected and unineulated bare wiree joined togetherr do
extreme safety hazardt".

Water supply and the state of the latrines became a major concern
also in 1928. The existing latrines at the sunmit were described
as "a ragged unsight,ly piece of partly demorished masonry causing

NA AD 10 L6/24

Bretts Auckland ALmanac 1901:1.16

Fox 1893

RuffeII pers.coilun.

Ruffell 1983:53

a3

a7

'8 NAA BBAD Los4/2490a
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an obstruction at the entrance to the area in front, of the
Barrack building. " It was intended to demolish this and replace
it with two g{'C.s and a urinal-, The existing water reservoir had
become silted up and it. waa cleaned out and connected to the
local Borough water supply, a tank and stand wit,h electric pump
being placed over the reservoir. The reservoir wa6 collecting
stormwater previousry and was ,'below the messroom".e. on North
Head the electric circuits were Dc rather than Ac aE at Fort,
Takapunaso.

fn L929 new electric switches were installed in the BC Station,
as the ord ones were metal and were shortcircuiting.

By 1938 water supply was stilr a problem, principarry because the
electric Pump kept burning out - because it was not insulated or
protected from the weather! Some re-wiring work was carried out
in January installing permanent lighting in three of the summit
rooms, and burying cable leading to the 6 inch battery. The main
oP for North head lras completed (behind schedule) in January
1938, dt a cost of E6L4, to house nen range finding equipment.
rt was buirt on the north-eaet angre of the sunmit, probably on
the site of the original northern op and the 1895 telephone
exchange. The top of the old pedestar for the BC station (op) at
the sumnit had been 2L5.29 feet (70.61 m) above Mean sea Level,
whereae the new BC station floor waa 4 feet 6 inches (L.47 n)
1ower51. The structure is described as a BOP in the Fort Record
Book, and a FCP in t,he 1946 map. rt is sti1l in existence today
and used for naval signals training (Figs 8.11t 8.36t and plate
8.160).

rn July 1938 extensive levelling was planned on the surnmit,
involving removing the south, west and north ,'bankettes"Isic] and
revelling and searing the north-west area aa a parade ground. rn

NAA BBAD 1054 /2489c

NA BBAD L054/249Oc

Fort Record Book, 1885-1910: Chapter II51
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t'he end only some levelling was carried out within the area of
the banquettes and the area north of the barracks was seared. rt
was aleo intended to demorieh t,he ,,old stone bath house.and use
t'he gtone for steps and warrs, but this was not done. single men
on giovernment work relief schemes were empl0yed to do this work
and much elee: at the summit thie incr-uded whitewashing arl
underground concrete structures. The walls were ecraped of old
whitewash, rubbish removed from the tunnels, and the ord g inch
gun and shield was scraped and cleaned and repainted green. A
fence was buitt around the I inch pit. All inside concrete qraa
whitewashed, outside concrete given a cement wash, and alr wood
and steel work painted greeno2.

Disrupted painting (carnouflage) of
began in November 1939, to replace
scheme.

buildings and structures
the existing cream colour

rn september 1941 two 4 inch Mk vrr naval guns (ex H.M.s. New
zealand) were empraced at North Battery and named the ,cautrey
Battery' to provide an enhanced cD service instead of the Mk vrr
Battery (see 6 inch Mk VIr battery below).

rn L94L-42 an AA grun (light) (40 mm Boforg), a searchlight and
a light machinegun (tMG) were emplaced on the summit, as they are
sholrn in a sketch in the Fort Record Book at this time (rig.
8.8). A path or trench is shown joining the old southern 7 inch
gunpit and the AA eearchlight emplacement. The 1900-04 armoured
sout'hern Ds is also shown as an open op stil1 in use for AA
purposes. By 25 May L942 the LMG had beeq replaced by a second
Bofors 40 mrn AA gun from the 22nd Light AA Regt. The Bop hras now
described as the "Night Fire command post,,, and the telephone
exchange was the ,'Command" exchange.

In 1944 the Camp Survey Map (Fig. 9.35) showe
emplacements on the summit, one virt,ually

the two Bofors gun

replacing the LMG

'2 NAA BBAD Los4/2490c
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emplacement and one weLl forward on the
southern OP is still shown and in fact
Ieast 1958 as it is shown on the aerial
(Plate 8.23) .
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north-western elope. The
remained intact until at
photograph for that year

In 1953 it was decided to establish a new saluting battery in the
proximity of south Bat,tery, aa a memorial to gunnerg kilred
during the war, and the summit I inch BLHP gun nas moved by the
Army using mobile cranes and sledges, to ite present location,
and ingtalled j.n the South Battery gunpits'.

fn October 1953 plans rdere drawn upu. to convert the eurunit
battery area into a secure communications area, using the I inch
and 7 inch shell stores as radio rooma and building an operations
Room in the 8 inch gunpit. A survey by the Ministry of works
however pointed to the unsuit,abifity of the underground areas due
to restricted headroom in some areas and the generar poor
condition of the t,unnels, with extensive area6 of water leakage.
The proposaL nas shelved, and when it was revived in a modified
form eurface buildings were used inet,ead.

On 23 April 1958 the Minister of Defence gave approval for a
radar plotting and communicatione school to be egtablished by the
Navy on the summit of North Head. In Septenber a major
remodelling of buildings commenced, with some moved frorn the
Head, others moved around the site and some new ones constructed.
The f ence rras re-aligned to its curuent site55.

Between 1958 and L962, probably in 1961, the remnants of the
musketry parapet were bulldozed and the grounds leveIled,
including the area of the aborted 6 inch Mk VII emplacement to

Forder 1975a;

Appendix A to

NAA A198

Nutsford pers. cornm.
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the north. This eras to facilitat,e lawn mowingf'.

In 1963 concern about water for firefighting at the sunmit led
to prans to utilise one of the exi-sting abandoned gun
emplacements at the summit as a reservoir. The existing 9000
gallon reservoir (built by the convicts in 1888) nas thought to
be too near buildings and inadequate in size, so the southern 7

inch pit was surveyed. It was found that the concrete was in poor
repair, and instead the I inch gun pit was sealed with a thick
belt of concrete and filled with water, to provide a 251000
gallon store. The 7 inch pit was backfilled and a nelr metalled
road built inside the fencelj.ne to enable fire appriances to
accesa the new reservoirtt. The work \ras completed by Zg JuIy
L964 at a cost of €850.

In L972 the northern perimeter waa further levelled and sealed
to provide a helicopter landing pad. Since L972 small alteratione
have been made to some of the summit buildings, with the originaL
barracke,/prison block being air-conditioned; Eome relocatable
classrooms have been added as well.

In L994 the RNZN are still in occupation of the sumnit area,
which is sealed off from the Hietoric Reserve by a high fence.
Most of the remaining buildings are in a good state of repair,
and the underground battery area is used for storage. It is kept
clean and well lit, and much of the woodwork survives intact
(Figs 8.L0 and 8.11). The L992 excavations located the southern
RML pit and the southern 6 pounder emplacement, and determined
that the northern RML pit had been destroyed. In 1994 t,he I inch
BLHP pit wae drained and stripped of much of its concrete capping
to reveal the original plastered surface, and the southern RML

pit was emptied of fill and cleaned (see below;. lhe summit. area
is generally kept well maintained by the Navy.

Nutsford Pers.Comm.

NAA A 652

56
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6 INCH MK VIT BATTERY

Following the abortive construction efforts on the summit in
1904, two 6 inch Mk vrr guns arrived from England on 2L August,
1905. The mountings for them would not arrive until January 1910.
Excavations for these gune on a new site about halfway between
Fort Cautley and North Battery was begun on 19 February 19og with
prison Iabour and by February 1910 the work was almost ready for
the guns t'o be mounted. In December 1911 however the detailed
fittings (such as benches in the shell store) were not yet
completedss. The plans for the battery were identical to that at
Fort Dorset in wellingtonr a fact that caused aome difficulties
when Pubric works in Auckrand lost the onry copy of t,he Fort
Dorset plans, which had been forwarded from Wellington for their
useut.

The qruns rrere being emplaced on barbette mountings to the
standard imperial deeigm, with angled concrete aprons to deflect
incoming fire, and unlike any other emplacements on North Head
they had large magazines directly beneath the guns, feeding the
arnmunj-tion up by hand powered hoists. The glune r{ere to remain the
main armament for North Head untir world war rr (Fig. B.L2).

In 1910 Lord Kitchener visited New zealand and reported on the
state of the defences6o. His major criticism on the existing
Auckland defences wag the siting of the 6 inch Mk vrr battery,
which he felt should have been built on the sunmit for a better
command and a more ext,ensive fieLd of fire - in other words the
place where it was originally planned in 1904!

rn fact, the summit posit,ion wourd have offered many advantagies,
with immediate access from the exieting fort complex, crose
proximity to the barracks, existing communication circuirs, and

NAA BBAD L054/249sb

NAA BBAD LO54/2495a

NA c14 L59/LO
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the existing BoP. There would have been no need to construct an
additional access road, a new Bop, war shelters r ot toilet
facilities, arl of which were required at the lower site.

rt wa6 not untir LgLz Lhat provision rAras made for B.c and D.R.F
stations for the battery, with initiar plans being drawn upi
although described as being ',operationar,, prior to this in the
Fort Record Book, it would have been severery limited in
operatj-on without its control facilities! on the L? June that
year it was noted that a large amount of construction debris
filIed the precincts of the battery, and that more metar riras
required on the road to it.

In Sept'ember 1913 it was finally decided to proceed with the BC

and DRF etations for the battery, at a cost of €600. Also to be
built was a 4 foot (1.3 m) wide passage 35 feet (11 n) rongwith
steps at the bottom, with average height of warra 6 feet (2 n),
in concrete, to connect the Bc station to the battery6l. This
waa constructed (Plates 8.38 and 8.39), and was ro see
considerable servicel it was in use as late as 1993 by the Navy
as a conmunications centre.

rn october 19L4 a complete survey wa6 carried out of sanitary
conditions at North Head. The conditions hrere far from
satisfactory and posed a considerable hearth risk. At the 6 inch
Mk VrI Battery soak pits were used for drainage and the latrine.

'These ryere very unsatisfactory the subsoil though volcanic being of a non-abeorbent concrete-liXe

consistency, and the pits therefore are full of putrefying uater, which overflors dom the side of

the hiII. As these pits receive washing sater and the greasy rater fron the cleaning of the gun

pite ineanitary conditions result. The drainage fron the trhrk VII nagazine though not offeneive

cones out at a pint shich rnakes a danp place on the hilleide."62.

Accordingly in 1915 drains were installed and a retaining wall

61 NAA

62 NAA

10s4 /2495a

1054 /2495a
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built, for the batt,ery63.

rn August l91B Lieutenant colonel Gardner drew up plans for t,he
required regponse to an alarm being given: in an emerg.ency the
only work on North head to be manned wourd be the 6 inch Mk vrr
battery (and the searchlights). rt, would be neces'ary to call outthe Terri-toriars to man the g inch sruns or the Lz pounder
battery6{.

rn Aprir L92L Defence and public worke Departments exchanged
correspondence about the 6 inch Mk vrr battery, as the Army wag
attempt'ing to write up the Fort Record Book. unfortunately public
works by this time had lit,tre knowledge of t,he work and had rost
most of the relevant paperwork. They concluded that work hadstarted in L902, stopped and resumed in 190g, and compreted in
1-910. rt is clear however, from other Eourcea, that the firststart on the battery was 1904, not Lgoz. The total cost appearedto have been E3tBo4, judging from the financiar authoritieg from6 septenber Lg09 to zL october 19156s. This of course does not
incl-ude the cost of the prison rabour used to do the excavation.

rn .Tuly L92g repairs lrere found to be necesaary to
the 6 inch sherl store as it was leaking. This wae
until April 1935, nearly seven years 1ater!

the roof of
not repaired

The probrem of o1d metal switches shortcircuiting was reported
with the switches in the 6 inch battery in March 1930, with the
electrics in the stores and magazines being highly dangerous
the switch in t,he magazine was alive a+d flashed when used.
Despite this extremely dangerous situation the switches were not
repaired until ,July 1931!55

"' NAA BBAD I054 /2495c
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Plate 8.25. The courtyard of the
The war shelters have not yet been
railings, the casement windows,
batt-ery. DoC Auckland.

6 inch Mk VII batterv ca 1937.
built. Note the removable iron
and iron qrilIe door to the
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In August 1938 a high barbed wire fence was buiLt around the 6

inch battery, completely enclosing it"'.

rn February 1939 three electric lighte vrere installed in the
battery, and in June it was decided to build two gun sherters
there; these were compreted in November. rn August macrocapa and
pohutukawa trees were planted to the west of the 6 inch
emplacements to reduce the effects of grunfire from the battery
on local houees at cheltenham, a source of many complaints over
the yearsr €rs blaet damage to neighbouring houses could be
extensive during full calibre ehoote. At about this time a row
of pine trees (some of which remain) were planted t,o the rear of
the emplacement to provide a "falee crest,,to the hill.
Unfortunat,ely they never reached a height sufficient to achieve
the intended result.

During World War II t,he Auckland defences were divided into two
roles, "CB" (Counter-Bombardment,) and "CD" (Cloee Defence). CB

batteriea were designred to keep enemy ships out of range of the
main port facilities, while CD works \rere to deal with MTB

attacks crose in. North Head's order style armaments with
rerativety rirnited ranges determined that it would be a part of
the cD operatione. The range of the Mk vrr gruns r,ras limited
because of the rest,ricted elevation buil-t into the mounting; a
g'un has maximum rangfe at an erevat,ion of 45 degreee, and the Mk

VIIs could only elevate to 12 degreee. fn February 1941 therefore
the two 6 inch Mk vrr guns were shifted from North Head to
whangaparaoa for cD purposesr dB their short range meant the
original emplacement was no longer suitable. Two 4 inch naval
€luns vtere emplaced in the old North Battery inetallations to
replace the 6 inch i-n the CD role. The North Head 6 inch site was
used in the interim for assault coursea and as a rifle range"".
The former BOP llras converted to a Naval Wireless Station and CASL

(Coastal Artj-Ilery Searchlight) exchange. Until 1993 it was stiII

" NAA BBAD Lo54/249oc

68 NA AD-A ( NMD )
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RTGHT: Plate 8.29.
Courtyard of the
battery in I994. The
iron handrails and
ventilators have mostly
been removed, some of
the vrindows have been
bricked up, and the
joinery is missing.

BELOW: P1ate 8.30. The interior
1994. Note the vaulted roof, the
cartridge store, and the base of

of the eastern
Iamp apertures

the shelI hoist

shell store in
through to the
at the far end.
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RIGHT: PIATE B. 31- .

Detail of the changing
lobby between the shelL
and cartridge stores
7994. Note the uPright
f or t.he barrier arm,
and bases for coaL Pegs
on the walf.

BELow: Prate 8.32. The easLern cartridge store, 1994. Note the
whj-tewashed, rendered brick construction, the barrel- vaulted roofwith ventilator, the lamp aperture in the righthand wal1, and theservery at the end.
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RIGHT: Plate 8.33- The
base of the cartridge
hoist shaft in the
eastern shifting 1obbY,
L994. The servery from
the eastern cartridge
store is at l-ef t.

BELOW: Plate 8.34. The steel hatch
cartridge hoist shaft , L994.

at the top end of the western
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ABOVE: Plate 8.35. The
base of the eastern
she 1l- hoi s t , show j-ng
the hoist mechani-sm and
the remains of the hand
winching gear, L994.
RIGHT: Plate 8.36. The
top of t'he eastern
shell hoist t 1994.
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ABOVE: Plate 8.37. The
t994.
BELOW: Plate 8.38, The
VII Battery BOP, 1994.

war shelter to the west of the batt,eryt

trenched passage access to the 6 inch Mk
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used as a Naval Radio station, but it, is now abandoned.

At Whangaparaoa, the two 6 inch Mk vII's $rere encased in armoured
turrets' oPen to the rear' in a shield desi-gn which incorporated
their ori.gi.nar half-shiefd (prate 9.27,) . These burky rurrets
contrast strongly with the Australian pattern shields, which lrere
of one-piece curved steer (plates 2.27 and 2.2g). The turreted
guns lrere then given concrete ,frying pan, overhead covers a5
welI. with only detail modificationg, the magazine complex built
at hlhangaparaoa copied that at Fort cautrey, with the addition
of more underground offices, an underground acceas to the Bop,
and an engine room complex tunnelled out at right angles to the
rear.

After the war the two 6 inch lfuns, still in their wartime shields
and livery, were once again shifted back to North Head, where
they remained until scrapped in 1958 (plate e.27).

The bat,tery area was partly demolished, with wooden fittings
being stripped out, and was left open and derelict. Much of the
metal work went for scrap with the guns.

rn 1994 the main battery area ie in the North Head Historic
Reserve, and is open to the public. Armost none of its original
fittinge survive, although some details of the barrier arm in the
magazine lobby remain (plate g.3L). The slides of the shell
hoists are intact, but the winch equipment has been largery
removed. The steps down into the battery area are in very poor
condition and are dangerous in the absence of the original iron
removable handrails. The davits used for hoisting ammunition down
to the magazine level remain, and two large iron buckets filled
wj-th concrete and ingots of pig iron are adjacent to them,
apparently used as counterweights during the winching operations.
Nearly all wooden joinery and glass has been removed. from the
battery offices and war shelters. The Bop is in the Navy area,
and access to it, has been restricted as it contained
communications equipnenL. rt is in a good state of repair (plates
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8.38 and 8.39 ) .

NORTIT BATTERY

The two 40 pounder Armstrong RBL field guns sent to North Head
in l-870 were sited on the north face, conmanding the Rangitoto
channerr orl a site t,hat rrras marked in the cautley plan as the
Left Battery, and would become known as the Cheltenham Beach or
North Battery. rn March 1995, with the Government stirr
procraetinating over the cautley plan for the mounting of the
RMLS, it was decided to carr tenders for the emplacement of one
64 pounder RML at the site, for practice purposes. The plans for
this had been drawn up earrier (rigs g.13 and g.14), and under
the impetue of the scare of early March the Government evidently
decided that some visible action toward.s harbour defence vraa
required. The tender specified that one gun was to be mounted for
practice purposes, wit,h t,he racer on bruestone rock foundations,
and an open wood and corrugated iron shed to the rear; the site
would be fenced with po6ts and wire, with an entrance gate6r.
Construction was to take six weeks.

onry two weeks later, however, plane had changed, and it rrag
announced the tenders already cal-led for the practice work would
be decLined, and Lwo gun6 wourd be mounted urgentry without
tendering. Major cautley had to remain in wellingtonr so Mr Bell
would be raying out the workei Mr Vickerman, the public works
Engineer in Auckland, was already at work laying out the roads
to the new battery sites, one on the north side, and the other
on the eaat facing Bean Rock, These would be connected by a
covered rr/ay running round the hil_l'o.

Three weeks later, the press were able to report t,o the pubric
that four gruns were now on site at North Head, one ? inch RML

being at chertenham Beach (North) Battery, two more 7 inch guns

Auckland Weekly News

Auckland WeekTy lVews

21.3.1885:19

4 .4 .1885 : 22
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were at the summit, and one 64 pounder Rl{L vras at the south
battery, all having been brought up wit,hout a hitch under Mr
vickerman's supervision. The concrete and wooden platform for the
RML was ready at cheltenham Beach Battery, and the grun would be
mounted in a day or two. Ehe work at this bat.tery was the most
advanced of the three?l. a ditch was being excavated in front of
t,he ernplacement.

From a PWD plan (Fig. g.Ls) it can be seen that the battery hra6
built as a self-defensible entity. unflanked stone parapets
extended to each side, leading to entry gatee at the west and
into the covered hray to the south-dast. The gunpit lraE sinply
built in earth and wood with concrete and timber foundat,ions, and
had no toading garleries. The magazine wag just west of the
gunpit, with a short tunnel connecting them. Another tunnel led
to the west and out past a guardhouse which wae suppried with a
welr for water. The tunne.Ls would have been built of wooden
revetting, with timber laid down on top, covered with fert and
tar, then heaped with earth.

The 7 inch RML magazine itself was more permanenr, buirt in
cavity brick with a concrete roof, with removabre sherves,
battening and flooring (Fig. 9.16). Accegs had to be gained
through a barrier arm in the lobby, where crothing would be
changed to magazine iesue type. A distinctive feature of thie
magazine is its smalr size, its steeply eloping, low ceilirg, and
its angred lamp apertures from the robby (instead of a ramp
passage surrounding the magazine). An overhead shell traveller
was provided.

rn 1888 it wae decided t,o replace the existing 7 inch RML with
an 8 inch BLHP gun. The battery was almoet completely remodelled.
on more permanent and modern lines (rig. 8.17). The 7 inch gun
was removed (and sent to wellington as a spare), and an g inch
BLHP pit built on the same site as the former z inch pit. A

7L Auckland Weekly News 25.4.1885:10-11
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passage wa6 built to the east, connecting into the covered way,
and the ltestern Passage to the 7 inch magazine was extended and
made more permanent. An I inch magazine complex surrounded by a
lamp passage was buirt behind the gunpit, and a passage led to
the rear to a fright of steps eurmounted by an iron ladder, which
gave into the oP (containing an armoured DRF) built, above and
directly behind the gun. All the underground portions of the
battery were built, by 'cut-and-fitl, methode, with thick concrete
walrs, and a roof made of slabs of concrete raid on railway
irons, the whole structure being waterproofed with tar prior to
earth being heaped on top to provide a mj"ninum 12 f eet, ( 4 m) of
cover.

Adjacent to the south-western entrance passage a large room lras
built, with a wide entrance; thie wag ueed to house fierd guns.
when required, the field eluns were wheered out of the store and
into the courtyard, then up ramps onto platforms built into t,he
nevt parapet encircling the western courtyard. The nelr parapet was
angred to provide flanking fire along the face; the two field gun
platforms faced directry down onto cheltenham Beach. rt is not
crear what field guns r^rere sit,ed at North Bat,tery; undoubtedly
the sore remaining 40 pounder Armstrong wa6 poeitioned here, but
it is not clear whether a second qun lras provided at any stage.
Possibly both platforms were provided in the hope that a second
grun wourd be suppliedr or so that the gun could be praced on
either ramp to improve the chosen field of fire. The former 7

inch RIr{L magazine was used to store f ield gun €unmunitj-on.

rn March 1890 the works at North Battery Yrere reported to be in
an advanced state of progress?z.

By 1892 the gun was furry operationar, but had been invorved in
an accident, and was replaced by a spare Elutr, both the removal
of the old gun and the delivery of the replacement necessitating
the recommissioning of the tramway system.

" NA AD s7 /25
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By 1893 it appears that, the field gun(s) had been removed as Fox
makes no mention of one at the batteryi the Armstrong may have
been removed to'Fort Takapuna by this time.

During the 1890s the 'guardhouse' sited at the entrance to the
underground area of the battery was taken over the pwD, who
converted it into a store and stables for two horses that were
permanently st,ationed at the head with a carter and his dray.
rt is not clear whether this building was ever rebuilt, but it
wa6 still in PwD hands during world war rr, as a workshop and
store. rt was apparently open-fronted at that time, and had a
concrete front added by Park Board rangerg during the 1960e
(Plate 8.41).

In 1914 a report, on drainage at North Head noted that there wae

no provieion for washing at North Battery, and the men were using
the gun platform for the purposei there was no latrine and the
men used urine tins at night, although the distance to the main
parade ground latrine was not great. rt was euggested that a wash
bench, ehower, urinal and two water closets be provided next to
the stable; this was not carried out".

In 1915 the gunpit and gunehield were modified for the new
cordite ammunit,ion in conmon with the other tno 8 inch guns at
the Head; the rear of the gunpit, was cut awayr ds was the rear
of the shield (eee south Battery for details). The gun was not
staffed dur5.ng the war, but courd have been brought into act,ion
by GAT staff if required.

After L925 the battery was abandoned as an operational fighting
unit, although the Public Works Department area was presumably
still in use. The magazines rrere used to store ammunition, with
a large amount of naval ammunition in place by L924. In that year
military authorities requested that it be removed to the nert
store at Mt Victoria, as new shipmente of army munit,iong were due

" NAA AD !054/z49sa
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ABOVE: Plate 8.41. Former stable buildings and main entrance toNorth Battery | 1994.
BELow: Prate 8.42: origina] western entrance Lo North Battery,j-n 1994, with 4 inch naval gun emplacement t-o the lef t rear.
compare with plate 8.40.
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to arrive and their new magazine at Ngaruawahia was not yet
ready; as late as Aprir L925 the three rooma in the magazine
complex were still fuIl of naval cordite, but the shell was being
removed to the FcP on Mt VictoriaT'. By lg27 it had been
accepted that navar ammunition wourd be kept in the North
Battery, as werr a6 the eastern engine room and the south
Battery; this was finarly removed on the opening of t,he naval
depot at Kaurj. Point in L938.

rn the 1930e the old PwD stabres were used by a 3.7 inch pack
Battery (a portable field artillery battery that could be carried
on horse back) as a harness roomi their horses roamed the head
and their equipment wae stored in a building in the quarry round
the corner south of North Bat,tery73.

The BLHP $rn remained mounted throughout this time, as can be
seen in early aerial photographe (Plate 8.20) | until it riras

decided to re-use the battery for a cD battery in February 1941.
The 8 inch gun was pulled out of the pit, and the barrel placed
in the covered wdy, whire the carriage wae cut up and removedt6;
according to another source it was thrown down the front of the
glacie in front, of the battery with ite carriage, and should
still be buried under the new gracis". rt is clearly visible
however in Plate 8.43 in the covered way. A concrete cap s/aa
placed over the pit, supported on four pilrars, and the entrance
to the covered way was blocked with concrete; a new passage was

cut forward out of the gunpit?E. This connected with a newly
built cross passage, which led east and west into two new giunpits
to house 4 inch Mk vrr naval guns from Fort rakapuna (rig. 8.18).
The passage floor was approximately one metre below ground level;

c L4/6/Arty NM file
Forder 1975c:10

Nutsford pers.comm.

Forder 1975b

North Battery Four Inch Conversion, NM file.
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the passage cont,inued in a curve around the rear of each gun
platform to give access to a eeries of ready-use lockers set into
the rear of the platform.

Overhead cover was provided by 'Colchester' pattern reinforced
concrete covers, which were then covered with earth for extra
protection. The guns themselves hrere protected by 1arge steel
shields, probably made from the 8 inch BLHP shierd (plate 8.44).

At the concrusion of the war the two lluns were removed, and the
battery abandoned once more. During the period when the park was
administ,ered by the Hauraki Maritime park Board the acceas
passage from the I inch pit to the 4 inch crose passage lras
concreted rp, as vras the hatchway from the op, and the iron gates
at the two west,ern entrances were kept locked. For a short period
the battery was leased to a private individual in an abortive
attempt at mushroom farming. rn the 1990s the park Board
intended to transform the battery into a vieitors centre, and
conceptual drawings were commissioned (Fig. g.l.g); the battery
I,vas renovated, re-plast,ered and re-paint,ed, and electricity
connected throughout. persistent problems with reaks and a
shortage of funds brought thie effort to an end, and the park
transferred into Department of coneervation hands.

rn 1994 the battery remaine rocked off from public access, and
is thus in good condition. Most of the fittinge including at1
woodwork and ironwork are missirg, but it ie mostly dry and well
maintained. The tramways j-n the floore have been removed and the
floors levelled with cement. rt is a mirror image of the south
Battery I inch battery, with the exception of the 7 inch RML

magazine, the modifications for the 4 inch battery, and the
modifications to the crew shetter for the field guns. The 7 inch
Rl'lL magazine ie recognisably early, with a steeply sloping low
roof , but has been st,ripped of al1 its fittings.

lhe battery area outside, which lras formerly encrosed with
parapets and loopholed gates, is one of the main carparks on
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ABOVE:: Plate 8.47. The 4 i nc'l-r batt-ery BOP in 1994.

RIGHT: PIaLe 8.48. Ttre
8 inch BLHP OP at North
Ba Lt,erlz . Noi'e l-he DRF
pedestal, t-he lacl< of
overhead [)I'OLe(]t_LOn /
ar:d ttre concreted-over
hatcir whic:h (lave access
down i nto tire batt-ery.
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North Head, and has been leve1Led.
forward over the glacis to form
sunmer the original shape of the
discerned as cropmarks.

Auck-land Weekly News

Auckland Weekly Nens
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The parapets have been puehed
a level grassed terrace. In
earthworks can somet,imes be

Juet below North Battery to the north-west is a concrete
platform, the foundations of a drying shed during world war rr.
on the pratform two lluns are mounted for dispray purpoeea: a 6

inch BLHP gun originally from Fort Baetion; and two of the three
pieces of the South Battery 8 inch qun.

There are long term prans to open Norith Battery to the public for
display.

SOUTH BATTERY

RffL F.rElfacement 1885-1891

south Battery waa the intended site for Major cautley's Right
Battery, mounting three RMLg in permanent brick and masonry
emplacements with magazines below the terreplej.n, Instead, in the
scare of 1885r drl emergency emplacement wae conetructed for one
64 pounder R!4L. By 4 Aprir 1885 work waa under vray at the
site'e, and by 25 April t,he gun and carriage were on siteao,
although the North and Summit, batteriea were in a more advanced
st,at,e of construction.

The temporary works were completed and operational by mid-lggS.
No plane of south Battery have been foundr Bo it is not clear
where the temporary gunpit and its connecting passages were
located. However, it seems clear that, the 64 pounder magazine was
buirt on the site it now occupies (rig. 8.19), just inside the
main north-western entrance. It was not built as the mirror image

4.4.L885|22

25.4.1.885:10

I

79
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ABOVE: Plate 8.
entrance to the
Battery (riqht).

50. View looking
Main Magazine and
1994

south, showing the northern
the main entrance to South

RIGHT: Plate 8.51. Coal
chutes just inside the
entrance to South
Battery t I994, leading
down to the engine room
below. Sealed at floor
Ievel.
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RIGHT: Plate 8.54. Shifting
lobby, 64 pounder magazine,
L994. Note the robust, wooden
barrier arm remnant, and the
ventilator over the door to
the cartridge store.

BELOW: Plate 8.55.
L994, probably the

The Artillery Store
former site of the

in t.he 64 pounder Passaq1e,
gunpit.
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of the North Battery 7 inch magazine (Fig. 8.16) as was intended,
but had a separate sherl store (Fig. 8.19 and prate 8.52) andwas
surrounded by a lamp passage (Plate 8.53); the roof was very tow
and sloping in conmon with the other two 1885 magazine buildinge
(Sunmit and North Batteries). The temporary site of the gun is
likely to have been nearby. When the gunpit hra6 reconstructed
later it was moved about 20 metres closer to the sea to better
cover the minefierd; the likery site of the earrier pit, is now
a storeroom harfway down the pagsage from the magazine to the
gunpit (Plate 8.55). This artillery store is in an unusual place
compared with other examples, and is large, aguare and low, with
a deep RSJ beam bisect,ing it. The passage widens ae it approaches
the room, reminiscent of the gun tool stores in many other
batteries.

The covered way entered the battery some distance to the east of
the magazine; it is poesible that originally it continued as an
open passage across the site, connecting direct,ly into the gunpit
from the east.

The I inch BLEP battery

Between 1-888 and 1891 an 8 inch BLHP gun was installed east of
the 64 pounder, with arr new magazines and etores and an op
above. The 8 inch battery area was almost the mirror image of the
North Battery example, although the crew ready room was built in
line with the magazine complex. Like the North Battery example
it has a bisecting RSJ supported on a steel pi1lar, and a
fireplace in the corner (Plate 8.66). The 64 pounder magazine and
main north-west entrance are reached down a long sloping passage.
All the congtruction work is in permanent materials and by ,cut-
and-fill' methods. The magazinee are in brick, with a corbelred
roof, gurrounded by a concrete structure with iron rails
supporting the roof panels. Voice pipes linked the various parts
of the battery to t.he OP.

The eastern entrance to the I inch pit was originally from the
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ABovE: Plate 8.59. Detail of the B inch BLHP 9un, showing the
mounting holes and levers on Lhe base of the hy-draulic r.ml forthe hydraul-ic pump for bringing the gun down from the raisedposition without firing . I994.
BELow: Plate 8.60. Detail of the gunpit, showing the ranrmerhores, and an iron ringbolt for use when manhandling trre gun.Asthe gun recoiled down into the pit the layer would swing themounting a few degrees to al-ign the breech witn one of the holesto facilitate rammins and re-Ioadino. Igg4.
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ABovE: Plate 8-6r. The entrance to the magazine area from thegunpit, showing one set of r"*"i"i"g ir-on -git"=--tfrom 
twooriginals). The hinge brackets for the second pair are visibrein the froor and ceiling of the near doorway . Lgg4.

RIGHT: p]_ate B .62. Themagazine passa-ge, showingthe doors to th; '"fr.f f "Jio
5:gt5idVe stores, rhe ,ooJ".,barrier arm between ;;;;
:19 . 1$p aperLure irr ;i;';rear wall. L994.
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RIGHT: Plate 8.65. Stai-rs
up Lo the OP, South BatterY,
I994. Note the iron ladder
leading up to the hatch in
the floor of the OP, and the
voice pipe on the left of
the ceiling.
BELOW: Plate 8.66. The crew
shelter, with fireplace in
the rear corner. Note the
heavy steeL RSJ supPorted bY
a cenLre pi- I lar , similar to
the field-gun store in North
Battery.



ABOVE: plate 8.67. Op for ilre1994. Note the side ent-ia-nce,example (p1ate B.4B ) . ffr" 
-iron

the 1960s . Note the' B in"f, q,,,.,the right background. -"-"
BELOW: plate A_l.Og. Satuting gunan 18 pounder 

.f 
ield q,r., 

"u--isf a,pedest.al in 1953

.B inch BLHP 9uD, South Batrorrzin contrasr r; the worln-;;;;;iiroof is a park Board 
"oJitio., inand two of the salutinj-qun" in

at South Battery I 1gg4. ,Ihis ismounted on a 12 pounder grarrison

----r1|rrn,*'hF ,1r. .t*
-'\ -**i



ABovE: Plate 8.69. B inch BLHP gun at south Battery in the raised
( f iring) po"ition in 1994. Not-e the memorial plalue, f f agpole,and OP in the background.
BELow: Plate 8.70. The gun from the northwest, rgg4. point
Resorution is.in the background above the g inch gun, with thewhite tower block on it.
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ABOVE: Plate 8.71. Detail of the B inch BLHP pit, 1994, showing
the cutout made in the (originally circular) shield and apron in
1911, Lo alloi^i for loading with cordite propellant. Contrast this
with Plates 7.10 and 7.11.
BELOW: P1ate 8.72. Detail of the trunnion of the B inch BLHP gtrnr
originally mounted in the summit battery.



iliffi Jl"H"t'.3.,1iJrii ;""f.""", south Ba*erv, rss 4, showins rhe
BELow: prate g-74. passa-# from Ari,s cave to the B inch gunpit.looking easr. 

^11",^,t:="iqz-ro the righJl* rhe origi_nar enrrancefrom the covered wly, .6 can be """i irom the reinforcing railsin the ceiling- 
^a.y":ln * corner, and the smooth pj_asteredcorner on the right. trre exLension of tn* p."sage and Ari,s caveitself appear to have Ueen- added later.
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Plate 8.75. The
from the tennis

easLern entrance
court. 1994,

to South Battery and Ali,s Cave
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covered rrray. The passage from the gunpit goes due eastr then
turns at right angles due south to a bLocked off doorway to the
east (Fig. 8.20). on the surface the line of the covered rrray can
be seen running between stone retaining walls to this entrance.
The interior finish of this section is of a high standard, with
smoothly plastered wall.s and floor, and the iron reinforcing bars
can be seen turning the corner (plate g.74). Horrever, at a later
stage this entrance was blocked off and the main eastern tunnel
from the I inch pit continued in a straight line for another 5
m before turning sharpry south and exiting into the side of the
covered hray. Thie section is tunnelled straight through the ash,
and the pickmarka are visible in it. It has been whitewashed to
match the rest of the access pasgage. The entry gatee are the
same wrought iron pattern found on the other batteries of the
1880s-90e (plare B. Z5 ) .

AIi's Cave

To the north of the eastern exteneion passage from the g inch
BLHP pit an asymnetrical cave has been tunnelled out of the ash
layers, forming four shalrow baye. Again the pickmarks are
clearly viej-ble, and it would aeem that this excavation v/as made
during the 1890ei the intended purpose is unknown, but it may
have served as extra barracks accommodation for guncrew. In the
1890s the Public works Department rrraB supprying grey ash from
North Head for roading and concrete work at the other sites, and
to the Devonport Borougrh Council frorn two quarry areas, one of
which vraa Later to become the tennis court. rn 1g93 it was
suggested that Eome of the sought after grey aeh could be
acquired by tunnelling in the vicinity of south Batterysll it
would appear that this feature is a result of such work, given
its rough and unfinished nature (plate g.23).

rn 1939 searchlight crehrs were billeted in theee caves, under
Major Ezra Badger. rn their attempts to make themselves more

81 NA AD 3sl5 February 1993
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comfortabre they soon acquired a reputation for ,finding, other
units'equipment, and enough wood from the pwD for bunks. They
ran electricity into the cave, and cut a windorrr opening out onto
the tennis court to allow 6ome natural light into their quarters;
it was soon decorated with a large sign: ,,Ali Badger and his 40
Thieves"B2. This feature thus became known as ,,Ari,s cave,,.

RfiL Rnplacement 1894-1904

rn 189L, with the deveropment of the minefield below south
Battery, it was decided to move the G4 pounder RML pit 20 yarde
closer to the cliff edge so that the gun could better command t,he
area below the batt,ery"t. The temporary wood lined pasgages were
repraced with concret,e lined pagsageg, apparentry on new rines,
as one of the project,s was connecting the g inch BLHP and 64
pounder batteries. rt t.ook some time to organise thie move, in
conjunction with the finishing of the battery works as a whole,
and it was not until- 1894 that the new pit was ready. rn May that
year t,he concrete floor had been poured, and the gun $ras at, the
new site ready for mounting, but had to wait for the concrete to
sett,res'. The gun was mounted in due course, and can be crearly
seen in its emplacement in photographs ca 1902 (plate 9.12). The
new emplacement had no loading galleries as such, but the access
passage was fitted with two ready-use lockers (plate 8.76) and
acted ae a loading gallery. There r,rere no alcovea or recesses in
the emplacement (Plate 8.77),

The gun was removed in 1904 with the other RMLg, and placed on
display in Arbert Park (Prate 8.16). Duringworld war rr it was
buried in the park, and dug up again in 1962. rn 1994 the gun and
carriage are stil] on dispray in Albert park (plates B.zB and
8.79 ), arthough the pedestar and carriage wheers are missing, and
the bronze makers plate (Plate 8.80) wae stolen between 1991 and

Forder 1976b:1

AD 33/10:.9

Vickerman L894:2

82
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ABOVE: Plate 8.76. The 64 pounder access passage, showing the
ready-use lockers. The gunpit entrance is just around the corner
to the right . L994.
BELOW: Plate 8.77. The 64 pounder RML pit from the west, showing
the access passage in the centre. The engine room escape passage
is in the foreground, and the foundations of the latrine are in
the centre of the gunpit.



ABovE: Prate 8.28. 64 pounder RML from sout,h Battery, in ArbertPark, 1991. Note the nissing carriage wheels and lhe cut-outpedestal socket.
BELow: Plate 8.79. The 64 pounder RML in Albert park. The wheelsand bearings were cut out when the gun was buried in rg4l.



Plate 8.80.
Park, 1991.
stolen from

The makers plaque on the 64 pounder RML in Albert
Less than three months later this plaque had been
the gun, presumably for its scrap value.
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L994.

rn 1914, following a review of the ravatory accommodation on
North Head, a latrine hra6 erected in the 64 pounder pit to
service South Battery and t,he LZ pounder Batteryss. This can be
6een in photographe from thi-e date onwarde (plates g.2L and
8.81). The lavatory waa demoliehed by the park Board in the
1980s and replaced by a modern convenience block on the site of
the laboratory near the nain magazine.

South Battery from 1904

The 8 inch BLHP area of South Battery continued in service until
L922, when all BLHP guns were declared obeolete. Alone of the
four 8 inch gun6 in Auckr.and, the south Battery example waa cut
up for scrap. The mount,ing was succeesfurly cut up and removed,
and the scrap merchant then cut the gun itself into three pieces.
Gunner tradition has it that the merchant went bankrupt at this
point, as 60 much money had been expended on cutting gasr.i in
any case the pieces of the gun were left behind. Ihlo of the three
piecee (breech and centre) vrere located by park Board staff in
the 1980s adjacent to south Battery and placed on display on the
concrete baee of the Drying shed at North Battery. The fate of
the third piece is unknown.

From L924 navar ammunitj-on wa6 stored in the south Battery
magazinees?, remaining there in bulk untj-l the opening of the
Kauri Point Naval Magazine in 1938. In 1932 electric lighting was
fitted in the battery to facilitate ite uae as a magazine"B. rn
1939-40 searchlight crews vrere birreted in the g inch battery
area, before moving out, to surface buildings aa they were

NAA AD L054/2495a

Forder 1975a:13

C.L4/6/Arty NM file
NAA AD t0s4/249Ob
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completed.

rn the first years of the second worrd war an AA light machinegun
was sited near south Batteryae, this wae supplemented from Lglz-
45 by an oerlikon 20 mm AA gun'oi the probabre site of the Lewis
machinegun'6 smarl circular pit vras located adjacent to the
east,ern battery ent,rance just above the Lz pounder battery in
1994 during an archaeological excavation'1; both sites are shown
in Fig. 8.35.

rn 1953 it wae decided to create a saluting battery and memorial
to faLlen gunners at south Battery. The summit Battery g inch
BLHP gun was moved to the south Bat,tery pit, a flagpole erected,
decorative path and st,one parapet built, and four 1g pounder
field guns on 12 pounder garrison carriages placed in a eemi-
circle in front of the BLHP pit". (plates g.68 | g.7o and Fig.
8.20 ) .

when the army withdrew from North Head between 1g5g and 1g63 the
batt'ery was abandoned and subsequently stripped of its lrooden and
metal fittings.

rn L994 the battery is open t,o the pubric as part of the North
Head Historic Reserve. The g inch BLHP gun is in reasonabre
condition, and the underground areas of the battery are in a
sound state, kept crean, dry and whitewashed. Most of the wooden
fittings have disappeared. The OP can still be accessed via the
steel ladder at the top of the stairs behind the gi.unpit. There
are l-ong term plans to clean and renovate the g inch gunr and
reinstate the 64 pounder RML in it,s pit.

Fort Record Book, tg4]--42 section, part r section E5

Nutsford pers.conm.

Veart pere.comm.

Forder 1975a:13 & Nutsford pers.conm.
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12 POInTDER QF BATIERY

The first mention of this battery is in penton,s report of 1g99;
two J-2 pounder QF guns had been ordered from Britain to provide
better covering fire for the minefielde3, and the work on the
emplacements would be started as 6oon as plans for them arrived.
Emplacemente for two Lz pounder eF stung were being constructed
by prison labour just, below the south Battery in 1900, to provide
close defence for the minefield; the two Mark I L2 pounders vrere
mounted on Mark r garrison carriagee in septenber 1901. The
shields vrere made localry, cut speciarry to a1low 15 degrees of
depressiontt.

rn June 1907 the g'uns were modified with the fit,ting of electric
safety firing gear and safety catchee.

rn 1908 in the Defence scheme it was noted that the Lz pounder
battery was part of the Fort cautrey comprex, and in turn part
of the No l Fire cornmand (with Forts Takapuna and victoria)e5.

on 1,8 March 191-1 water was laid on to the Lz pounder battery,
while on 22 septenber it waa reported that the L2 pounder eF
cartridge and shell stores were in a very damp and leaky
conditione6.

In 1912 it was noted that it took one officer and 21 men to staff
the Lz pounders, and these would be provided from the Garrison
Artillery vorunteers Division in time of need,e?. At this time
the battery was compretely remodelred and made more permanent,
1.5 tons of concrete being ueed. some concrete and part of the

NA G26l4

Fort Record Book 1885-1910: Chapt,er II
Defence Scheme of New Zealand Milit,ary Forces 19Og

'" NAA BBAD L054/2495b

" NA AD 11 Mo5/13
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parapet was cut away to allow the guns more depression, and a war
shelter was built between the guns to protect the crews from
blast. Considerable excavation had been required and more than
two months work; the construction $ras nearly finished in November

L9L2e8. The war shelter referred to here ie preeumably the
concrete and iron roof over the open paesage behind the g"uns

above the ready-use lockers (Fiq. 8.22r, which partially covers
this area in the centre of the battery.

In October 1914 the survey of sanitation at North Head noted that
there erere no latrines at this bat,tery and the men had to gro an

unreasonable dietance (back up to the summitl ). It recomrnended

that a latrine be conetructed in the old South Battery 64 pounder
pit to overcome this. As far as washing facilit.ies were
concerned, the L2 pounder battery again had none, and the men

t,hrew the washing water into an open concrete culvert leading to
the sea. This was deecribed aa "satigfactory", but the author
euggested that a concrete platform for the waah bench to stand
on nould be desirableee.

On 11 January 1918 it waa reported that t,he Garrj-son Artillery
Territorials would man the 12 pounder battery and certain heavier
armamente if called on to mobilise. It seems that, Iater that year
one or both g"uns rrere dismounted and remounted on ships, possibly
during the hunt for Count Felix Von Luckner, who with other
German naval prisoners of rdar had escaped from Motuihe Island.
On July 4 1918 Lieutenant Colonel Gardner, Inepector of Coastal
Defences, remarked that the 12 pounder QF guns at, North llead were
not provided for in manning levels as they were away on
shipsloo, while RuffelI states that in 1918 No 2 gun vtas

dismounted and placed aboard a merchantman, and that it, was

'" NAA

'' NAA

lO54 /2495a

l-A54 /2495c

L6 /16too NA AD 10
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remounted at North Head in 1919101. The Fort Record Booktot

also states that A2 gun wa6 placed on the I{MCS -Iris, whieh was

the ship outfitted to pursue Von Luckner. However, another
account'o' states categorically that the .frjs wan equipped
inetead with two 6 pounder NordenfeLt,s taken on board at, the E.L.
Yard, North Head (presumably the two from the former minefield
site at, South Battery and the Fl gun from the northern end of the
surnrnitl. A photograph (Plate 8.82) showe clearly that at least
one of the guns on the lris was a 6 pounder Nordenfelt, not a L2

pounder.

Whatever had been done with the No 2 gun, both Mark I pieces were
condemned in May 1920 as they were norn after having fired over
300 rounds at fuIl charge. They were replaced by two Mark II guns

in the aame carriagesro{.

In L927 the roof of the battery had rotted of f and riraa

replaced'o'; this was presumably the overhead shelter between
the gune.

In 1932 it vtas noted that the electrical leade in the 12 pounder
battery Gun Store were unsafe and required repairstoo. In July
1934 two road lights on the track to the 12 pounder batt,ery r,tere
to be replacedloT.

In July 1938 the tracks to the L2 pounder battery vrere to be
improved by stone walling and widening. It was suggested that the

1o1 Ruffell n,d. Places of Gunner Int,erest

Fort Record Book, l94L-42 Sectj.on

Dixon n,d.
10' Fort Record Book L94L-42 Section

NAA BBAD L054/2489c

NAA BBAD LO54/2490b

NAA BBAD L054/249Ob
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LZ pounder battery could be linked via tunnel to Annies Cave
below on the waterline, and plans were drawn up, but these rdere
not proceeded wit,h because of cost. The underground portions of
the battery were to be whitewashed, with old whitewash scraped
off, and exterior concrete given a cement wash. All wood and
steel work wae to be repainted dark greenros.

In January 1939 the floodlighte at the battery were re-organised,
and in May it wae noted that the latrines at the battery needed
repairs; t,heee may weII have been the toilets at the old 64
pounder emplacement rather than in the immediate vicinity of t,he
L2 pounder batt,ery itself. rn November that year sashes were
installed in the L2 pounder DS, and a disrupted (camouflage)
colour scheme replaced creanto".

The underground areas of the battery were lined with six inch
tongue-and-groove kauri panelling, In the room with the fireplace
there were double tier bunks down both sides, the uprights being
kauri and the bunks in totara. The central tunner wa6 the
ammunition store, and the cupboard-tike bays beeide the gune were
cartridge storea (the righthand, smaller bays) and shell stores
(Iefthand baye). AIso at this time for unknown reasons the DRF

htaa apparently placed outeide the Op on a concrete pillar"o.
The DS station at the battery was enlarged to a two room
configuration in January 1940111; one room waE for the Lz
pounder battery itself, the other as a DS for the searchlights
on the south side of North Head.

In October l-940 the guns themselves were again replaced with two
more Mark II pieces (dating from 1918 and 1919)r12, as t.he

r- oa

109

NAA BBAD 1054 /2490c

NAA BBAD L054/2490c

Forder 1975b:13

NAA BBAD LA54/249Ac

Fort Record Book L94L-42 Section112
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previous barrels had worn out from exteneive practice use.

Originally the two 12 pounder guns were fitted with a small half
shierd, similar in concept to that fitted to the 6 inch Mk vrrs.
This is shown in Plate 8.83, with practice being carrj.ed out at
one of the gunpits in the late 1930s. At some stage during the
war this was added to and an open-backed turret built up around
each gun (P1ate 8.84).

Betneen June 1941 and June L942 about 2OO rounde each of small
arms ammunition and light machine gun ammunition were in etock
at the L2 pounder magazine, now referred to as 'South Battery,,.
There lrere 606 cartridges and 555 ehelle also in the 12 pounder
magazine, with over 2000 Lz pounder cartridges and shells in
reserve at t,he main magazine.

On 10 May L942 the battery was camouflaged. It was fu1ly staffed
in an important anti-MTB role, covering both the inner channel
and the Motukoreho Channel. In May L943 a temporary wooden
structure stas built on top of the 12 pounder DS, as an additional
CASL (Coastal Artillery Search Light) DS"'.

On 25 August L944 the battery was etood down to "C&M" (Care and
Maintenance) conditions due t,o the improving etrategic
pos j-tionlrt.

The guns were still serviceable when ecrapped in 1959. One wag

saved from the scrap merchant, Regrular Force Cadre staff hiding
it in rubble until after hie depart,urel this EIun is now at the
Queen Elizabeth II Army Memorial Museum, Waiourulls (pIate
8.85 ) .

fn L994 the battery liee in the open area of the reserve,

113 Fort Record Book, L94L-42 Secti-on

NA AD 198 L66/2

Ruffell L982:108
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ABOVE: Plate B.87. A ready-Llse _l-ocker at tire 12 pounder eF
Battery. Note the painted rnarkings on the inner wall irrdicating
that it is for No.2 (western) gun. 1994.

RIGHT: PIate 8.88. The
entrance to the western
crew room, I994.



ABOVE: Plate 8.89. An
room, I994.
BELOW: Plate 8.90.
pickmarks in the ash
brojecting out of the

alcove in the doorway to the western crew

The western crew room, L994. Note the
layer, and the sawn-off walI studs visible

f loor .
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RIGHT: Plate 8.93. Lamp
aperture into magazine, from
the Iamp passage, Igg4

BELow: Prate 8.94. View of Lhe magazine, looking south through
.th" lamp. aperture. Note the pickharks . The courtyard of thebattery is visible throuqh Lhe far doorwav.
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Fig. 8.2L.
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ABovE: Prate 8.95. The interior of the eastern crew ready room,
rooking north. The entrance to t.he lamp passage is at the reft.
Note the chimney and fireplace at right, and the sawn off stumpsof the wooden studs for the wall lining. 1994
BELow: Plate 8.96. The interior of the magazine room, lookingnorth, showing the walled up doorway with the lamp aperture inits centre. The sawn off wall studs indicate that tnii room wasalso fully lined.



ABOVE: Plate a.97. BOp at the IZ pounder eFeast looking into the entrance , Igg4.
BELOW: Plate 8.98. Detail of the rear wall of
L2 pounder QF battery BOp, showing Aircraft
pages pasted on the wa1l during World War II.

Battery, from the

the eastern room,
Recognition Manual

1994.
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administered by the Department of coneervation. The guns are
gone, and all lining and fittings were stripped out in 1959. The
three tunnelled rooms with encircling lamp paesage are easily
acceesible (plat,es B. g9 9.96 ); the pick marks left by the
convict tunnerlers are evident in waLls and. ceilinge. The
concrete work of the pits j_s in good order.

The BoP building st,irl stande above t,he battery (plate B.g7),
again stripped of atl joinery and fittings. The outline of the
temporary wooden building which once etood on top can be seen in
the tar covering of the roof. On the rear wal1 of the Bop second
world war aircraft recognition pamphrets can be seen pasted up
under a thin coveri.ng of paint (prate g.9g). The DRF pedestal
stands out in the open on a steep srope between the Bop and the
terreplein level.

MAI}I }TAGAZTIIE

Around 1907 a main magazine was built juet north of the western
entrance to south Battery, preeumably to house the 6 inch Mk vrr
batt,ery's ammunition, aa welr as 6pare ammunition for all Lhe
other guns. This site gave the building the maximum protection
and convenience availabre on North Head, aa it was not visible
from the Eea except from the upper harbour, it \das on a good
road, and it was adjacent to the laboratory.

There are no direct referencee to the conetruction of thie
feature, but it follows the desigm theme of the other features
of this era, with solid concrete wallsr end a roof of concret,e
slabs on j'ron rail rafters. Four large rooms were surrounded by
a lamp passage, and initiarly there was only one entrance, to the
south. A smarl store sraa buirt in the south-eagtern corner,
behind the first southern room, and acceesible only from the lamp
passa€le (Fig. 8.23). Earth cover wa6 heaped over the whole
building to give more security frorn ehell fire.

In 19L1-12 a second entrance $ras construct,ed at the northern end,
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and six L2 inch Boyles ventilators were installedl'6. By 1915
the ventilat,ors rdere leaking badlyll', and theee were soon
repaired.

The large capacity of the building would not have been stretched
in an emergency: the burk of the anmunit,ion kept in store was to
be at each battery, with onry spare 6 pounder er ammunition
Iisted as being at the magazinell8. perhape inevit,ably, the
building came to be used as a central repoeitory for military and
naval ammunition; by 19LB it contained more than 40 tons of
cordit,e and gunpowderlle.

rn L924 it wag reported that the cordite and lyddite stores,
Numbere 1 and 3 roome in the Main Magazine, were leaking through
t,he ventilator shafts due to treavy raintto, and repair work was
carried out. rn L927, though, there were more bad leaks in the
rooft"t, and theee also were repaired,

During the second worrd war t,he building was stilr used for
ammunit,ion etowagel it waa finarly abandoned when coastal
artillery wae scrapped and the anny left North Head in 1958.

rn 1994 the magazine is kept rocked and j.e used as a store by Doc

operations staff. The building ie in eound condit,ion, whitewashed
and dry (Platee 8.99 8.100), but little of its woodwork or
fittings remain. The northern entrance gates have nor,v been
welded together to prevent vandarg continuarly breaking in.

"' NAA AD LO54/2495b

"? NAA AD Lo54/2495c
ua NA e 49/41 Appendix rrr
1le NA AD 10 L4/4

'zo NAA AD L054/24ggb
121 NAA AD LQ54/24ggc
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SB.BRCHI,TGHT TNSTALI,ATIONS

The sequence of conetruction and use of the varioue searehlight
emplacemente and their associated engine rooms is one of the most,
complicated of aIl the various featureg on North Head. There lrere
at leaet seven different phases in the inst,allation and uee of
eearchlights.

Phaee 1.
With the temporary installation of a minefield from Cheltenham
Beach to Rangitoto in 1885, (and a planned permanent version of
it), an engine room was pranned aesociat,ed with the North
Battery, just, to the north-west of it, as eho\rrn in Fig. 9.1. It
appears that the searchlight would have been emplaced down on the
nort,hern point (where a 6 pounder Hotchkiss emplacement was built
in world war rr), aa is shown in the drawing. This plan was not
proceeded wit,h.

Phaee 2: Eaetern engine room

fn 1886 Colonel Tudor-Boddarn initially intended to position the
ninefield from the eaetern extremity of North Head across to Bean
Rock. An engine room was constructed on the eastern side, astride
the covered wdy, and a steam engine generator and dynamo
j.nstalred in one room; another room wa6 equipped aa a test room
for the minefield. The outer ends of this passage were intended
aE a living area and kitchen. The searchlight wae mounted on a
trolley on t,he tramway, and wourd be wheeled out to follow an
incoming ship as it rounded the head. Although the engine room
was built and fully equipped and the searchlight installed, a
decigion waE made to lay the minefield acrosa from Baetion Point
to the south side of North Head instead of the eaetern plan. The
engine room continued in use until around 1894, and a new engine
roon was built and equipped on t,he south side to service the
ninefield and the new southern searchlight inEtallation. The
engine waa moved to the new site and the buiJ-ding reverted to a
store.
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Phase 3: Southern engine room and eearchlight

As the minefield wae finally installed between the south side of
North Head and across to Bastion Point, a new engine room was
constructed in 1894 adjacent, to and just below the South Battery
on the west side. There was no road to the engine room, so a coal
shut,e was installed from the entrance to the South Battery down
to the room. One steam engine, boiler and dynamo rrere inetalled
in a single roomed structure, which had onry one entrance (the
present main entrance although this has been modified). This
building was to undergo many modificatione and to remain ae the
site of the main engine room until the fortreas was closed down.

The searchlight it,self was installed around 1894 at the nouth of
a gallery leading in from the south-west corner of the head.
Another gallery waa dug parallel to this one, and they were
Iinked by a further pasBage acroctB their rear; this also
contained a magazine room with encircling lamp passage. At the
junction of the eearchlight gallery and the rear passage was a
vert,ical shaft 6 feet (2 m) in diameter leading to the surface
40 feet (L3 n) above. The only acceaa to the eearchlight from the
rest of the fortrees was down a vertical steel ladder in thig
shaft. An emplacement waa constructed in front of the shaft; the
intention was to place the searchright on the surface, have a row
densj-ty auxiriary light, below it armost at water leve1, and have
a 6 pounder QF gun in the parallel paseagett'. It seems that
this hlas never implemented however. The searchlight remained in
the western gallery for about a decade, while the 6 pounder seema

never to have been emplaced in the l-ower galleries. fnstead the
QF gun vras placed in a nevr emplacement about 20 m east of the
upper searchlight; this was probably replaced by the minefield
OP built in 1899 on the aame site. The searchlight and the 6

pounder were both housed in a wooden shed on the surface near the
64 pounder site.

NA AD 57 /25
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rn 1900 an accegs tunnel vrras dug down from the garden of the
officers' quarters above to the junction of the searchlight
passage and garrery and shaft, to provide eafe access to the
comprex. rn about 1907 the rninefield was dismantled, and the
reason for the searchLight position thue disappeared.

Phaee 4: Temporary Eaetern eite

Ae the searchlight was no longer required on the southern face
(and the eaet,ern engine room and tight had been removed) the
South Battery eearchlight was removed to a temporary wooden shed
on the eastern extremity of the head, at water lever123. rt
remained in this temporary etructure for some years while there
was debate as to its most appropriate site. unfortunately, it wae
also found that at this distance from the southern engine room,
Lhe vortage drop was so great that the arc on the eearchlight
could not be struck (IiqhL could not be generated) with the
existing stean engine and generator.

Phase 5: Searchlights 4 and 5

The former south bat,tery light wae finally inetalled in 1916 in
a nenr emplacement on the eaet side; a second emplacement was
built 75 m away further to the north. Both emplacements vrere
tunnerred back into the cliff face; side accecis pagsages gave
covered access for the operators. The accesB passage of the
southernmoet right (searchlight 4) gave onto a steep staircase
which was cut into the side of the criff with a high parapet on
the outside; this rose aLmost to the lever of the covered wdy,
so that operatore could reach both lighte hrithout being exposed
to enemy observation or fire. A stone parapet was buirt at sea
lever between the lights, again to cover personnel who might need
to move between then in action.

The South Battery engine room vras enlarged and an extra steam

Fort Record Book, Fort Takapuna, L907
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engine and additional generator (from Fort Takapuna) installed,
to power the two lights. rn 1919 the soho steam enginee were
suppremented by a Horneby Ackroyd kerosene engine from port
charmers'z' to give greater capacity (and enable both lights to
work at the same time), and the second tight wae installed (this
also was formerly at Port Chalmers).

Phaee 6: Search.lights Lr2, and 3

rn L937 three new lighte were added to the south, between the
1916 searchlights and the old South Battery galleries. These were
freestanding buildings, as cover from fire wae less important,
becauee the lighte were trained remotery from the sLDs above.

The lighte were numbered from the sout,h, eo the new lights were
numbers 1r2 and 3, while the two 1916 righte became searchrighte
4 and 5. The south Bat,tery engine room waa upgraded with t,he
installation of diesel engines, to drive all five lights.

Pbase 7: Searchlight 4A

rn L942 it was decided that there wae gap in the light coverage
of the channer, and a further light, rras instalred between
searchlights 4 and 5; this wag designated as searchlight 4A. 4A
was mounted in a small wooden hut, on a high concrete foundation,
and was again remote controlled, However, the addition of the
eixth light once more caused a power shortage, as the main engine
room could only generate sufficient power for five lights.

Rather than enrarge the main engine room again, it was decided
to build a smal-I auxiliary generator hut adjacent t.o the nert
right. A wooden buirding was erected between the base of the
staire and the access passage to searchlight 4, about 20 m from
light,4A.

12' NA AD10 L6/24
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rn 1959r orr the crosure of coastal artillery defence
establishments, the lighte vtere all stored in cratee at the head
prior to being disposed of. rn Lg64 the engines were sold for
scraP; the lighta were sold but one was donated to the Museum of
Transport and Technology in Auckrand, where it, remains. The
engine room lras stripped of fittings. rn 1994 it, ie open to the
public, in reasonable condition.

E.ASTERX ENGINE R@I,T

The eastern engine room waa conetructed to Tudor-Boddam's plan
in 1886 (Fig. 8.24r. rt incorporaLed a steam engine room, teet
room, searchright store, and barracks. rt ie not dissimilar in
concept to the engine room and barracke at Fort Ballance,
wellington, except that at, Barlance the outer walL is loophored
ae part of the gorge defences, and there waa no eearchlight. The
wide outer passage of this gtructure had large wooden doors at
both ends and the tramway from the covered way ran through its
Iength. The searchlight could be wheeled out of either end of the
complex for a short distance on a tramway trolley along the floor
of the covered yray. The buirding was let into the side of the
hill, with earth piled over the roof and down the seaward side
aE werlr Bo that only the entrances were exposed to view.
construction vras by the usuaL method of ,cut-and-firl,, with
railway iron rafters hording up slabe of concrete for the roof,
the whore being coated with tar for waterproofing prior ro the
earth cover being appried. The engine room appears to have been
operational from ca 1886-1894, with the searchlight being seen
as a fighting light to aseist the gun defencea.

Although it was init,ially
searchlight and engine room
with the new fixed light
eventuatep the engine was

intended to maintai-n the eastern
aa a fighting light in conjuncrion
at South Batteryr25, this dld not

moved ca 1894 to the netrr Sout,hern

rzs NA AD 57 /25
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ABOVE: Plate 8.101" '
Southern entrance to
the eastern engine
room. Note the bullet
holes in the Plaster'
L994.
RIGHT: PIATE 8.102. ThC
northern entrance to
the eastern engine
room, bricked uP during
its conversion to a
magazi-ne, showing -th"small window created'
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ABovE: Plate 8.105. The engine room in the eastern engine room
complex I 1994. originally hbusing a soho zs hp steam eigine, it
was later converted for use as a-magazine. The painted markings
on the left wall indicate the position for shells stacked uprigfrt
on a wooden shelf.

RIGHT: Plate 8. 106.
Detail of the test room
wall, shovring wooden
blocks let into the
walls to suPPort wooden
cabinets for the test
qear. Note also the
remains of the timber
celling. t.994.
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engine room126, and the structure teft standing empty. In March
L925 the building was converted for use a6 a magazine for etorage
of naval ammunitionrz?. The nort,hern entrance through the
covered vtay wa6 bricked up except for a small window sheltered
by an earthen bank ( Plate I . 102 ) , and new vent,ilators vrere
installed. rt remained as a magazine until 1938 when all naval
ammunition was ehifted to the newly constructed Kauri PoinL
ammunition depot. During World l{ar II the building wae used for
storage of miscellaneoue euppliee, and the south end was used ag
the butts of a rifle rangelz8.

fn 1994 the building etande empty and derelict. The wooden doors
are miseing, and the roof has suffered severely from leakage,
caueing the railway iron reinforcing to ruet badly (plate 8.103),
and portions of the concrete roof to fall. Bullet marks at the
gouth entrance (Plate 8.101) are a legacy of the 1940s use of the
building aa a rifle range.

sorlfEBRtr (lralN) ENGME ROOr'r

Work started on the new eouthern engine room in 1891, in
conjunct,ion with the other South Battery alt.erations"t, and the
room waa nearly complete in May 189413o. The original portion of
this complex wasr a eingle room housing a Soho 25 hp steam engine
and boiler, driving a Victoria D2 65 volt 180 amp dynamolrl,
which had previously been in the eaatern engine room. It had been
intended to leave this engine at the eastern locat,ion to power
t,he fighting 1ight,, and to use an engine and generator from Port,

L26 Vickerman L894:2

NAA AD L054/2489a

Forder L975a

NA AD 33/I Appendix A

Vickerman L894

Fort Takapuna Fort Record Book 1904

L2a
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Chalmers at the nes, southern
eventuate.
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room"', but this did not

The new southern room was probably similar in layout to the later
building at Fort rakapuna (rig. 6.6). rt had no road acce6s, and
two coal chutes lrere installed comJ-ng down from the western South
Battery entrance adjacent to the 64 pounder magazine (plate 9.51,
Fig. 8.25). These vrere later used for deliveries of diesel fuel
in much the aame way"t. The room had no provision for righting
as it wae fert that enough daylight woul-d ent,er to render this
superf luousttt.

In 1915-16 a second room wae added alongside to house the Ackroyd
steam engine and dynamo from Fort rakapuna, and a workshop was
built at the rear to house toore and work benchee. An emergency
escape passage was tunnerled south from this room, with a right
angled bend to the west; it, became a deep trench at this point,
which cut t,hrough the rear of the 64 pounder RML pit to exit into
the open behind the former minefierd op buirding. rn 19L9 a
small additional room was built to the west to house the kerogene
Horneby Ackroyd engine from port chalmers. Thia was a single
cylinder long stroke machine that ran at 200 Epr, and had to be
manually pre-heated with a browEorch while the 1.5 ton f rp.rheer
lra6 turned by hand prior to the keroeene being turned on; thie
room was later used as an oil gtoret35.

rn L937 the two steam engines were removed and repraced with
three 3 cylinder Rueton-Hornsby diesel enginee. These ran at 600
rpm and each generated 90 volts DC. The eastern room contained
Enginee l and 2, while the western room treia Engine 1-A. Each had
an overhead gravity feed fuel tank, and the 1600 garron water

132

133

13a

NA AD 57 /25

Russell 1985b:8

NA AD 57 /25

RusseII 1985b:7135
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ABOVE: Pl_ate 8.109
engine room complex
rear, with the door
diesel- engines Nos
overhead fuel tanks

. The (I892) southern room
, in 1994. The control- panel
t.o t,he workshop. beds fbr the
1 and 2 are in the floor

are on the riqht wall.

of the eastern
is at the right
Ruston-Hornsby

. Brackets for

RIGHT: Pl_ate B . 110. The
eastern annex to the
1892 engine room,
showing the 1600 ga1lon
water tank to the 1eft,
and the base of the
coal shute to the
right. Mounts for a
boiler are on the
floor . I994.
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ABOVE: Plate 8.111. The western (1916) engine room in t.he South
Battery complex, with the bed for the Ruston Hornsby diesel
engine 1A in the centre. Brackets for overhead fuel tanks are at
the left. Part of the control panel is at the left rear. L994.
BELOW: Plate 8.LI2. The 1916 workshop at the rear of the engine
room, with the door to the escape tunneL at the left. Note the
barrel vaulted ceilino. 1994.
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Plate 8.115. The escape tunnel from t,he southern engine room,
Iooking east . L994.
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tank (in the eaetern annex) became an emergency supply for the
enginee. Ten water tanks eat on a concrete shelf outside t,he door
of the eagtern room, six 800 gallon and four ?OO gallon,
supplying coolant for the engines. The engines were started by
compreaaed air, and a number of eingle etage air compreasors srere

mounted on the southern wall of the eaetern annex oppoeite the
1600 gallon water tank to f ill the two air bot,t,les to 150

pairto. The former generator room waa converted to hold the
control panel, ae the new engines had their dynamo's attached in
one piece.

The engine room remained fully operational until the engines srere
sold for ecrap for 75 pounde each in 1963'37.

fn L994 the engine room is in the North Head Historic Reserve,
and is open to the public. The tops of the coal chutes were
sealed by Park Board rangera in the 1980's for safety reasonsi
the only original fittings remaining are the engine beds, the
frame of the control room panel, and the fllnrvheel of the kerosene
engine, which lies outeide the room (Plates 8.108 8.115). All
other fittings, including the wooden doors, have been removed.
The building ie dry and in reasonable condition.

SOIITH BA1TITERY SBERCEIJIGHT COMPT'EX

This complex wa€r commenced in 189113" to house the searchlight
to be powered by the Sout,hern Engine Room. It ltas intended to
cover the minefield at night, to prevent raiders from sending in
boat, partiee to cut the minefield adrift. The 64 pounder RML wag

moved closer to the cliff to eupport this concept, and a 6

pounder QF gun was to be incorporated in the design. It appears,
however, that the complex was tunneLled before any plans could

13t Ruesell 1985b:7

"'Ruffell 1984: unpublished conclusion to "The Defences of
Auckland".

138 NA ap 33/L Appendix A



Fig. 8.26. The South
tsaLtery searchlight
complex, L994. Field
survey,
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ABOVE: Plate 8.116.
(see Fig. 8.27\. The
right foreground.

upper searchlight emPlacement
over the access shaft is in the

South Battery
concreLe cap

RIGHT: Plate 8.117- The
entrance to t.he South
Battery searchlight
complex, showing the
roof construction.
r994.
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Fig, 8,2;9. Alteratione
BatLery compLex, 1900.
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RIGHT: PIaIe 8.L24.
Exterior v.iew of the
western embrasure,
South Battery
searchlight complex,
L994.
BELOW: Plate 8.125.
Profile view of the
eastern embrasure. Note
the reinforcing of the
cliff edge . L994.
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be prepared for it, and it ie not clear if any plans were drawn
up, aE it wa6 complete except for det,ail fit,tinge by 1894r'e.
Three emplacements were provided, two near water level for an
auxiliary searchright and a 6 pounder eF gurrr and one higher up
for the main searchlight (Fig. 8.26). A t,ramway syst,em was
inst,alled in t,he lower three passages, and a smarL magazine
eurrounded by a lanp passage wag built in the rear passage for
6 pounder ammunition. A deep and wide shaft, rinked the lower
passages to the surface eearchlight emplacement. rn the event
however, the light was kept on the surface and etored in a wooden
shed nearby with the 6 pounder, and the 6 pounder pedeetal was
mounted in a new emplacement between the 64 pounder pit and the
searchlight emplacement (Fig. 8.2'l and plate B.1L6). A road
connecting all t,hree was fortified with a parapet and banquette
to eeawards. This work wae lrerl in hand in May 1.894, with the 6

pounder pedestal fixed, and the searchlight emplacement froor
about to be pouredlao.

The light itself was a 90cm MK rrr LcD projector, equipped with
three diepersing lenses (16, 30 and 45 degrees), with hand
erevated t,ravereing gear. Thie waa replaced with motorised
equipment in L907 after t,he ramp had been moved to it temporary
wooden shed on the eastern pointl'l.

The only access to the lower complex was via the deep shaft from
behind the searchlight empracementi it wae wide enough t,hat it
could be used for winching t,he rower auxiliary right up and down

for servicing. rn one side was a cutout containing a vertical
iron ladder. The difficulties encountered by the searchlight
crews clinbing thie 43 foot ( 14 m) high iron ladder, particularly
at night in wet weather, were such that it waa 6oon suggested
that a safer acceas passage should be provided. captain coyly of
the submarine Mining Branch of the permanent Militia drew a

Vickerman L89422

Vickerman L894:2

Fort Record Book, Fort Takapuna, L907
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sketch of the required tunnelling work (Fig. 8.28) in March 1900,
and requested that it be carried out, immediately. ft was approved
in April, but on 29 May Capt,ain MacKenzie, conmanding the
Artirlery Branch of the Permanent Miritia, proteeted strongly,
as the pranned t,unnel and trench would surface along the front
of his house, starting in the ftoner bed and terminating in his
vegetable garden. He aeked that the tunnel be turned slightly to
finieh in a zLgzag r.rmp or stepe, to emerge j-netead behind hie
woodshed. An acrimonious exchange of correspondence ensued
between Coyly and MacKenzie, and in June MacKenzie forwarded the
correspondence over his superior's head to the o/c District. on
the 14th Auguet MacKenzie again appealed to the O/C Forces, aa
the convicts were making euch progress that unress it was
diverted soon the garden would be "irreparably ruined". This
minor engagement between t,he branches of the Permanent Militia
wa6 solved by Mr Vickerman, the PWD Dietrict Engineer, and the
acceas tunner was bent, to the west, and finished with a flight of
steps so that it would indeed terminate behind the woodshedr'2
(Plate 8.1L7). Gunner tradition hae it that, thie bend was to
disperse brast from shell firel'3, but it ig crear that it wag
in fact due entirely to captain MacKenzie'e deeire to save hie
garden!

rn 1900 also, the mouths of the searchlight embrasures were
upgraded, with the installation of a parapet with retaining walle
in front of the tunnels, which evidently had no cover at, arl
before thiE (Fig. 8.29 ) 

1...

After the eearchlight apparatus was removed from this site, the
deep casemates and the magazine were used for storing minefield
storee and ammunition; in 1908 789 pounde of dry guncotron was
being stored in the "dry guncotton magazine underground near the

D 1900,/811, NM f i1e

Nutsford pers. conrm.

NM File D 1900/811
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minefield Iight emplacement"l.s.

rn the L920e the complex vras used for the storage of naval
ammunition, which was st,acked up not only in the small magazine
but in "one long passage" in Lhe,'sub-mining tunner'r.6. The
entrances to the complex were secured by a metal grille over the
accesa shaft, and grilte doors on the eearchlight casemates and
the accesn tunnel. Although much of the anmunition was removed
to Mt victoria and Fort Takapuna, smoke floats were still stored
in the tunnels in Lg?-l!.r.

By world war rr the whole cornprex wae abandoned, and used only
as a short,-cut from Torpedo Yard to the Head via a coaetal trackp
t'he accesg tunnel was also the nain access for searchlight crena
down to Ali's Track from their barracks on the hirll.a.

In 1-994 the complex is in the North Head Historic Reserve and
used by membere of the public as an acceaa to the coastrine
walkway. The parapet, and banquette from the 64 pounder pit to the
minefield oP is intact,, but that from the op down to the
searchlight emplacement is barely diecernible. The road behind
has been covered with recent DoC plantinge. A shallor,r terrace
behind the road may be the eite of the L894 shed built to house
the 6 pounder and the eearchlight when t,hey rrere not mounted.
This too is covered with shrube. The upper searchlight
empracement, is in very good condition, art,hough the top of the
acceas shaft has been covered with a concrete slab for safety
reasons. The acceas pasgage and the lower complex are in good
condition, kept whitewashed, with the tramways and turntables
still vieible in the floor (plaree 8.118 8.123). The
searchlight embrasurea are in reasonable condition, although the

Fort, Record Book Chapter VI

c L4/6/ArEyt 26.3.L925, NM

NA N L L0/5/3 North Head &

Forder L975b

file
Mt VictoriaLt7
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supporting iron rails have rusted heavily (P1ates 8.L24 and
8.l-25 ) . The coagtal track that once led t,o Torpedo Yard has been
washed avray, and accese is further impeded by a barbed wire
fence.

SEARCELfGHTS 1r2 and 3

These three light,s were built in L937 as part, of the expansion
of the eearchlight capacity of the fortrees. All three
emplacements (Plates 8.L26 - 8.L29, are freestanding structures
with curved fronte echoing faehionable Art Deco architecEural
influencee. They had concertina iron shuttere acroaa the face,
and ventilators in the centre of the roof; the power eupply came

down the cliff from the main engine room in earthenr,rare ducts and
into the building from the rear through a conduit in the
concrete. Searchlight 3 was another llluminated Area light with
a dispersed beam, while lights L and 2 were Fighting Lights with
concentrated beame. When the harbour boom was built in L942,
Searchlight 1 wae ineide it, so Searchlight 4A vras built aa
another Fighting Light for the area outside the boomr{e.

The lights remained operational until coaetal artillery waa

closed down in 1959, and srere then put in etorage by the army,e
eng5-neers.

In 1994 the emplacements are accessibl-e to the public from t,he
coastal walkway. They are in good condition, but their
ventilators and concertina shutters are misging. The routes of
the power cables down the cliff can clear,ly be seen.

SE.ARCIILIGITT 4

Built in L915-16, this tight emplacement, was tunnelled into
cliff just, above water Level. A square embraeure protected
steel ehutters when not in use v/as all that wae visible from

the
by

the

Russell 1985b:4
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sea; the access passage Lo the north of the emplacement was

tunnelled in from the side (Fig. 8.30), and led to a steep flight
of steps up to just below the level of the covered way. The
stairs were cut down into the rock, leaving a high parapet. on the
seaward eide. During the Second World War, thie light wae the
f irst llluminat,ed Area Light ( IAL) of the chain, ueing a 30

degree dispersing lene to cover a very wide area with a diffused
light beam. At this time it was remotely controlled by the
flluminated Area DS in the 12 pounder battery BOP15o. At the end
of the 1950e the searchlight, equipment was removed and placed in
storage.

In 1994 the empJ-acement is reasonably intact.The earth cover and
parapet between the access tunnel and the covered staircase hae
been worn down or damaged, perhaps by the conetruction of the 4A

engine roomi the receasea in the emplacement for the switching
and control gear are also in good order. The shutters and aLl
equipment are missing (Plates 8.130 - 8.133).

4A SEARCETIGET ENGTNE R@Ii

*to 22 KVA four cylinder Lister diesel engines were installed in
a wooden shed on a concrete base in L942, between Searchlight 4

and the covered steps leading up, to power Searchlight 4A. The

fuel tank for the diesel was at the top of the steps, and a fuel
line ran down the side of then to the engine room. 44 gallon
drums of diesel would be rolled down to t,his header tank from
North Bat,tery when requiredl5l. At, the conclusion of the war
this engine room was demolished; in 1994 the concrete base
remaina vieible (Fig. 8.30).

Ruesell 1985b:3

RusseII 1985b:2
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ABOVE:
p1 inth,
angled
si-de pi
BELOW:
No.1.

Plate
and

lower
I Iars
PIate

8.128. Searchliqht No.2 t 1994. Note the raised
the semi-circular front. This emplacement has an
apron, in contrast wj-th Nos 1 and 3. The supporting
are aLso of a different pattern.
8.L29. Searchlight No.3 | I994, nearly identical to



Siq. 8. 3,0. $_eanchlight Dlo 
" 4, L994. Field survey.
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ABOVE: Pl-ate 8.130. Searchli_ght No. 4,
square embrasure with iron reinforcing.
BELOW: Plate 8.131. Covered st.aircase
No.4 , I994.

exLer ior
t994.

adj acent

view. Note the

to searchl-ight
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ABOVE: Plat'e 8.1-34. the concrete plinth on which the wooden
shelter for Searchlight 4A stood, L994.
BELOW: Plate 8.135. Searchlight No.5. Note the deep tunnelled
structure, and the square embrasure. 7994.
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SE,ARCELTGHT 4A

This was built in L942 as a wooden shed on a high concrete base,
to provide an addiLional Fighting Light in the defended area. It
vraEr powered from it,s own auxiliary engine room nearby, as the
main engine room did not have the capacity to supply it,. The
light was remotely cont.rolled from the 4 inch Battery BOP.

The light was removed at the conclusion of the war. In 1994 all
that remaine of the emplacement is the concrete baee (plat,e
8.134).

SE.ARCELIGET 5

Searchlight 5 wae built in 1915-16, and wae tunnelled into the
cliff near water level. It has a tunnelLed acceee paseage from
the south (Fig. 8.31 and Plate 8.L37), and the embrasure is
equare, and wae protected by iron ghutters. Cutoute in the aeh
at the iear of the emplacement (Plate 8.138) housed a switchboard
with shunt resistance controls on one side and eeries adjuetable
resistance controls on the other's2.

In 1994 the emplacement is open to the public and is in good
condition. ft is missing its shuttere and all searchlight
equJ.pment.

6 POUTIDER QF IITIIEFIELD ETIPLACEUEIIT

In L893-4 an emplacement was built for a 6 pounder Nordenfelt QF

gun half way between the South Battery Searchlight Complex and
the permanent 64 pounder Rt'tL pit, on a straight line between them
(Fig. 8. 27 ) . The intentj-on was for this gun to cover the
minefield, although its situation on top of a cliff 90 feet (29
n) above eea level would have made this far more difficult t,han
the original intended site in the searchlight cornplex at water

tut RusseIl L9 85b : L



Fig. 8.31. Searchligrht No. 5, I994. Field survey.

No 5 Searchlight
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ABovE: PLate 8.136. searchlight No.5 from the south, showing theembrasure i-n profile, and thJlocation of the tunnelled entrance.]-994.

RIGHT: Plate 8.137. The
tunnelled entrance to
Searchlight No.5. I994.



ABovE: Plate 8.138. rnterior of searchlight No.5, showing therecesses at the rear for the controrling Jwitchboard. Lgg4.BELow: Plate B . 139 . rnterior of Searchi iqht No . 5 , "horr-rrg theconduits in the f.loo5 for- power cables. r"he heavy' uoxinq marksof the barrel vau-lted ceili.,g .re visible to the top. rgg4.
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Ievel.

By lrtay 1894 the pedestal had been mounted in the new gunpit, and
the gun was nearby, but the shed that $ras to house both the
searchlight and the 6 pounder had not yet been built1s3.

In 1896 it was noted that, the Minefield 6 pounder sras mounted and
operationalls', but there ie no further reference to this gun at
all. rnstead, in 1899 a Minefield op wag construct,ed to reprace
the original room which had been built at water level below thie
emplacement. From a close examination of the available
archaeological and archival evidence it appearB that this
structure wae built, on top of the 6 pounder pit, completely
replacing it. There is no trace of the original structure
visible in L994.

rn the Park Ranger'e garden, in close proxinity to op, there is
a pedestar for a 6 pounder Nordenfelt, which for many years was
used aa an incinerator (Plate 8.140). rt is quite probable that.
this is the pedegtal f rom the minef ield grunpit.

}TIITBFIELD OP

rn L899 a new minefierd op was buitt in the vicinity of south
Batteryls5 to replace the ord one destroyed by expansion at
lorpedo Yard. rt appears that thie vras buirt on top of the 6

pounder emplacement, as a comparieon of contour data (Figs 8.9
and 8.27) reveale that the two are at, very eimilar heights in the
Eame location. A detailed comparison of the ground in 1994 with
the plan in Fig.8.27 provides the conclusion that the minefield
oP must have been built on the 6 pounder emplacement sire, given
the position of the parapet and banquette, the road, and rhe line
between the structures.

Vickerman L89422

Admiralty 1896:106

NA c2614
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ABovE: Pfate 8.141. The Mjnef ield op f rt_rm Lhe wesl , lgg4, sl-rowing
the doorr,vay and two bricked-up windows.
BtrLow: Pl-ate 8 . r42. T'he interior of tire Minef ie_l.d op . BastionPoint. j-s visible through the embrasure. NoLe t-he construction,
with an iron reinforced concrete roof . Not-e t-he hole in bhe floorirrhere a DRF pedestal was mounted.- i 994.
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As well aa controlling the rninefield
have acted as the searchlight DS, and
by telephone, although it, wae so close
would also have been poseible.

65

operations, this Op would
wae probably linked to it
that verbal communication

When the minefield was abandoned in Lgo6-7 and the searchlight
removed to the eastern extremity of t,he head, this etructure
became obsorete. rt vras not easiry access j.bre by road, ao j_ts
usefulness as a store was rinited. rt appears, however, that, it,
wa6 used for storage for some time.

rn 1994 the building stande ernpty and stripped of all fittings.
The st'ructure is of cavity brick conetruction, with a doubre
outer wall and ei-ngre inner one. The roof is of the usual
materials, wj.th heavy concrete slabs laid over railway irons, and
is nearly 300 nm thick. The ernbrasure looking towards the
ninefieLd ie heavily built in concrete, angred, and overlapped
by the roof. At aome stage the two large windowe on the we6t
side have been bricked up (prate 9,141), and a rarge section of
the single brick inner wall hag been demotished at the north end,
probably to provide the bricks for blocking up the wj-ndows. The
door and other wooden fittings are missing. A small piece of
tongue-and-groove boarding indicates that t,he whole building wag
probably rined in this manner. A hole in the smooth concrete
floor narks the location of the pedestal for the minefield Dnr.
There is no trace of the cabling or instrumentation required for
the remote control and detonation of the minee.

IIORTHERII 6 POUilDER IIOTCEKfSS eF EITiPLACEilENT

Two Hotchkiss 6 pounder eF Eluns rrere empraced on t,he northern
extremity of the head in late 1940156 to cover cheltenham Beach,
replacing two 18 pounder field guns which had been mounted in the
vicinity in 1939 on beach platforme an an anti-MTB battery's'.

NAA A198 L66/2 29.8. L940

Ruffell n.d.:6
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The guns vrere of 1900 vj-ntagel58, and had been mounted on Royal
Navy ships until L924 when they were off-loaded at Hong Kong as
a saluting battery. They were sent to New Zealand, and set up ag

a saluting battery at HMS PhiTomeL, Lhe navy,s t,raining
establishment, at Devonport, in L926 (Plate 8.143). Initially
mounted in temporary sitee as single g"uns'ut (p1ate 8.144), they
were consolidat,ed into pairs in 1942. A crew ehelter hut wae

built immediately behind the emplacemente. At the conclusion of
the war they were handed back to the trdvy, and are now held at
the Kauri Point, Armament Depot aa muaeum pieceeroo (plate
8.145 ) .

rn L994 the two empracements are by the coastal walkway in the
Historic Reserve and are vieit.ed frequent,ly by the public. They
are in reasonable condition, having been built using stone and
concrete retaining walls and parapets. The rear walls contain
ready-use lockers in concrete, and rusted st,eel boxes for
anmunition; the holding down bolte for the grun pedeetals can be
aeen in the floors. The crett ehelter hae been removed and the
excavation for it is partially filled in (plates 8.146 - 8.148).

EASTERN 6 POI'ITDER HOTCffiISS E}IPIACE}IENT

The other two Hotchkiss 6 pounder Qr guns rrere emplaced on the
south-eastern extremity of Ali's Track adjacent to Annies cave
in L942 to cover the harbour boom (plate 8.149). These had also
been on Royal Navy ships and had been foqwarded to New zealand
a6 a naval saluting battery, but they srere even older, having
been manufactured in 189016r. rnitiarly they had been mounted

'5' Fort Record Book, I94L-42 Section, Part I Section G3

15e Fort Record Book, Fort Cautley, L94L-42 Section: I
Ruffell n.d. :6

Fort Record Book L94L-42 Section Part I Section G3
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ABovE: Plate 8.146. Northern Hotchkiss 6 pounder eF pits, lookingnorth. The site of the crew shelter hu€ is in ifr6 foregroundlI994.
BELow: Plate 8.147. The eastern pit of the northern Hotchkissbattery. Note the ready-use locker in concrete with boxing marks,and steel storaEe boxes to the left . lgg4.
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singly elsewhere in temporary emplacements, but when the boom was

installed it, wag felt necessary to provide their covering fire
along its length. It had been intended to mount a modern 6

pounder twin turret on North Head for thie purpose, but the ship
bringing this weapon to New Zealand was sunk in transit and the
Hotchkiss 6 pounders vrere used as a stopgap measurer"2. When the
replacement 6 pounder twin arrived it, was mounted at Bastion
Point instead.

On the conclueion of the war the Hotchkies guns were removed and
returned to the Navy.

In L994 the emplacements are on the coastal walkway and are
frequently travereed by the public. Built to the sane concept as

the northern emplacements in stone with cement mortar, they have
lost, most of their front parapets. The holding down bolte for the
pedestals are visible, and the ready-uee lockers are in
reaeonable condition. E:<posed to sea spray, the steel boxee
incorporated into the rear of t,he emplacemente have rusted badly
(Plates 8.150 and 8.151).

Imnediately in front of t,he emplacemente two rows of wooden pilea
can be 6een in the ash reef. One, running etraight acrosa towards
Baetion Point is the remaine of the harbour defence boom from
L942; the other, running at right angles to this (paralle1 to the
shore) may be the remains of a jet,ty adjacent to Annies Cave,
used for the transhipment of gruncotton.

ANNIES CAVE

Annies Cave is a tunnelled structure behind Searchlight 3 (Fig.
8.32). Its exact purpoee, and the date of it,s conet,ruction is not
known, but it seems to have been aseociated with minefield
activities. It is most likely that it vras dug during the
transition from the Bastion Point Auxiliary depot to the newly

1"2 Forder 1975a
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ABovE: Pl-ate 8.150. The western 6 pounder pit at the Hotchki_ssboom. battery, showing the ready-use locker and the concretedscoria wa11s. 1994.
BELow: Plate 8.151. The eastern 6 pounder pit, showing the ready-use locker . I994.
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expanded depot, at Torpedo Bay, as a temporary minestore; it is
probable that a natural cave existed at this point, and was

expanded by tunnelling. The main ent,rance shaft has two side bays
dug to the west, each with a wide shelf down each eide, about the
right size and shape to act as storage benches for minee. As late
as the 1940s candle lamp hooks were diecernible in the
ceiling'"3. Much of the tunnelling activity on North Head

occurred between L896 and 1900, which is the date whi-ch can
t,entatively be fixed to thie feature. The strongeet argument for
the expansion of an existing cave is that as dug it is not
convenient either to the jetty on the eaetern pointr of, the
Torpedo Bay wharfr eis no track joined them at this time. A

shallow reef of ash does adjoin the shore near Anniee Cave, so
that barges might have been brought alongeide in calm weather at
high tide, possibly at a narrorr wooden jetty as described abovel
otherwise there was litt,le or no land access.

The first definite reference to Annies Cave ie in the Fort Record
Book in 1908, when it states that the "wet, gun cotton 13 tone ie
stored in an excavation 300 yds E of minefi-eld light
emplacementrr''6' although it is nowhere near 300 yds, but more
Iike 300 feet between the two featuree. Minefield wet guncotton
and stores were in storage in "excavations along the eouth side
of North Head" aa late aa L927t65. It seeme most likely
therefore that the cave was constructed and ueed primarily as a
wet giuncotton store in association with the minefield in the
years L896 to L927.

The cave wae 'redigcovered' in 1937 when Searchlight Nunber 3 wae

being built, and at one stage it hras euggeeted that an access
tunnel could be built up to the tennis court, but this vras not

163 RueseIl 1985b:5

Fort, Record Book 19L0 Section Chapter VI16a

165 NA N L L0/5/3 North Head & Mt Victoria
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ABovE: Plate 8.152. A1i's Track. The path made by 1940ssearchlight crews, from the entrance of ennies cave. The rear ofSearchlight No.3 is to the left. L994.

RIGHT: Plate 8.L53. The
entrance to Annies Cave from
No.3 searchlight. Note the
vertical slots to either
side where a door was fitted
in the 1920s.
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actionedl66. fn World War If it lras used briefly aa eleeping
accommodation for searchlight crewEi, with wooden bunks fitted on
the benches in the two workinq baysl6', until it was replaced by
two small wooden huts in the bush nearby.

The source of the name "Annieg Cave" is unknown, but 6ome otd
soldiers say it wae becauee of the "notorious activities,,of a
woman called Annie in the cave during or after the war'"E.

In L994 the cave is acceseible to the public on the main
waterline walking track, and is in good condition, kept, clean and
tidy (Plates 8.153 8.156).

SALTIIING BAfIERTES

There apPears to be have been a varj-ety of ealuting batteries on
North Head throughout the nilitary occupation. There had been a
saluting field bat,tery on Mt Victoria in the 1880s, and the 64
pounder battery on Mt Victoria wae ueed occaeionally for salut,ing
purposes as degcribed in Chapter Seven.

rn L922 it \ras noted that there were four g pounder RBL field
guns and limbers at Fort cautley (possibry in the Artirrery
Yard), the wooden wheels of which were rotten; it was suggested
that the wheels be replaced with those from the linbers of the
L5 pounder saruting battery linbers, and the 9 pounders disposed
of aa trophieslo". From this it would appear that Lhe 15

pounders were on fixed mountinge gomewhere on the head, Ers if
they \itere still mobile they would have required their limbers for
towing and ammunition storage. The eite, if dtry, cannot be
est,ablished with any certainty.

156 NAA AD L054/2490c
Lc1 Ruseell 1985a: Interview with Kidd

Nutsford pers.conm.

NA AD1O L6/Zq169
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In the 1930s a saluting battery of six 4 inch naval lfuns (ex llltS
New Zealand) nras installed along the edge of the tennie court
just east of South Battery (Plates 8.157 and 8.158). They lrere
not secured very well, and the mountg were endorsed as being
suitable only for blank chargee. On the outbreak of war in 1939

these quns were removed and dispersed to new eites at Fort
Takapuna and elsewhere around the country aa coast,al defence
weaPon8.

Their place was taken by 18 pounder field guns of Firet World War

vintage. Two of these eluns were first mounted somewhere near
North BaLtery in an anti-MTB role, and to cover Cheltenham Beach,
on rotating beach platforme, but they were eupplanted by the
northern 6 pounder Hotchkies QF emplacemente. Subsequently four
of them were used for saluting purposee on t,he eaetern extremity
of the sunnit. Concrete pads were laid in a line between the I
inch BLHP pit and former southern 7 inch RML pit, to provide a

stable platform for the field carriagee (Platee 8.22 and 8.23).

The gune were also used in the more sheltered environment of the
tennie court next to Sout,h Battery, where the 4 inch nava] Slung
had been eited before the hrarl?o.

By 1953 t,he carriagee had rotted through constant exposure to the
sea air and weather. With the creation of the saluting battery
and monument to fallen grunnere at South Battery, the four 18
pounders nrere remounted on L2 pounder QF garrison pedestals in
a semi-circle in front of the I inch BLHP 9uD, and used to fire
the Royal Salute on the visit of Queen Elizabeth II in HMS Gothic
in 1953. They continued in use as the Auckland saluting battery
until t967, when the saluting battery role wa6 assumed by the
Navy from HMNZS PhilomeT"'.

1?o RuffelI 1984:unpublished conclueion to "Defences of
Auckl-and".

17r Ruf fell 1,984: unpublished conclueion t,o "Def ences of
Auckland".
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In 1994 t,he four 18 pounders remain on their 12 pounder pedeatals
at South Battery (Plate 8.68), in reaeonable condition, but
without their breech blocks.

ROADS and TRAUWAYS

North Head had no apparent roads or tracks on it untit the main
military act,ivity of 1885 commenced. As hae been pointed out by
Veart172 the early photographs and paintings do not, show any
roads leading onto the head other than what is now Takuranga Road
(then North Head Road); there are no indicatione of a t,rack or
road leading to the 40 pounder RBL battery.

Initial Roading

The first defence work carried out in the ecare of 1885 was the
building of acceaa roade to the North and south Battery sites,
and the road linking then to the eaet, which would be
supplemented by the covered wayt". within three weeks these
roads and the one to the sunmit had been built to the point that
the gune and carriagee could be haured over them to be
mountedl?'. The main acce66 road from Takuranga Road to North
Bat,tery, the dogreg back to south Battery, and the switchback
road to the north-western end of the surnmit probably date from
this initial period (Fig. 8.9). The road down to the western main
entrance to south Battery from the sunmit road had a high parapet
along its western side (Plate 8.102); it is quite rikely that the
sunnit road aleo had parapet protection in the more exposed
sections of its route

The surunit road went through two haj.rpin bende (t,o the south and
the north), curminating in a eharp climb up to the gatewdy, which
faced north-west, and was flanked by a 12 foot (4 m) high parapet

L?7 Veart 1990:31

Auckland Vleekly News

Auckland WeekTy l/ews

4.4.L885222

25 .4. 1885 : 10

L7a
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with a surrounding ditch; the gates were loopholed and sheathed
with iron. Just inside the gate waa a stone guardhouse with a

crenellated roof.

The covered way

Once the guns were mounted, the covered way hraa constructed.
Technically, a covered way ie a path on top of a counterecarpt
on the outside of a ditch defence, but here it simply means a

sunken path or road linking the two batteriee on the eeaward

side. A wide terrace waa conetructed, and a sunken way dug on the
inner side against the hillside. Excavations in L992 revealed
that it waa only 1.5 L.7 m deep, aa is also shown in Plates
8.1?2 and 8.173. At the north end it petered out in a wide
embouchement, while at the south end it probably went straight
acroea the eite of what would later be the I inch battery, and

connected into the 64 pounder RtfL pit.

In 1886 the eastern engine room was built aetride the covered
wayr with large wooden doors opening onto it at each end. A

searchlight wae inetalled on a trolley in the engine room' and

could run out each end on a short tramway. The north and south
ende of the feature were considerably altered during the
reconstruction of North and South Batteries between 1888-1891,
with the south end terminatj.ng well short of ite former
deetination in a new entrance into t,he 8 inch BLHP battery; this
was again rnodified later to exit j-nto Ali's Cave. By the 1930s

at the latest the entire southern half of the covered way had

dieappeared, with the road alongside it apparently cut down to
the same leve1 and the creation of the tennie court,; one source
suggests this occurred during World War I1?5. The north end

terminated in a concrete doorway with eteps leading down into the
eastern passage entrance to the 8 j-nch BLHP gun.

It is not clear what use, if any, the covered way was Put to. The

"' HGI'{P 1983:37 rN Veart 1990:37
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destruction of the eouthern end ca L9l4 would i,ndicate that it'
was redundant by that time. Plate 8.159 shons it being used in
1900 by Infantry Volunteers as a trench for firing practice.

In 1994 the northern half of the covered way is clearly visible,
and is slowly being ernptied of garden rubbieh by DoC etaff. Of

the southern half only the ends at South battery are vj.sible.

Jettiee and BIJIP Tramuays

The BLHP ![une weighed 13 tons, compared with the 64 cwt or 7 ton
RMLe, and it was therefore felt necessary to build tramwaye up

to the battery sites and deliver the guns by sea to North Head.

A jetty with gantry was prepared at the foot of t,he hilt on the
eastern side and a tramway line was run thence to the top of the
hill where a steann engine wae installed in a temporary shed to
the left rear of the 8 inch emplacement on the west side of the
central passage. A scow brought the gun under the gantry where

it was hoisted by a special iron winch of great, power made for
the occasion, and by means of this and two auxiliary winchee the
gun and mounting were succeegfully brought to the edge of the
pit"o. The procees of hauling the gun up the hill would have

been very similar to that photographed on Mt Victoria in 1899

(Platee '1 .4, 7.5 and 7.6).

To reach t,he North and South batteriee in 1888, apecial tramways
were also reguired, probably laid along the road above the
covered wdy, which was bisected by the tramway to the surnmit. The

tramvrays were evidently all" removed after their task was

completed: in 1893 it was report,ed that "the damaged 8 inch 13

ton gun had been removed from the N.Battery N.Head, and taken
down to the jetty, and a spare gun hauled to the battery to
replace itnl??. This had evidently been a difficult operation,
as most of the tramway and associ-at,ed appliances used to haul the

Fort Record Book 1910 Section Part i. Chapter Xf

NA AD 33/L

t76
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gun to its site originally had been removed, since it, had not
been envieaged that, it would be needed again. The necessary
haulage equipment had to be specially obtained from Wellington,
and the original tramway completely reetored.

In conjunction with this restoration of the tramway to the North
Bat,tery, an incline wheel was installed in a cutout at the rear
of the BLHP road, on the line of the t.ramriray (Fig. 8.33), The
tramway section above this to the surnmit lras removed, and the
steam engine on the eurnmit was taken down to the jetty area and
re-emplaced there. The excavation on the gummit which had
formerry houeed it was filred in. The steam engine now held one
end of the cable which went up the tramway, around the incline
wheer, and baek down to the jetty to be attached at the other end
to the load. A turntable was fixed at the head of the tramway,
offset from the incline wheel so that the cable waa centred over
the turntable (Fig. 8.33). Fromthe turntabre, the 13 ton 8 inch
grun could be hauled arong and down the BLHP road to the North
Batteryr'".

with the further developrnent of roading. and mechani_cal
transportation it E eems that t,he tramway technology rras not
required after 1900. A further jetty or gmall wharf may have
been built adjacent to Annies Cave ca 1899 (see above).

rn 1994 the tramway 'gut' cut for transporting the g inch gun
from the jetty to the sunmit in 1886 ie still vieible on rhe east
side of North Head (Plate 8.160); the jetty is shown on Map Dp

1009 of 1891, and again the remains are st,itl visibre. The main
jetty and tramway proper rrrere no longer in existence by 19L1,
according to the Fort Record Bookl?e. The remains of wharf
pilinge are visible near Annies Cave.

The east.ern jetty site wae eti1l in uae as late as worrd war rr,

178 NA AD 3515: 11 .2.Lgg3
L7e Fort, Record Book 1885-1910 secLion: Chapter II
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Plate 8.161.
North Head,

of the jetty at the
of Searchlight No.4.

eastern extremitY
L994.

Footing
in front

of



RIGHT: PIATE 8.L62. ThE
incline wheel- set into
the hillside adjacent
to the upper BLHP road,
and used to haul stores
up the tramway to this
point. Part of an I
inch BLHP carri-age,
probably from North
Battery, was found
nearby and is now on
display here , 1994.

BELOW: Plate 8"1-63" The incline wheel set into the rear of the
upper BLHP road on the line of the tramway.

t"
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when barges were sometimes brought in to load or unload heavy
storesr"o. The base of it is st,ill visible in L994 (Plate
8.L61).

In L994 the incline wheel was found during an archaeological
e:qlloration of the cutoutl8l. The wheel itself is in rernarkably
good condition (Plates 8.L62 and 8.163), but the turntable
appears to have been removed with the rest of the tramway gear.

BLEP roAd

The 7 ton 7 inch RML guns had been'brought onto North Head by
contractor from the Admiralty Reserve in Devonport, but to mount
the 13 ton I inch BLHP guns it was necessary to bring them up the
hill by a tramway powered by a steam engine directly from the
sea. However, while the summit gun went etraight to ite eite by
this method, a road had to be conetructed to get the North and
South Battery Eluns round the hill from the central tramway. The

level of the covered r,ray waa too low, as this would have
necesej-tated hauling the guns uphill again at the end of the
covered vray to their pite. Accordingly, another road was built
around the eaetern face, about 15 m above the covered way level.

At the south end this debouched onto the flat area between the
I inch pit, and the OP, while at, the north end it sloped gently
down to the equivalent area of North Battery, and then joined a

short road just atrove North Batt,ery which emerged just south of
the battery gates. At one stage fortifying thie end of the road
with parapets and two 6 pounder QF €tuns was contemplated, as
ghown in fig. 9.1 but this was never actioned.

At the eouth end this road wag extended in 1893 to connect to the
summit road just below the southern hairpin'"', in conjunction

rao RusselI 1985b:2

Veart pers.comm.

NA AD 35/5

1At
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with the hillside above it being cut back to improve t,he eastern
arc of fire for the BLHP gun.

The north-eastern sector of this road was greatly disturbed by
the building of the 6 inch Mk VII battery ca 1908-11, and the
construction of the 4 inch BOP in 1941r so that it is not easily
diecernible in 1994.

6 Inch l{k VII road

When the Mk VII Battery was built, it was neceaaary to extend the
BLHP road round to the nort,h at the aame level as the incline
wheel, and continue it through the battery back around the hill
to the south-west to join up with the main sunmit road by cutting
acrosa in front of the barracks and other weEt,ern buildings. The
northern and weetern sectorg of the road had a high parapet built
on the outside to provide covered accegs from the barracks to the
battery.

In 1,994 this road is still largely intact, and uniguely among the
roads on the head, retains ite parapete.

Re-alignment of the sulnrnit road

The surunit road was still in its original form prior to World War
II (Plates 8.20 and 8.21), During the vrar, the road wae

substantially re-aligned above the southern hairpin bend. The

original ewit,chback to the north around the western side of the
hill was used as a building platform, and the eummit road wae

continued round to approach the sumnit from t,he south-east,
between the central earthwork and the eouthern 6 pounder QF pit.
The L944 and L946 maps (Fige 8.9 and 8.35) clearly show this
change, while the remains of the QF pit are visibte in later
aerial photographs (Plat,es 8.22 and 8.23). The reason for this
re-alignment of the road is not known, but it was probably to use
the t,erraced area to the west for building, and at the same time
eliminating the two hairpin bends incorporated in 1885, which
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lrould have proved very inconvenient to 1940s motor vehicles.

The road was gradually widened, eventually eliminating any
visible trace of the 6 pounder pit. During the 1960s the northern
traverse of the earthworke at the sumnit rrraa removed, and the
remaining northern earthworke bulldozed flat. A metal road was

extended from the north end of the courtyard round to the east
between the security fence and the BLHP pit, which was turned
into a water tank. This metal road then came due south to link
up with the eunmit road, croesing the southern 7 inch RML pit
(which wae filled with rubble to allow this) and tr,ro of the four
saluting gun pads. In the L992 archaeological excavation the 6

pounder pit and the 7 inch RML pit, were relocated, and in L994
the 7 inch RML pit was emptied of fil}, cutting through thie
metal road.

In L994 the line of the old road can still be aeen, and is in
good condit,ion, sealed and used aB a pathway in places where it
is not buiLt on. The re-aligned road is well eealed and carriee
considerable naval traffic.

Other roads

Other short roads were built, to connect the parade grounds on the
north-weet terraces to the main road, and to link the South
Battery Officers Quartere, Searchlight Emplacement, Minefield 6

pounder/OP, 64 pounder pit and 12 pounder pit (Fig. 8.9). A track
joined the southern engine room to this network, but the main
South Battery approach road remained (and remaine) the 1885

feature.

In L994 the main South Battery road is in reasonable condition,
although it ig grassed and barred to public traffic. It has lost
its outer parapet. The metalled road to the former Officere
Quarters (now rangers hut) continues in use, but the other tracke
and roads have virtually disappeared, and in some cases have been
planted in native bush.
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Ali'a Track

In 1939-40 an all-weather track wae built around the south and
eastern sectors of the waterline of the hill by searchlight
crews, to connect the varioue searchlight and gun
emplacements'"3. This qraa levelled and concreted where
necessary, and on the southern eide ran ineide the line of the
present coastal track (Plate 8.152). rte name derived from the
construction work by searchlight crews under the direction of
Major Ezra 'Ali' Badger.

The sections of this track closest to the coaet served as the
baeis of the current coastal walkway, while the reet can still
be aeen, in good condition.

QUARRIES

During the late 1880s and early i.890e, a Public Worke Department
carter was employed futl t,ime at North Head, with his horses and
dray accommodated at North Batt,ery. Rock in the form of grey aeh
staa quarried by convicts from two major Eites on the head, and
uged as aggregate for concrete there and at the other forts, and
for road metal at all the fortificatione.

Quarried aeh wae either taken by the pwD dray by road to desired
area on North Head, Mt Victoria or Takapuna Head, or tipped down

the Sout,h Battery searchlight, emplacement, accese shaft, and barged
acroas to Baetion Point, the barge being nosed up againet the
coastline by the searchlight gallery. so sueceesful was thie
material that the Devonport Borough Council requeet,ed quantities
of it for their public works, and this was euppliedl8..

r8t Forder 19?6b

ra' NA AD 33/4,
L889-1893

33/8 & 35/5, Monthly Report,s at Auckland
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Ifeet quarry

The first quarry on North Head was juet south of the dogleg bend
at North Battery on the summit roadl the material from it was
presumably used to construct the first roads to enable the RML

guns to be brought up the hitI. Thie quarry was not expanded, and
remained abandoned until ueed as a sit,e for a succeseion of
buildings from ca 1900.

South quarqf

lhe other main quarry wae adjacent to South Battery, to the east.
In 1893 the hill Iraa cut down to the east of the battery to
improve the arc of fire for the BLHP guni the ash layer here was

of such high quality that further quarrying vras carried out,
result,ing in the forrnation of AIi,e Cave, and the large levelled
area next to it. In t,his procese the southern arc of t,he covered
way was quarried away; by the Firet World War eufficient level
space had been cleared here to eetablieh a tennis court. During
the 1930e eix 4 inch naval guns lrere mounted along the seaward
edge of thie area, impeding ite recreational use, but. they were
removed in 1939 and by 1946 the area is Ehown on maps (Fig. 8.9)
aa an asphalt tennie court,

Quarried rock wae also obtained from excavating the BLHP and 6

inch Mk VII batteries, and the deep tunnelling at t,he South
Battery searchl.i.ght complex, Anniee Cave, and the L2 Pounder
Battery.

In L994 there ie ample evidence of the quarrying work, wrth t,he
marks of the convict,s picks clearly vieible on many tunnelled
featuree. The West Quarry stands empty, and the South Quarry at,
South Battery ie grass covered and shows no sigm of irs former
use as a saluting battery or a tennis court.
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BUTLDTNGS

A large number of buildings were erected on North Head during the
military occupationi many have been moved, demolished or replaced
by other buildings or features.

Few, if dDy, buildings srere conetructed during the 1885 scare,
but as 6oon ae the batteries were completed, attention waa given
to accommodat,ion for the men. Alt,hough it had been int,ended to
build barracks at alr the forts, wi-th prans for buildings at Fort
Reeolution and Fort Bastion, only those at Forte cautley and
Takapuna were actually constructed. The Takapuna barracke waa

intended to be ueed only in an emergency rather than as permanent
accommodation; the Permanent Militia were to be based at North
Head,

The encloeed redoubt on the sunmit included a long wooden barrack
building, a stone kitchen, a stone guardhouse, and a latrine,
while the officers guartere, in accordance with normal NZCF Field
Force practice, were sited about 100 m from the fort about
halfway dowrt the western slope. when the surunit barracks and
kitchen were taken over by the prison Department for a gaol in
1888 a consi-derable re-adjuetment had to occur. The former
officere quartere were converted into a makeshift barracks, and
the officers t{ere housed in a new houee still further away from
the summitr orr the south-west boundary of the reserve. The
subsequent expansion of the south Battery with the engine room,
6 pounder and searchlight complex later made this site much less
desirable.

A series of small sheds and stores rrrere built, adjacent to the
barracks on the western slope; these were replaced at intervals.
A new barracke at the expanded Torpedo yard in 1899 eased t,he
Pre€taure on accontmodat,ion for the Permanent Militia. The Prieon
buildings on the summit were handed baclc to the military in 1914,
but it is not clear if they were re-occupied inmediately. some

new lat,rines and washing facilities lrere erected at various sites
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after t,he sanitary review in 1914, but little elge changed in the
years leading up to World War II.

In 1939-40 a major building progranme waa implemented, covering
the western and lower north western slopee with barracks and
ancillary buildings, incorporating or displacing many of the
older examplee.

Almost no building occurred after the war, and once control of
the Head paseed to the Hauraki Gulf Maritime Park Board most of
the buildings outside the remaining defence area were demoliehed.

The building Eequence is at timee complicat,ed, and is beet
understood by examining it in detail at two periode.

Buildinge in 1910

The Fort Record Book gives a detailed description of the
bui,ldings a6 they stood ca 1910185:

Building XIV was the Guard Room, 20 feet two inchea x L2 feet x
nine feet (6.5 m x 4 m x 3 m), juet ineide the gate into the
summit earthwork. It rdas built in stone with a f lat,
battlemented roof which waa accessed by an iron ladder from the
outside, and was so damp and leaky that it had never been used
as a guard room. In 1910 it was being ueed by the Prieon
Department. This building is clearly vieible in a number of
photographs (P1ates 8.164 and 8.165), but wae demolished by the
late 1930s (Plate 8.20). A relocatable classroom was placed on
the site during the 1980s.

Buildings XV, XVI and XVII made up
the same eloping corrugrated iron
corrugated iron and contained old,
1910. This conglomerate building

the General Store, all under
roof . They vrere f aced with

Bpare and condenned stores in
was half nray up the western

II
'"' Fort record Book 1885-1910 Section, Chapter III Section
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the south side of the central stairway, opposite the

and can be seen clearly in Plates 8.164 and 8.165. It
preeent in phot'ographs into the 1920s, but has gone by

1930s (Plat,e 8.2L). In the 1940s dormitoriee were built'
site, which has since become a carpark'

Building XvIII wae the Barracks, init,ially built aE the Officers

Quartere, a wooden building 52 feet four inches x t7 feet x 14

feet aeven inchee (17 m x 5.5 m x ?.? m) (Fiq. 8.34). In 1910 it
was fitted up to house 20 men, with an NCO bunked in the corner,

and also contained a dining room and kitchen; it had qag

lighting, a verandah at the front, and a vegetable garden at the

rear. Building XIX was a lean-to washhouee L1 feet aeven inchee

x six feet ten j-nches x nine feet Eeven inches (3.7 m x 2.2 m x

3 m) attached to thie and fitted with a bath and two wash stands.

Thie building etood half way up the western eide of the hill on

the north side of the cent,ral staircase, and is clearly vieible
in numeroua photographs (Plates 8.2L, 8.22 and 8.164). It
survived through World War fI but waa demolished by the Park

Board. Its site ig now a carPark.

Building XX was the Prieon, built ae the main barracke in 1886,

a long wooden building with a verandah along ite western face,
eited just behind the main east,ern earthltork on the summit, and

protected to seawarde by the Northern Traverse. This building
still eurvives in 1994.

Building XXI was the ltaeter Gunners Store, a wooden building half
way up the western slope on the eouth side of the central
stairway, and contained spare armament stores in 1910. This
building ie poss5-bly an early structure that etill survivee in
L994 as a messroom (Building 18 below).

Building XXII waa the Garrison Artillery Volunteere Office,
sheathed in corrugated iron, with a double gable roof, matchlined
and pai.nted, containing three rooms and a covered in porch. It
rraa 20 m eouth of the Master Gunners Store, This distinctive
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building remained until the L920sr but had gone before the late
1930s (Plate 8.?fl. Its site was occupied by an Administrat,ion
building (Buildings 16 and 17), which sti1l occupiee the site in
L994.

Buildings in 1944

the c€rmp plan of L944 (Fig, 8.35) nunberg and names all defence
buildings on North Head at that time; they are listed here with
their earlier histories and subsequent fate.

Lower weet slopes

No.L Guard room, 39'x 1.8'6" [L2.7 m x 6 m]. Demolished by
the Park Board.

No.2 PA Hut, 38'x 18'6" [L2.5 m x 6 m]. Demoliehed by the
Park Board.

No.3 Ablutions (Men), 37' x 13,[12 m x 4.2 n]. Demolished
by t,he Park Board.

No.3A Latrines 38'x 15'[12.5 m x 5 m]. Theee are posaibly
the latrines referred to in 1914'8" as being on the
parade ground. Oenolished by the park Board.

No.4 Dormitory 130'4" x 18,6" t42.7 m x 6 ml. Demolished by
the Park Board.

No.5 Dormj.tory 130'4" x L8'6" 142.7 m x 6 ml. Demolished by
the Park Board.

No.6 Dormitory 130'4" x 18,6" t42.7 m x 6 ml. Demolished by
the Park Board.

No.7 Dormitory L30'4" x 18'6" 142.7 m x 6 ml. Dernolished by
the Park Board.

No.8 QU and Rations 66, x L9,4" [21.6 m x 6.3 m].
Demolished by the park Board.

No.9 Men'6 Mess 76'8" x 34'8u x 26'6" [25 m x 1L,3 n x 8,7
ml. demolished by the Park Board.

No.33001 Hut. Demolished by the Park Board.

1" NAA AD lo54/2495a
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No.33002 Hut. Demolished by the Park Board.
No.A YMCA building 75' x 30'124.6 m x 9.8 rnl . Demolished by

the Park Board.

North Battery
No.10 Drying hut 24' x L9' [7.8 m x 6.2 m]. Dernolished by

the Park Board, foundations now used to di.splay 6 inch
BLHP gun and pieces of I inch BLHP !fun.

No.11 L.A.D. 31'5" x L9'4' [10.3 m x 5.3 mJ. Demolighed by
the Park Board. Site now a carpark.

No.12 Showers 30'x 18' [9.8 m x 5.9 n]. Demolished by the
Park Board. Site now a carpark.

No.L3 Latrine L2' x 8' [4 m x 2.6 n]. Probably built
folLowing the 1914 sanitation survey"'1 demolished by
the Park Board and now part of the North Battery
carpark.

No.47 Hut. Demolished by the Park Board and the site
landscaped.
Coal Shed. Built ae the Guard lIouse for the 7 inch RML

battery in 1885, and subsequently used as stables and
harness room for the PWD horses and 3.7 inch Pack
Battery horsesi in L994 used ae a store by DoC staff.
Tnro PWD sheds. Demolished by the Park Board and the
eite left vacant.

West quarrv

No.B Canteen 50'8" x 22' [16.6 m x 7.2 n]. This site was

earlier occupied by a double gabled building.
Demolished by the Park Board.

No.C Orderly Room 28'x 1O'8" [9.1 m x 3.5 m]. Demolished
by the Park Boaro.

No.33004 Hut. Demolished by the Park Board.

1'7 NAA AD Le54/z49sa
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South Batt,ery
No.29 Regirnental Aid post 30'x 1g, t9.g m x 5.9 ml . Buirt

aa the Laboratory for firling sherrs ca 1904, and
demoriehed by the park Board. Repraced with a modern
public toilet block.
Major Hicks House and outbuildinge. Built as the
officere euarters ca 18gg upon the convers.ion of the
summit barracka to a priaon and the conversion of the
officers' guarters to barracks. occupied by a park
Board ranger then demolished; now the site of workshop
and sheds for DoC gtaff.
Latrine in old g"un si-te. Built in response to t,he 1914
sanitation report; demolished by the park Board. The
foundations remain in the grun pit.

No.41774 Hut in gJunnery t,raining area. Demolished by park
Board.

No.4L775 Hut. Demolished by park Board.
No.39 Latrine for L2 pounder battery B, x 6,6" 1"2.6 m x z

ml. Demoliehed by the park Board.
No.4L SLDS on roof of L2 pounder BOp, 11, x gt t3.6 m x 3

nl. Demolished by the park Board.
No.40 WAAC Hut 8,3u x 8'3u [2.6 m x 2.6 m]. Demolished by

the Park Board.

Wat.erline

No.42 Lat,rine 8' x 6,6" 12.6 m x 2 ml. Demolished by the
Park Board,

No.43 War Shelter for boom battery 15,6,,x 11, t5 m x 3.6
ml. Demolished by the park Board.

No.49 No.2 Engine Room (for Searchlight 4A) , 25, x 13, l1.z
m x 4.2 rnl . Demolished by the park Board, the
foundations are still visible.

No.45 Latrine 10, x 6,3u L3.2 m x 2 ml . Demolished by the
Park Board.

No.46 Shed. Demolished by the park Board.
No.44 war shelter for northern 6 pounder emplacement.
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Demolished by t,he Park Board.

Main western slopes

No.27

No.28

No. 38

No. 4 1007

No. 33005

No. D

No. E

No.2 L

No. 22

No.23

No.24

No. L8

Searchlight Mechanists Store, 36'4" x 10'8" [11.8 n x
3.5 ml. Demolished by the Park Board.
Searchlight Office 15'3" x 10'8" [5 m x 3.5 m].
Demolished by the Park Board.
Battery Room. Demolished by the Park Board.
Shed. Demoliehed by the Park Board.
PWD Shed. Demolj-shed by the Park Board.
Hut. Demolished by the Park Board.
Hut. Demolished by the Park Board.
AEWS. Demolished by the Park Board.
CASL Store 52'6" x 25'lL7.2 m x L2 ml. Previouely
desiginated ae Buildings XVIII & XIX, it was built as

tshe Officers Quarters in 1886, and used subsequent.Iy
as barracks. Demolished by t,he Park Board. Now a
carpark.
Sergeants Mess 4L' x 24' x 26' x 2O'6" [13.3 m x 7.8
rn x I m x 6.7 ml . Demolished by the Park Board. Noer a

carpark.
Latrine 37' x L4' ILZ m x 4.5 m]. Demoliehed by the
Park Board. Now a carpark.
Dormitory 76'x 18'6" [25 m x 6 m]. Demolished by the
Park Board, now a carpark.
Dormitory 85'x 18'6" 127.8 m x 6 rnl . This site waEr

previously occupied by the General Store from 1886

ca 1930. Demolished by the Park'Board, nour a carpark.
Dormitory 50'x L8'6" [16.4 m x 6 m]. Demolished by
the Park Board, nour a carpark.
Officers Mess 45' x 2L' x 25' x L4'6" [L4.7 m x 6.8 m

x 8.2 m x 4.7 ml. This is an early building, possibly
No XXI, the Master Gunnere Store. It, is still
standing, though coneiderably modified, and in use as

a meaa facility by the RNZN.

Administration Building 62' x 27' [20.3 m x 8.8 m],No. 19
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Thie occupied the site of the former GAV Office,
building XXII. It is still standing and in use by the
RNZN as the Adminietration Block for the camp.

No.20 Mast,er Gunners Store 28, x L6, [9 m x 5.2 rn]. This is
also still in use by the RNZN.

Shed. Demolished.
No.41006 Hut. Demolished.
No.37 Latrine 6' x 4' [2 m x 1..3 m]. Demoliehed,
No.14 Officere Dormitory 53, x 28,6" [20.6 m x 9.3 m]. Has

been extended and is in use ae a claesroom.
No.15 Junior Officere Dormitory 63, x 28,6" [20.6 m x 9.3

nl . This wae built on t,he original gunmit road. It is
in use ae a claeeroom.

No.i-6 Senior NCOs Dormitory 78' x 17,10" [25.5 m x 5.8 m],
This was built on the original sumnit road, and ie now

in uee ae a classroom.
No.17 NCOe Showers 22'6" x L7'6" 17.3 m x 5.7 rnl . Thig wae

built on the old sunmit road, and ie still in use aa

a lavatory and showers.

Summit

No.33003 Hut,. Demolished by army. The site has been levelled
and is now a naval helipad.

No.4L002 Hut. Demolished by army. lhe site has been levelled
and is no\d a naval helipad.

No.41003 Hut. Demolished by army. The eite has been levelled
and is now a naval helipad.

No.41004 Hut,. Demolished by army. The site has been levelled
and is now a naval helipad.

No.41005 Hut. Demolished by army. The site has been levelled
and is now a naval helipad.
Naval XDO building. Removed, with no vieible trace of
its existence.

No.31 Latrine L7'9" x 6'2" [5.8 m x 2 n]. Site of t,he
original Fort Cautley latrine, rebuilt after the 1914
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No.36

No. 32

No. 33

No.34

No.26

No.25
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sanitation report188. Since denolished, the ej-te now
being'occupied by a relocat,able classroom.
Sports Store 34, x 15, [11 m x 4.9 m]. This building
sras the original 1886 Fort Cautley kitchen, used by
the military and then the prison. It, is built in stone
with a nearly flat roof; at Bome stage it appeare t,o
have had part of the south end removed, aa this ie
walled up in brick rather than the original stone. It
is still standing and is used ae a cinema store.
Tank Stand. This held water purnped up from the
reservoir set into t,he courtyard below. Since
demolished.
WAAC Orderly Room (PWD Hut). Since removed.
WAAC Recreation Room 20'9,,x 16, t6.B m x 5 ml . StiII
etanding and in use by the RNZN.

WAAC Dormitory 49, x 22, [16 m x ?.2 m]. Still in use
as a claseroom.
WAAC Laundry 22, x 22, 17.Z m x ?.2 ml . Since
demolished to improve road accese.
WAAC Dormitory L24, x 25, t40.6 m x 8.2 rnl. This ie
the original main barracks building from 1996,
Building XX, used a6 a prison from 1.BBB to 1914. It is
still st,anding and now houses lecture and practice
rooms for the RNZN School of Signale. It has modern
addj.tions to both ends housing airconditioning
equipment.

The L940 vintage buildings t,hat remain on North Head are in sound
condition; very few wartime buirdings of this type remain
anlnrhere in the country in such a good state of maintenance. By
chance, two of the original 1886 buildings remain on the summit,.
It j-s to be hoped that all of these buildings lrill be preserved
when the site is abandoned by the Navy and reverts to the
Department of Conservation.

1e8 NAA BBAD 1054/24g5a
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ARCHAEOIOGICAI, EXCAVATIOI{S

L992

In January-February 1992 archaeological excavatj.ons lyere carried
out at North Head by student,s from the University of Auckland
under my direction, pureuant to a permit issued by the New
zealand Historic Places Trust, and with the co-operation and
permission of the Department of Conservation and the Royal New
Zealand Navy.

The aime of the excavation $rere to locate the northern and
sout,hern 7 inch RML pits and 6 pounder eF pit,e so aa to determine
t,he shape of the original earthwork, locate the original ops
between the three heavy ![uns (lggs - 90), determine the depth and
extent' of the covered way, test an apparent feature near Buitding
B, and attempt to locate an eastern tunner alleged to lead from
the sumrnit BLHp pit (then in use ae a water reservoir).

Excavations $rere first carried out in Area r (Fig. 9.36). A grid.
was laj-d out from a datum and a series of 3 m square excavations
were carried out (plate 8.166). rn the sout,hernmoet square the
top of the northern nur, gallery was soon located coming through
under the fence from the summit area. Thie square vras extended
down until the doorway with iron gates waa revealed (prate
8.167); the square rras firred with rarge heavy rubbre which was
very difficult to excavate. The square was excavated down to 2

m below ground surface, and then probed 4.L m, but no surface
could be found. The bottom of the RML pit should have been no
more than 2 m from the ceiling of the gallery; t,he sides of the
entrance shotted broken concrete and it wae concluded that this
RML pit had been demolished in the aborted earthworks of l904-6.
Continued excavations on the grid towards the north in an effort
to locat,e the front lip of the pit also encountered only :-'-rbble,
confirming this conclusion. A test pit was also opened further
west in this area, in an attempt to locate the northern 6

pounder, but onry loose fill was found. This area has been
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extensively dieturbed by earthworks, buitdings and finally
bulldozing and it would appear that little of its original form
can be determined. AII the excavations in Area f were recorded
and then backfilled.

rn Area rr four squares vrere opened to check the purpose of the
shallow terrace on which they were situated, and to approach Area
r from the east, side. The two smarl squares at the junction of
Areas r and rr were taken down to z m, and located only rubbre
firlr dB found in Area r. The two smarler squares to the east
determined that the t,errace was a built feature with a Bcarp
about 500 mm high distinguiehing it from the next level down. Its
function could not be determined, although it lras clearly
constructed during the early military occupation. rt does not
appear to be connected with the tramway, and there is a similar
low terrace on the south side of the main fort glacis. These
squares were recorded and then backfilled.

At, Area III a trench hras put acroaa the netalled road to
determine the ext,ent of the coaming of the g inch BLHP pit (plate
8.168). rt wae intended to trench down the front edge of the pit
to establish whether a tunnel led out from it. unfortunatety, the
edge of the pit was located right under the defence boundary
fence, surmounted by a metre of rough concret,e supporting fence
foundations. In theee circumstances the reet of the plan could
not be implemented without undermining the security fence, which
was not permitted. The trench was recorded and then backfilled.

In Area fV a test excavation soon located the remains of the
southern 6 pounder QF pit. An oval area of rough concrete work
was found (Plat,e 8.169), with nearly a metre of the long holding
down borts bent over flat onto the base. rt appears from this
that about a metre of the concret,e work below the floor of the
pit has been burldozed off, along with the outer parapet (compare
with Fig. 3.6). This feature was recorded and the excavation
backfilled.
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ABOVE; Flate 8"1-66" Excavations at Area I,1991, or the site of
the original northern 7 inch RML pit-. Compare with Plate 8"6.
BELOW: Plate 8"167" The entrance to the access passage from the
northern 7 inch RML pit into the summj.t bat.tery complex " Note the
smooth, plastered f inish on the 1i-ntel, in cont-rast to t-he broken
concrete of the upright , indicating t.hat the R-l4L pit was
demolished" Compare with plate 8.178"
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ABOVE: Plate
width of the
BELOW: PIATC
emplacement,

8"168. Excavation at Area fII, 1991, showing the
concrete 1ip of the 8 inch BLHP Pit "

8"169, Excavation of the southern 6 pounder QF gun
Area IV, 1991.
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At Area v several small excavations were made to locate the rim
of the southern ? inch RML pit. This was soon found, and the
excavations extended into a continuous trench following the rim.
The digging was very hard going through the compacted rubble and
metar road surface above the pit, but eventuarry the entire rim
rdas exposed (plate 9.170). rt was found that there wae onry one
roading gallery associated with this feature, to the north of it,
as compared with the two of the northern pit (prat,e g.17r). The
roof of the loading gallery had been demolished when the pit was
filled in. After discussions with the Navy, it, was decided to
leave the rim of the pit exposed, even though this cut off the
Ioop road around the summit, causing considerable inconvenience.

At Area vr two crosa sections were made of the covered wdy, one
adjacent to the eastern North Battery entrance, and one further
round in the eastern quadrant (plates 9.L72 and g.123). rt was
found that at both locations the covered way rdas approximately
2 n wide and 1.5 - 1.2 m deep. There \.ras no tramway or any other
feature visible at either place. These small excavations were
backfilled after recording.

At Area vrr it was intended to excavate an apparent feature
visible on the surface adjacent to the site of Building D, the
original of f icers quarters/barracks half riray up the western
sropes. The overgrown grass on the site was cleared, but once
this r^ras done the 'feature, had disappeared. when tord at this
stage that the area had been bulldozed during an amateur
investigation in 1988r Do excavation waa carried out.

A variety of features associated with the summit area were
surveyed in and a pran made of the summit battery underground.

The result of the excavation was that, the summit, earthworks could
be relocated on the ground, enabling the interpretation of the
historic record to produce plans of its original form (Figs g.3
and 8.5). It was established that the northern RML pit had been
destroyed, while the outrine of the southern pit was left exposed
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ABOVE: Flate I " 170 " Excavation at
RMI. nit 't he outline of fhe nit
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RIGHT; Flate 8"171" The
loading gallery
entrance, during the
1991 excavation"
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ABOVE: trIaLe I "
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tr 7lL " Excavation at Area
surface of this shallow
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for public viewing.

L994

During 1994 large scaLe investigations lrere carried out on North
Head by Department of conservation staff seeking to verify or
negate allegat,ione t,hat the hill contained miesing tunnels fult
of decaying ammunitiontte.

on the surunj-t, the 8 inch BLHP grunpit, in use as a water tank,
was drained and stripped of much of its concrete lining, exposing
the original plaetered finish (plates 8.182 8.184). The
southern 7 inch RML pit rras enptied of its remaining fill and
cleanedl two pieces of Nordenfelt 6 pounder eF pedestal mounting
were found at t.he bottom of the pit (plates 9.L74 8.180).

on the BLHP road a cutout on the north-eastern quadrant, was
investigated, and the 1893 incline wheer located (plate 8.162).
A disturbed area adjacent to the site of buitding D was
investigated inconclueively, and smalI tegt excavations rrrere

carried out along the southern edge of the south euarry/tennis
court, locating a Lewis .303 AA machinegun pit and one of the 4

inch saluting battery mounts. A section was taken from the side
of t,he mound on which auilding 10 ( Drying Hut ) stood,
establishing that this was a solid feature.

No evidence was found of any missing tunners, or features that
could not be accounted for.

r8e D Veart, DoC, pers.colnm.
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ABOVE: Plate 8"L74. View of the southern RML pit after
excavation in L994 " Note the pattern of the alcoves and recesses.
The pit has only one loading gallery, to the left (north). The
gun platform has been chipped out of the floor.
BELow: Plate 8.175" Detail- of a recess with rinqbolt. Note the
irregular, angled shape.
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ABOVE: Pl-ate B " l-76 "after excavation in
pit was filled.
BELOW: Plate 8"L77 "ready-use locker.
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The loading gallery of the southern RML pit,
l-994 " The roof was obviously removed when Lhe

Detail of the loading qallery, showing the
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ABOVE: P.l-ate I " 178 " The entrance f rom the pit into the summit
battery complex, after excavation in I994 

"

BELOW: F1ate 8"179" detail of the wall of the RML pit, showing
the effect on the wall of the rotting of the timber foundations
used in its construction in 1885"
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AtsOVE : tr-laL.e I " 180 " detai I of Lhe sou thern 7 inch RML pit ,
showing the pedestal cap and traversing gear of a Nordenfeft G

nnttndcr nF lrrinrr i n f he ra:r nf ihe ni tI uu! uI LlIs Pr L
BELOW: trf,aLe I " l-81" 8 inch BLHP pit_ at_ t.he sllmmit battery, in
1991, while is use as a water tank"
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ABOVE: Plate B "LB2 " Detail
Lire surrmit. B inch BLHP pit.
be avoj.ded for firinq. -

t..,,-

of the bearing marks on the wall of. The orange paj nted sectors were to
BELoI\r; Pf ate B " 183 " Detail of the sunurit B inch tsLHp pit af terdraining .and excavation in 7gg4" Note the f il]ed ramner lroles,and the zinc drip rail around the pit rim" The remainino r-onr-rer-epanel is in front of the northern ammuni,tion o*="uo"--
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The B j-nch BLHP pit
1994 " Note the bearing
hydraulic cylinder.
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THE 'IIYSTERY' OF NORTH HEAD

Because of its sLze, location and complexity, North Head has
attracted its fair share of mystery storiee. The predominant
theme j-s that there are missing features or t,unnels which can be
remenbered by witnesses, and that these are ful1 of valuable old
equipment, dangeroue ammunition, or both.

The most persistent of these stories maintain that are a large
number of missing tunnels packed with ammunition, and that they
al-so contain some world war r vintage aircraft which may be of
coneiderable valueleo.

rn pursuit of this story, the site was visited by George Bort,
pioneer aviator, in 1959, and every shed, buirding and feature
was visited by him with the Army Commandant. AII unidentified
cratee were opened and checked for aircraft partsrel. Nothing
rtaa found, except that burnt parts were found on the beach at
Torpedo Bay, coneistent with the known destruction of some
aircraft.

In 1980, at the instigation of Air Vice Marshal Sir Richard Bolt,
chief of Defence staff (and son of George Bolt), an army team
carried out a further investigation of North Head and Torpedo
Yard, but found nothingre2.

In 1988, a film company named Mallard Productions carried out a
major attack on the North Head features using a team of army
engineers to drill holes at random into most walls and floors in
moet of the batteries and gunpits, looking for missing tunnel
entrances. Arthough this amateur attempt at finding rnissing
tunnels was eanctioned by the New Zealand Historic places Trust
with a permi-tr no reports of the investigation have been filed,

New Zeafand HeraTd 6,7.L991:Section 2 p.3

Major R Nutsford (Retd) pers.comm.

NM file.792
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so the exact details of, their work are unknown. The physical
evidence of this foray are everlnrrhere in the buirdings and
features on the Head, as none of the dritling damage v/ag
repaired. The original entrance to the south Battery BLHP
complex from the covered way was broken open to reveal its scoria
fitr, and after considerable prodding from the park Board wag
eventually crudery repaired with a concrete brock warl.

The failure of their invest,igation did nor prevent Mallard from
making increasingly shrill attempte to frighten the public into
forcing further investigations, and in 1994 the Minister of
Conservation allocated a large budget for this purpose. Extensive
archival research and phyeical investigations failed to 1ocate
any missing tunnels.

From the reeearch involved in preparing this t,hesie, it is my
considered opinion that the myetery tunnere do not exist. There
is a masa of archival naterial which documente the existing
features, and does not mention any other featuree. Financial
authorities for construction work are consistent with the work
carried out but no more. The evidence of photographs from widely
different sourcea and repositoriee is coneistent, with the
archivaL evidence.

The batteries on North Head are totally consistent in their
similarities to the other forts in Auckland, and the conremporary
harbour defence works in wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin.
There is also remarkable consistency with the conremporary
defence works in Australia and other colonies of the aritish
Enpire.

rn short, there was no need for the defence works at North Head
to include any features other than those that exist nov, or can
be document'ed historj-calIy. There is no evid.ence from f rnancial
expenditure or from the extensive archival material EhaL they
stere ever needed or built. Archaeologically there is also no
indication of missing features.
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The only 'evidence' for missing tunneLs ie in the claims of about.
two hundred peopre that they remember featuree that no longer
exist; unfortunatery none of them can indicate precisery where
t,hese were"3. Most of the claims can be readily exprained
within the known archaeological and historical seguence, and the
few that remain do not corroborate each otherle.,

r an forced to the conclusion t,hat there is great deaL of
evidence to refute the presence of missing tunnels or featuree,
and no credible evidence at, alr to eupport the stories. perhapa
unfortunatery, there is no great mystery at North Head.

st ulfARr

North Head ie a large area containing numerous archaeological
gitee pertaining to ite miritary occupat,ion from 1g20. rt wae
always the keystone of the Auckland defencee, posEeaeing the
port's main armament until changing t,echnology puehed the focus
of defence much further out into the Hauraki Gurf during t,he
Second World War.

At the peak of the earry defence works, in 1900, North Head had
four of the eight heavy batteries in Auckrand, and t,en of the 19
coastal defence guns. The only batteries rnanned fully during
World slar r were on North Head, and after lrlorld War rI virtually
all of the declining coastal defence activity centred there. Its
continuing use by the Navy seeEr continuing minor modif icat.i-ons,
while 'park development' work by the Hauraki Maritime park Board
in the 1970s and 1980s saw wholesale demolition of buildings and
features, and the rnodification of othere.

As a reeult a great deal of evolutionary change occurred. on this
site in cornparj.son with any of the ot,her forte, making North Head
difficult to understand without a very thorough study.

rv5 J Earnshaw, Mallard productione, pers.conm.
1e' D Veart, DoC, per6.comn.
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The North Head batteries, despite 6ome doubte about their early
design, hrere evolved into effect,ive fight,ing units, and arone of
arl the Auckland forts, they were always regarded ae such. Fort
Cautley was the moat important base for coastal defence from 1BB5
to 1959, and the batteriee there must be regarded as economic and
milit,ary successes. Even with thie site however, there lras
considerable confusion and bureaucratic bungling, such as the
decision to move the Mk vrr battery from the sunmit, while it wae
under congtruct,ion, and the unnecessary duprication of engine
roome and eearchlight facilities.
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